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INTRODUCTION
The fqnda.~:pe:q.tal principle of ~~ss spectrometry is that when
an ele.II!e.rit or a cqmpouncf'is io:n,ized the ions formed are representative of the
origl.na:l substance; 'arid mea~ureipe:ri.t of t~~ m~~s to charge ratio (m/e) of these
ions provides a. con,.venient
IJ!6.all.S
of l,ietermi~ation
of the substance o
..
.
'·
.
.
.

~

'

A ei,mple form of mass spectrometer -is shovm in Figo lo A sample
of the gas to be analyse~ enters the io:p. source th,:ro%gh a suitable leak, the
pressure inside the ~ource being of the order of 10- torr; positive ions
are formed by the.iqnizin&' acti()n of ~n electron beam which enters the source
from the sideo
T~e ions emerge from the source and are accelerated by a
potential difference of about 2kV, the "ion acqelerating potential". They pa;s13
through a system of ~lits which causes tb,em to be collimated into a narrow·-pea/n,
the divergence ~gle of whiqh is sr,nali (2 o( is about 10), and thence down· the··
vacuum system to t~f3 magnetic ana,lysero
In the field-free region the ions trayel
in straight lines 9 but ili the magnetic field they are deflected and follow a.
circular patho The ral,iius. of t~is path depends upon the momentum of the ions'.
and upon the ma~~tio fi(';llclstren.gt:P,o Un,der suitable conditions, it is possible
to bring 'li~e slightly d.iver~nt 'be't:I:Dl into focus again as shown in the f1.-gure,
an image of tb,e source slit being formed at the colleotoro The small current
due to the ion beam produces a small potential difference across a high
impedance, and this is then amplified in a s~ita,qle m~ero
Theoryo
A ~owlel,ige of the ion accelerating voltage, the inten~ity of the
and the mean radius of curvature of the path of the ions in the
magq,etic field enables the mass to charge ratio of the ions to be determined,
as is shown below.
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It will be ~een from equn. (4) that if V, H and Rare kept
constant, then the system acts as a momentum separator..
Ions having a smaller
momentum than those shown in the figure would be more easily deflected by the
magnetic field and would follow a path having a smaller radius of curvature,
and so would not pass t:q:t-ough t:Q.e collector slit.
It is found that a necessary condition for focusing of the ion
beam is that the source slit, the apex of the magnetic field sector, and the
collector slit should all be on the same straight lineo
The focusing effect of the magnetic analyser is shown in Figo 2,
and it will be seen that the effect is somewhat analogous to the effect in opticso
11
1
Thus, magnification= Width of Image Slit = f (1 m' 1 m)
Width of Source Slit
In a s~etrical system such as MS2 1 m= 111m ~d
magnification = 1.
In the prism effect the magnetic analyser has a momentum
dispersion .instead of wavelength dispersion as in the optical case.
We can
consider the momentum dispersion as being a mass dispersion combined with an
energy dispersion.
If the mass of the ion is increased, then the momentum
is increased and the ion follows a path of larger radius.
Similarly, an
increase in the accelerating voltage gives rise to an increase in momentum and
an increase in radius of curvature.
The collector is unable to distinguish
between these two effects, so that if .the magnetic sector instrument is to act
as a perfect mass analyser the energy spread of the ions leaving the source
niust be zero o
1

c-/

Resolving Power
.

.
Theoretical resolving powe~which is the ability to separate ions
of mean mass m and having a mass differenceAm>is given by ~
o
Am
It may be shown that Resolving Power

= m =
Am
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3Tbe sm,aller the slits, the hig~r the resolving power, but the smaller the
sensitivity. If the aberrations are not zero, the width of the ion beam at
the collector is increased by 6 w, so t~e resolving power of the mass analyser
is reduced. This i14crease !l W could· be caused by non-uniformity of the
magnetic field across the width of the beam, by variations of the magnetic
field intensity or by variation of the ion accelerating voltage.
Two cases may now be considered.
( i) -Case where m· -and V -are constant.
We· have b. W = R • ~ · ( 1 + Mm ) .

where R

= radius

of path in
magnetic field.

l\n= magnification

(~)

of
magnetic lens system.

~-

=1

In a symmetrical instrument M

m

and for MS2

R=

6'' .-

If the variation in magnetic field strength ~H is 1 part in 103, then
we have
H
6, W = 6 X 10-3 X 2
= 12 x lo-3

=

0.012 inch.

(ii) Case where m and H are constant
We have

Ll W = .! •
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Thus, again for the MS2 in symmetrical conditions, with a variation in
accelerating voltage b. V = 1 part in 103,

v
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Thus, it will be seen that the permissible variation in
accelerating voltage is twice the permissible variation in magnetic field
intensity
The energy of the ions leaving the source is not constant even
for a perfectly stabilized accelerating voltage for two main reasons.

-4(a) The ions_have t~~rmal energies appro8ri~te to the temperature of the
source, which is of t~e order of 200 C at least. This gives the ions
a velocity cqmpone.nt ra.r:~,d~ly distributed in direction.
The thermal
velocities of,sQme ions will be in the· direction of the accelerating
field, but there will be other ions with thermal velocities in the
opposite directiQ~· This represents a spre~in energy of about i eV.

(b) The width of t~e ele.ctro~ qe.am is finite and the region of the ion
chamoer
is nqt 'completely. field free.
Therefore, ions from one edge
1
have 'a different en~rgy from those from the opposite edge of the electron
beam, since they fall t:qrou~h a sli~htly different potential difference.
Thus, a pr~ctical limit is set to the resolving power of the
magnetic analyser.
For an MS2 the practical limit is about 700 with a
0.002 inch source slit and a 0.005 inch collectgr slit. For an MS2 instrument with an ionization chamber pressure of l<r · torr and with source and
collector slits of 0.012 inch, the ion beam current of the major peak in
the spectrum is lo-10 amp. If the slit sizes are reduced to increase the
resolving power, then the sensitivity is reduced.
If the sample pressure·is increased in order to increase the
ion beam current, collisions between ions and gas molecules OCCUr more
frequently, and result in scattering of ions.
Also, if the ion current
leaving the source slit is increased, the space charge of the beam causes
de-focusing. Both these effects lead to a reduction of resolving power.
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

As may be seen from equation·(3) ions of various mass to
charge ratios may be brought in turn to the collector slit (i.e. they must
This is achieved
have a given radius of curvature in the magnetic field).
by varying either the accelerating voltage or the magnetic field intensity.
The response of the collector amplifier shows peaks as the various ions are
brought to the collector slit. The "mass spectrum" so produced for air is
shown in the figure below.
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MASS SPECTRUM OF ·Am
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- 5Th~ various peaks in the spectrum of air are due to the
ions shown in the table belowo

A.M.U.

A.M.U.

ION

16

o+

32

N+
2
0 +
2

40

A+

14

N+

44

18

H o+
2
HO+

20

co +
2
Ne+

28

(J

ION

17

.

29

. .

N +(14 & 15
2isotopes)

-.-.

It is of interest to note the peak at mass 29o This is due
to a nitrogen molecule which is singly charged, but one of 'the nuclei is the
normal isotope of atomic mass 14 whereas the other is the isotope of mass 15,
which constitut~s about 1% of normal nitrogen.
Since the bea~ in which an ion is to be found after leaving
the magnetic anaJyser.depe11(}.s upon the mass to charge ratio, it will be
appreciated for example, t:)lat the peak at 20 on the "nominal" aomouo scale
could be due to singly;charg~d neon ions and doubly-charged argon ions. Thus,
the absolute sizes of the various P~aks are not necessarily absolute measures
of the relative proporti9ns of the ions present in the spectrum.

CJ

Howev~r~ a particular gas gives rise to a characteristic
pattern of ions and the ratJ:o of the "parent ions" to the intensity of the
fragments is constant if the energy of the ionizing electron beam is fixed.
The pattern of an individual gas (or vapour is constant and is known as the
"cracking pattern" o
The electron beam ~nergy is usually fixed ~t 75eV.

Exam;pl e • Pure Argon

COLLECTOR
RESPONSE

~--------~~------------~--------~,_ A.M.U.

CHARGE

- 6The ratio of the

height~:~· ·of

tb,e peaks is constant for a pure

By way of comparison, t~e mass spectrum of
siderably ni'ore coznplic;:tteQ. t}lf:l.n that of air.
~tomic

The
:p~~k

o:f

~J:te "par~nt

mass. of n-butane C4H1o is 58.
ion" at this mass.
.

~-Butane

i13 con-

There is a large

There are four main groups o:f ions:to

c ~8 + (44)

to

c2H6+(30)

to

c2+(24)

CH + (16)
4

to

c+ (12

3

(-)
'-_/

c4+(48)
c3+ (36)

c4H10+(58)

Fo.I' a mixture of gases, such as n-butane and methane for
example 1 some peaks in the' spectrUm will be due to ions fro~ each of the
gases present.
It will 7 therefore 7 be necessary for extensive computation to
be performed.

A resolving power of about 200 is sufficient to analyse mixtures
of lzy<i:J;oca;J:"bo:p. gases, but J.t is possible to ionize some substances of molecular
weigb,t 2000 o~ so, for example tars in Petrochemicals. For compounds of euch
hi~ inolec~l(?.;[weights
a r~f?olving
power of at least 2000 is required.
.
..
.
..
.

()

'

With samples ccmtaining mixtures of' hydrocarbon and inorganic
gases, it is possible for peaks due tp several of the gases to occur at the
same place in the spectrum·. For example, in a suitable mixture, a peak at
mass 28 could be due to any of the following ions:- C2H +, CH ~, N +, CO+.
2
2
4
However, the masses of the constituent atoms are not whole
numbers.
On the original peys1cal standard of mass, the atomic mass of
oxygen was taken to be 16.000.
The respective values for some other elements
are as follows:·

H

=

c ...
N

1.00813
12.00386

= 14.09754

Thus, using these masses it is found that the actual ionic masses
of the four ions listed above are:+
= 28.04024
C2H4
CH N+
2

=

28.02776

-1N+
2

=

28.01508

co+

=

28.00386

Now M for these ions is approximately 2,500 •
. . ~.l4
order to stipulate the required resolving power of this
ipstrument it is necessary to fo~late a ~ore stringent definition of
resolving power. . Th~r~ m~y.be several forms of the definition of this term,
but the one favoured at· A~E.Io ·is· that two peaks of equal height are said to
be re~:~olved if the "v~lley" between them is 1~ of the height of either peak.
This is known ~~·t:b.t( "lo%valley definition".
See figure below.
I~

(J

t

Joo1

Peak:
Height

ro%
Mass ----;.-

Using t~s definition it will be seen that the resolving power
of the mass spectrometer required to separate the ions listed above has to be
2500.
If the resol~ing po~e~ were much less than this figure, then the
spectrum of the four ions '~p q~eS.tion would consist only of a single broad
peak: at mass 28, but at hig}l. i-e,13plt,tti.on four independent peaks would be apparent.

1\
2.S

LOW RESOLUTION

~g

HIGH RESOLUTION

It is instructive to note that at high resolution, if only one
were observed at approximately mass 28, it would be necessary to check
it13 aQtu~l ioniQ mass accurately by means of a known ion, thus calibrating the
oh!'Lrt in.the vicinity of the unknown ion.

~eak

-8. Definitipn
I

"

If Qt. is the ~gUlar.. .div.ergenoe of the beam
emergj,ng from .. the.·. source,. ·.then .the. c;:~ondi tion of
first order l;!.nduleir re,...focus.ing is: said to occ\J,r
if the equat:i:ori·d~cribing the position of re-focus
contains no· ~elini . :ilio(.o (Note that higher powers
f;JUCh as ~- 2, o<,~J etc o are penni. tted o )

The magnetic sector operates in such a.:wccy: that it gives
first order angular re-focusingc;
In addi tiQn. it also gives the energy dispersion .and ~e- !llass dispersiqn.
.

CJ
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.

.
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.

.

J

In an instrument such as the MS9 the electrostatic analyser,
which takes the form of· a cylindrical condenser· .system, also ,h~s len_s
properties ...and in addition an energy. di.spe.rs~on,. but no m~ss disper.si?,n o
Dr>uble Focusin&'
In the ·combination of the el$.otrostatic ang. magnetic analysers .
used in ~ dc;>U,bl;e focusing instrfuitent, .the a.ngU.lar. fo.cusing . propert~ is pr~served
(noe(te:t"m,.)..,.and. in .addition the fields -~re .. 84'Xanged: so ;t,nat the: energy aberration
suff.er.ed-. 1,ly the ions in the electrostati.c. analyser is cancelled by the energy
a,berrati.on.su:,t:fer.ed .. in the magrietic .analyser, i ~eo there is no first order
velooi ty (
-term.
.
.

p)

. · With the particular arrangement. of 1;he MS9 (Nier and. .;Tobnson Phys. Rev. , .July 1, 195 3)' the analyser system also reduces tlie seco!'1.d order
angular t~I'ln Jo<2) to ze:r;o..
··
More of the ions leaving the ionization chamber and emerging from
the final source slit can be allowed to ent.er the. final magnetic analyser
because the ex_ 2 · term is zero o
The energy .focusing property reduces the beam
broadening .c.aused by the variations in enerQ~:,of:tl.te ions in the sourceo (It
will be reqa.llEtd · that the three main caus.es Fe . thermal en~rgy, finite thickness
of electron qe?Jil, and accelerating voltage ripple). · ··
· ·
system is ~

.

In the MS9 instrum~nt, the mEtgnifioation of-the magnetic lens
The miniqn1m ·source sl:i,t \vidth = 0.0003 inch ....

.= 9o 7.

Theoretical be~ width at collector

= Oo0003
= Oo00021

Now it may be shown that for the MS9,
Theoretical Resolving Power = 10o2
Ws + MmWc

x 067
inch

- 9If Ws

=

Wc , then this becomes:-

Theoretical Resolving Power

.where W
s

= width

of source slit

Wc = width of collector slit

=

10.2:

+ Mm )

. W (1
-S

3
=

x l0-4·(1 + ·oo7)

2'c04

X 1()4'

Case with m and V constant

(~)

'.__/

AW

= R • .AH

H

(1 + M )

m
The value of b.H which increases the beam width -by 30% (and reduces the

H'

resolving power by about

lo%)
6

is given by:-

X 10-5

12

X

lo7

=

' -6
3 X·J,Q
·

The permissible 6V to produce the same effect with H constant is 6 x 10-6 , but

v

it should be noted that this figure applies to the electrostatic analyser
voltageo
However, because Qf the energy focusi~g-prope-r.ties of the system, the
permissible variation in the Vaccelo is:·greater (by the energy focusing factor)
than for a single focusing instrumento
(In MS8, the energ:r focusing factor is about·500maximum).,
1..

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION OF INSTRUMENT
Vacuum Measurement
If the effect of ion scattering·by!backgr.ound gas molecules is
to be small, the analyser pressure should be""' 1~7 to 1o-8 torB ••• the
minimum detectable pressure on the LG.U o sho:Uld-,be. approx. 10- !t, and the
noise level (zero drift over N i minute) .should be. ~ 1o-81;.
Maximum pressure measureable with·
10-31:. : • several range factors are needed.

an

Ionization Gauge is ~

The stability of the indication, for a steady pressure, should
be"' 1% of the indication on the meter.
('If. the.. :variations in reading are
much greater than this, they may be confusing wl:i.~n the I.G.U. is used for leak
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HT-SKV
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1-----~
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LRP

Recorder

C.R.O.
Display.

i

i

..J

- 10hun~ing)o
This implies that the electron emission current from. the filament
must b'e stable to ..--v l%o The absolute accuracy of the. ind.i.c~t.ed pressure need
not be high, since variations of ± 10% occur between gauge heads of the same
type.,

The IoGoUo ~ust include a relay which is operated when the
pressure reaches some set value, say li times the full scale indicatiQn of the
particular range selected, and which can be used to control the supplies to the
source, and electron multiplier.
Accelerat~l¥Volt(l.s;;e_

C)

Output voltage variable over a factor of two on each of' four
ranges, having maximum outputs of 8kV, 6, 4 and 2 kV o Nominal output to be
15 times the ESA voltageo
Stability over 1 sec. ! 1 in 104
)Determined from the mass measurement
Ripple ± 1 in lo4
)and R.Po requirements, and expected energy
focusing factoro
Output impedance is to be such that the output voltage remains within ! 1 in 104
of the nominal value, with source leakage resistances from infinity to lOOM.
Response time ~99o9% = 0.1 seco, determined by the switching
time available between the display of high mass and low mass peaks, when making
mass measurements.
El~~~r.()sii!ti.c. .

AnaJxser

Volta~e

.
OUt~ut voltage vari~ble ovei a factor of two on each of four
ranges, ~~v1ng ma:x:~ outp~ts of- 266V, - 133V, ± 200V, Z 67Vo
Currertt 1 mA
.· ·
6
Sta~ility 1 in 10 for 1 seco, determined by need to compare the masses
of two peaks to better than 1 in 105 in a t~e 1 seco
1 in 105over 1 minuteo
Ripple

1 in 105 determined by the RoP. requiremento

.. Source Focus Controls
Focus volts, potential of fixed beam centering half plate = 100% to 75% ·
of Ion Accelerating Voltageo Selected by taps on voltage divider chaino
Beam Centering, potential of variable beam centering half plate relative
t.o fi;x:ed half plate
± 3% of Ion acoelo voltage.
~ plate (to deflect ions entering the ESA in the direction of ·&he magneti:c
fieldo
0 to 1~ of Ion accelo voltageo
Y plate
0 to 3% of Ion aocel. voltageo
Change-over switches to reverse polarity of Y and Z fieldso

- 11 -

The maximum field must deflect ions of m· = 8QO, accelerated
through 8KeV, on a circular path of radius 12 11 , and e is give~ by the
relation
2 2
=4
m = 3o09 H r X 10
e
V
where m is in Atomic Mass Units, H is in gauss, r is in inches, V is in volts,
e
800 X 8 :X: 103
"" L44 X 10•8
3o09 X 144 X 10-4
H = 1.2 x

~

104

The minimum field must be less than the value needed to tune m = 2
e
H . ~- 600.
·-m~n

·Field stability 1 in 10~ over 1 sec.
Ripple in fi~ld 5 in 10

) Determined from mass measurement
and RP requirem~nts
)

Source Supplies
Four fixed values of electron trap current, nominal~y 10, 25, 50, 100 uA peak
heig}J.ts in the mass spectrum are to be measurable-to an accuracy of 0.1%
the
electron trap cur~ent in the source must be s~able to 0.1%.
Maximum filament power N 20 watts. .
Electron accelerating voltage variable betwee~ + 5 and + 75 volts woro to cage.
Ion repeller voltage variable between- 5 and + 15 volts w.r. to cage.
Monitor Electrometer Amplifier

(_)

Signal range 10~9A to lo- 13A
Noise level lo= 13A
Response time 't 98%

= 0.2 seqs.

L.R.P. Electrometer Amplifier
Signal ran_ge J,o-9 A to lo- 14A
Noise level 10~ 1 4A
Response time t98%= 0.2 sees.
High R.P. Electrometer Amplifier
Signal Range .10-9
·A to 10-13A
Noise level 10-13A
Response time t98% = 0.05 sees.

- 12-

Ele.ctron Multiplier
G~in 104 maximumo
Noise level 10- 17A referred to inputo

Maxim~ o~tput current 10-9Ao
Respon~e time
t 98% = Oo05 secso

CJ

0

- 13ELECTRONIC STABILIZER THEORY
Beoau~e of the design specification of high resolving power in
the MS9, it is of the first importance that the D•. C~ vol.tage supplies should
be held. con1:3.tant tQ w:L thin the very c;:lose limi t.s ou.tlined previously. This is
achieved in the mann~r shown schematic;:ally in Fig. 4, T4e Stabili~~~ Block
Diagram •. The various ·parts of this figure w'ill be considered in turn.

The Reference Element

0

If it is required that the reference ele~ent should be stable
in voltage to·! l·pa.rt in 105 over a period of one.minute 9 then the
. ;,d.~~e~ of stability may be obtained from a NeQn Stabilizer 83.Al used in
.constant cijrrent conditions, as long as the temperature 'is constant to
within ± 1 °C •

3

Should a stability of 1 in 106 , or better,
isnecessary to use batteries.
Since practtically no
the battery, it is found. in practice th~~ the working
as the shelf life.
There are two main types 6f cell

be required 9 then it
current is drawn from
life is almost as long
which may be employed.

(a) The Leclanche;· Dr~'. Cell
Thie type of cell is relatively cheap and has a life of about
six month~.
Its t~mperature coefficient :Ls approximately 200 ppm/°C 9
so ·that if· the voltage . i-s . not to vary by more- ·than -1- in· 106, the
temperature ~ust be held constant to within! °C.
This may be
achieved by piacing the battery inside a hofi~~ng of one inch thtok
aluminium? w~th about one or two inohes.of.Polyzote insulation.
(b) The Mallory Mercury Cell

0

This-cell also has a life of about six months, but is expensive
compared with-the Leclanche Cell. However, its temperature coefficient
is only 20 ppmjQc, which represents a substantial improvement upon the
Leclanche Cell. Unfortunately, it has been found that about half way
through its life the Mallory Cell begins to exhibit random variations
in output voltage of the order of 1 part in 105, when the c~rent dr~wn
fro~ it .is 0.5mA.
The voltage does not decrease with time as rapidly
as does the voltage of the Leclanohe Cell, but because of the random
variations the life ·of the Mallory Cell is really no greater than the
other type.
A comparison of the respective rates of fall of voltage
is shown in the figure below.
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The Feedback Element

(a)

In Current-fed Condition
In thi$ conditio~ the feedback element is a series resistor?
probably with'.one end earthed; it passes all the output current.,
__ The-power dissipated in the feedback resistor is given by the
;r:-.elationship:2
where R = resistance of feedback
Ppwer = Ri
resistoroi = output current

C)

Vi

V

= pede

~cross

resistor Ro

It is desirable to keep the potential difference developed across the
-resistor low, in order that the power dissipated shall be small, this
being neoessal'y on ac.eowit of the fact that the resi stivi ty of the
wire of which the resistor is made varies with temperature according
to the equation:where o( = temperature coefficient of
resistance
8 = second order temperature
r
coefficient of resistance
The respective values ofe( are shown in the table below for three
types of wireo
METAL

0

COPPER
NICHROME
MANGANIN

VALUE OF
04
PPM/°C
4000
200
20

Over a range of temperatures not differing very greatly from 0°C,
the graph of Rt against t is a straight line as shown, as long as o!.. is
positiveo

- 15 For some alloys such as MINALPHA, however, the variation of
resistance with temperature is as shqwn below

For a temperattl,re range of -+ 50 C centred on 26 0·C. the.
r.eSfistanqe change is as low as 10 ppm. If the cooling system
tempe:i:lature c~-bemain"l;ained at 26°0. then Minalpha i~? the most
desirable, ot~.t with ~irect water cooling this is difficult and
neoes'sitates' 't~e use of some "heating and cooling" temperature
controlling syst~m~ w)lioh requires a separate tank7 possibly with a
stirrer, a h~ater, ~nd cooling water pipes. 5t is poss-ib~e 9 in this
way, to control the te~perature to within 0.1 C. with the use of a
..go.od mercury co:J?.tact then;nometer. If the cooling system temperature
-is lower thaJ?. ?6°0 1 t~~ ~ t is advisable to use manganin and. to. rely
on the short-term temperature stability of the cold water supply.
The system must he qapable of dissipating the feedback element power,,
while maintaining the resistance within specif~ed limits.
(b) In Voltage-fed Condition

R,

,.,

The power dissipation can be made
small, since the current flow into
the Comparison Amplifier is small.
Also, the potential divider can be
made of two or more resistors of
the same form, which are both kept
in the same environment and are
shielded from draughts. The temperature coefficient of resistance
is thus effectively reduced, and so
the .choice of resistor wire is not
so important; v~lues of stability
of 1 part in 10 are easily obtained
with Nichrome resistors. In cases
~here a potential divider is needed
for the load, say in MS source
supplies for focus applications and
so on, it is preferable to use a
separate feedback chain.

- 16Cbanges in loading on focus taps will otherwise change the feedback

rat~oo

3 o. )rhe Comparison ..Am;plifi~r
... -, .

.

' . -· '
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'
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-· .

The req1.1ired gain of the
four

Compari~on

Amplifier is detern1inf,ld by

oonsidera~ions:-

(1)

the reg1.1lator
(2) 't-he t:ee.d.back vol ta,ge
(3) ·pow:e'X' ·supply voltage changes
(4) output impedance required
Sin~ie Valve· Com;par.ieon ~pl:l.f:ter~ _

_ _ 'T}le II).O'f'ti ~porva:nt f~{ttur~ in the Comparison Junplifie;- is
· drit't and npise ,at the'inputo For a single voltage ~plifying valve 9 a
·change in heater current c;>f 1% gives rise to a change ·in Vgk of between
6 and 10 mVo
· ··

~---

R_EE!;BENC.f
VqLTAGE

The circuit shown in the diagram employs a neon stabilizer,
'85A2, ~d a single EF86o If the
heater current is obtained from a
constant voltage transformer of
whioh,the stability is± 1% in
the.romoso value of the current,
then the resulting variation in
Vgk will produce a drift at the
grid of the EF86 o:f' N 10 x lo-3
85
volts per volta iaeo

Other effects will cause changes in the value o:f' Vg-k needed iti
order to produqe a partio.ul~r iao · They;. are the. gri:d,;;,.oathode spacing 7 {which
is worse in valves having large values of ~ and ~ot having frame-grids),
the screen potential, and X-rays produceci by ·e1'ectron bombardment of valve
structure o
·
• ·
These effects can be minimized by reducing the heater power, the
electrode poten~ials, and the cathode current; for example, the heaters
may be operated at 2 no~~l power, the electrode voltages may be of the
order of 50 volts, 3 and'the cathode current less than 1 mAo In some cases
it is also possib~e to use a conetant current heater supply-stable to better
than 1 part in 10 o

- 17_Difference

Amplif.i~r ~ Fi~.

5·

With a Differenc~ Amplifier, which employs a balanced input stage?
it is possil:lle to obtain f?om,e.reduction in the-effects of changes of valve
characteristics, partie\llarly in some type~ of double triode valves for
short tenJi.effects~ but"'the_i~proveJ]le~t is'less likely for long t~rm changes ..
. .
By t;tsing a heater E!Upply s_tabla to 1 in 10 3 and a 12AX7 valve
with Vak.(, 150.v()lt_s, ia_<·l mA, theh an effective drift over one minute
.periods of about 0.2 mV refE;lrred, to grids may be ob:tainedo
Draughts are
important and cathode surface changes occur over relatively long times,
the long term drift, for instance over about 30 minutes, ·being of the
order of 1 mV.

()

If the ~rift is required to be less than Oo2 mV over one minute?
D.C. coupied valves cannot-- be US ~3d in the first stage o
In this case the
D.C. signal is converted into A.C. and an A.C. amplifier is used, the drift
of the input valves now being unimportanto
use.

There are two types of D.C. converter which is is convenient to
(a) _Mechanical switch - Bistable Relay or Carpenter Relay
(b) Transistor Chopper.

(a) Bi-stable Relay
i

Ra

Lc

A.C.

I

+.:P.C.
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v
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J>.c.

A detailed discussion of the !lle-thod- -of operation of the circuit
is found. to' be somewhat complicated., lind so"'wili not" be entered :lnto
here, but some idea of the voltage wavefbrm at the point B may be
obtained from the- diagram= below
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The A.C. nois.e .level of an amplifier using valves or

transistors~

'.8:V:~- for a w~de bandwidth, is mtich less than 'it·a·n.d~ dri:f't" ievelo
lfhe s.tabili ty aohi~ved over one hour with a mechanical chopper can

be as .lfttlie a!':) o·.t r_V drift, the limit being set by contact
potentials, thermal changes of contacts, and electrical noise
_generated in the contact syf\!tem by pick-up from.tlie operating coil.
The synchronous rectifier produces an o~tput D.C. voltage,of
which the polarity depends upon the polarity of the input signal.
(b)_. The Transistor Chopper
Transistors· are used to _perform the switching function.; The
stability-of transistor choppers is larg~ly limited by temperatur~
effects, the drift being of the order· of-.2<fVo

1•
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The Ree;Bl~tor
The regulator must be capable of supplying the load current
without running any valve up to zero grid bias conditions; this value of
ik f'Cir_ z~:r9_gri~ 't>:i.a~:~ _13ets _a_ II1~lJ.:i.pUIIl_f'c)r' Vak•_
It is important to note that the regulator val¥e must be capable
of dissipating the maximum power ikoVak_ a:~d it must also be capable of
withstanding the max~um
voltage across the regulator.
.
. .·
For a series regulator, the valve is probably used as a cathode
follower and so, if the gain is to be almost unity, the mutual conductance
Bm must be large. AlE!o 9 if th~ load curr~nt varies~ a high gm will reduce
the grid voltage swing needed to correct this change in current. If the
voltage from the p~er _su:pply varies~ then a high amplification factor p
is desirable, because the required grid voltage change required is then
small, so allowing the ~ain of the comparison amplifier to be made lower.
If the valve is a beam tetrode it if1! possible fo~ the amplificat:i.on
factor p to .be 'high ( N 80) 9 if the screen, ·griQ_- is ·fed fTbm a VOltage which,.
is fixed with respect to the cathode, but with. triode connectionp:becomes
fgbgt which is about 6 _for a 12El ·type.
Tri_od~s cl.esi~ed as series regulators also have a lowp, and the
anode impedance Ra is low because it is undesirable to waste power in the
regulator valve.
The vB,lue of Vak must also be small. Now f = Ra.Bin ·and
so it is clear that some compromise must be decided upon.
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The Power Su:pply
'Dhe total voltage which must be provided ·by the power supply
consists of the voltages developed across the load and the regulator, plus
that voltage neces-sary for the feedback system.
It must -be possible for
this total output voltage to be produced under conditions of maximum lo~
current, and minimum mains input voltage.
The ripJ?le output must be sufficiently

smal~

to ensure that the

- 19regulator is not driven to zero grid bias voltage at the minimum of
the ripple voltage cycle, and regulation must be such that the voltage
limit (or power limit) of regulator valves is not exceeded at lower
·curren_ts _than ma:ximum.
Two types of' input filter are described. (See Figo 6)o

. (a)

Condenser InFut Filter

•• . ..

,.

I

.

. ·.•

;~

type of filter gives a larg~r D.C. output, for a given
input, and lower ripple for the same value of filter
cond~~ser t~~ a.choke input fi~t~r, but the chang~ of VD.C. with
respect to- ~out ~s large o Reot~fJ.:er peak current- ~-13- also large s- being limited only by the transformer and rectifier ~eries
resistance a
T~is

rom.s~

(b~

---

Input Filter
..Choke
;
·.
... ,

This type of filter gives a smaller ~ectifier peak current
than in case (a), a lower D.C. output for a given romoso input? an~
qiore rippre; -- "Above- a certain current- value-,--the change-of -VD-;;-C; -with- -respect to iout is much lower than in (a), i.e. regulation of VnoCo
against load current is good above imin•
At currents lower than imin
the output voltage rapidly approaches the value for (a), imin being
determined by the inductance of the choke usedo
We have

for a full-wave circuit
where Rs

= equivalent

series resistance
of transformer and choke and
rectifiero _
R1 = load resistance
f = input frequency

Examples.
To determine the minimum value of inductance under certain
conditions.
(1) Suppose

Now

(Filter Output Voltage VDoCo
(Output Current
'(Series Resistance Rs

=

tv

=

...

850 volts
Oo9 ampo
60 ohmso

940 oluns (ioeo effective load
resistance)

L

c

CONDENSER

c

INPUT FILTER.

L

c

CHOKE

INPUT FILTER.

Vout.

(o.c) \
I
I

I

\
I

\

\

RECTIFIER
REGULATION
CURVES.

'Lmin.

'Lout

~.,.

'·

- 20-

L

wpere f

940 + 60
61T X 50

L /

>

1000
3001f

L

= 50

oycles per second

~ lo05 Henries (approxo)

ioeo The inductance of the choke has to be greater than 1.05
Henries for 'good regulation at 0.9 amp.
(ii)

Suppose the lowest current is to be lOOmA.
Then

()

=

RL

850
0.100

=

RL + Rs

..

>

L

=

8500 ohms

8560 ohms
8560
300Tf

L >9o1Henries forugood regulation-at-100-mA.
(iii)

Suppose
Then

..

the lowest current is to be 10 mA.

. Rt

=

RL + Rs =
L

~~)

8:20
0.010

/

=

8,5.000
ohms
)

85060 ohms
8:2060
3001f

L >21 Henries for

~ood

regulation at 10 mA

Si~ce the need for large inductances is undesirable, it will be
seen that if possible it is advisable to increase t~e minimum load current so
as to restrict the swing maximum current. It is permissible to use a "bleed
min;i.mum current
resistanqe" to increase the minimum current- and so obtain better regulation
agai~st changes of actual output current.

''.BLEEJ)
RESISTANCE~·

- 21 Summa~l

on Power Supplies

For a fixed output load, regulation is unimportant and so the
input filter system is preferable, since it is the more economical,
a greater value of VD.C. being obtained for a given r.m.s. input.
condens~r

:ijowever, if the output current varies widely then, in spite of
the disadvantages_of_s~al1er VD.C. and greater ripple, the choke input filter
may be the type required.
Th1s 1s particularly the case for magnet current
supplies in which the field must be swept over a large range, say 5 to 1 in
·mag.nE!t current.
- Note' on Effective Series Resistance of -Rectifier.s

C)
POTENTIAL
DIFFERENCE
(Volts)

TYPE OF REcTIFIER
--

------

----

-

-

----------

VACUUM TUBE
MERCURY VAPOUR
OR XENON TYPE
·GERMANIUM DIODE

()

----

-

--

---------

-

--------

CURRENT
(.Amps)
--

--

---

-

100

0.25

10 - 15

leO

r""'...J

rJ

l·

·-

1.0

EFFECTIVE
SERIES RESISTANCE
(Rs ohms)
·.:'>

--

..

f""'-/

-----

400

10 - 15
~1

------·-
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND PHASE SUIFT
Seve*al types of network are
1.

s~own

in Fig. 7•

The Perfect Resistive Potential Divider
~2

The gain is

from D.C. to all frequencies above D.C.

:R('+ R2
assumes that the resistors used are pure resistances and have
capacitance or inductance.

2.

This
~o

The Phase Advance Circuit (C-R Circuit)
.··,:···

The ~~e~~noe of the condenser (which is

1
in magni~ud~)
2'1r'·fC
is high at low frequencies and zero at infinite frequency.
~h~r~fore,
the gain of the circuit is zero at D.C. and rises to unity at infinite
frequency.

Now, Gain of circuit

R

=

R +..........
1
jwC

j!OR

1 + jwCR

Now the "break" or "cut-off" frequency fc is that frequency at wl'Uch
the gain is 3 db down on its mid-frequency value.
It may be shown that a voltage gain change of 3 db is approximately
equal to a decrease in voltage in the ratio 1 (which is ab.otit 0~7)~

t42

.

. . . ,,

The mid-frequency gain of the phase advance· circuit is 1, andso at
the out-off frequency fc, the gain will be 0.7.
At 3 db point

< •

'

.

.'

1

2 =
1 ·=

_,-21
N

=

jwoCR
where w'c
1 + jwcCR

1
wcPR
.
,[2 =
+ w 2c2R"l .

J1

c

wc2c2R2
1 + w0 2c2R2
w 2C2R2
c

=

21Tt:c .

FREQUENCY RESPONSE.

APPROXIMATE

RESPONSE CURVES.

Gain

(L)

Perfect Resistive
Divider.

f

(ll)

c1

C-R (fhase Advance)

1-T-""----

t

Gain

R

I
0

(lLi.)

fc.I

R-C (Phase Lag)

f

I

t1

1

fc 21T"L
fc 2~Rc=

=

Gain

I
0 ~------~---------

f

fc.
The rate of rise or fall is 6 db/octave.

(a voltage ratio of 2 per octave, or 10

''

~er

decady

!

1

(LLi.i.)

c

Rl

R2

Gain

fc =2TT1R1C

I
Rz/
R1+R2
0

f

fc

(v)

t

R2

r-..,. 7.

I

c

1

Gain

fcl

I
R,+Rz

0

z:

-----~------

I

fc,

21T R1C

fcz=2;RC

I
I

__&

=

fc,
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or

=·~

21TCR
It should be noted t4~t at t~is cut~off frequ~~cy fc the
impedance of the condenser ( =. 1
) is equal in magnitude to· the
21ffcC
. ~,
,
resistance Ro
Also, by definition, the gain at the cut-off frequency: ... is.

0

Oo707, and so it should be borne in mind that the curves shown in
Figo 7 are only approximations to the actual oaseo
The Phase La~ Circuit (R-C Circui~)

The definition of cut-off frequency given above applies,- of
course, to the phase lag circuit, as well as any othero
In general, Gain of Phase Lag Circuit

-

1
j w(,

=
1

jWc +
1
1 + jwcR

Gain=
At 3 -db point

()

w = w0
Gain = 1
~2
1

J'2

=

1

=

,J2

=

21f f 0

1

1

Ji

+ wc2c2R2

1 + wc2C2R2

2

=

we

= 'OR

fc

=

1

1

2TfCR

R
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=

Again 9 the frequency response is shown

app;-oJQiln~t.~ly

in

'Fi'g •. .7.,~,."/i:P.~- gain at high frequencies ·falling by a fact.or.. ....of...".2.•.for....~
inareae:e.. ;in freq_uenoy of a factor of 2 9 i.e. the ·gain falls by a factor

of 2 pe:r·oc:tave OR 6 db per octave.

By using a series combination of R and C i.t...is,.. possible to
cause the gain to rise as in case ( iv) or to fall as _in. ()~~.e.. ( v), over a
...... -~~e-~~~i.~~~- f~~ql,l~l1CY r~l'!-~e· only.

.0.

(It should be noted that if a second phase lag stage is
added to-the first~ then the voltage gain of the two stages together
f~1ls at the rate of 12 db per octave) •

In Fig. 8

~ ~plifier

of

~in

A is shown.

It is supposed

all

$riplifi~r 1~ 'perfect in that the gain is constant for
frequei'ncie-~; . bu.t' ·i:i.zly ·practical ~plifier will inevitably use re.sfstors

that this

-as--19~~a;- ~aiid~~there.w'i-11-~be-some

-stray-capacitance-associated--wi-th-the:__ •. The re~istances and o~pacitances are
components in the amplifier.
repres~nted in t~e figure by R c
and
~
1 1

GQnl:}t~t

'Ii2C2 ..... · · ···· · · . . . · ........ .

In such a oase 9 the practical amplifier gain will remain
fron1 D.C. to f 0 1 (giv9.n ·by f 01 "" . -1_- :· · )-,· when -·it . will fall
2irC1R1

at the rate of 6 db per octave up to the t'requency f c2 (where f 02 = 2; C2.~),
above which it will fall at twice the rate (i.e. 12 4b per octave, or 4X down
per octave).

CJ

Thus 9 the gain of any practical amplifier including two
resistors, say one grid resistor and one anode load resistor, will fall at
a rate of 12 db p~r octave at high frequencies.
·
··
Bode 1 s "Network Ana.ly~is" s}lows th,a.t a. definite :relationship
exists between the gain versus frequency char~cteristic; and.the phase
shift of a network.
In the c~se of a purely resistive network, the frequency response is flc~:t 9 arid. the output is in· phase with the input •. With one stage
of a network con~isting of R-C the giin.falls at 6 db per octave and the
pha~~ of t~e o~tput voltage +ags 900 behind the phase of the input voltage.
With
two stages
of R-C networkie, th~ gain falls at 12 db per octave, and the
.
.
:.

'

.

Gain

A

~--r-------~lndependen

of

Frequency.

AI----------------...
6 db/oct.

I

Gain

12 db /oct.
\

\

\
\
\

L-------------L-------~-------f

0

0

+-------------~

Phase
Shift.

FREQUENCY

RESPONSE AND PHASE SHIFT.

F·"'."a.

=

?5

=

0

ph~~e qf the output voltage lags by 1eo , i.e. t4~r~ i~ a ph~~e sh,ift of
.;..1800 o ( Se&,: Fi~.•?. . Note : tl).~ -~urv~s are o;rJ..~Y .a.J?pl:"~:x: .• ) • :
. . ;..
One C-R network gives a rise of 6 d,b per octave 9 and the phase
leads by 90°. Two C=R networks ~i ve ·12. db per· octa,ve ~ise, and ~1~0° phase
shift.
It ~ay be shown, in general 9 that the phase shifts for the
two types of 'ne"twork are given by the equations below.

0

¢

R-C network

ta~

C-R network

tan¢

= WCR

where

¢

= phase shift

=

.
With regard to a n~~~~v~ feedbEJ.ck am~lifier, it ~s cl~a;r tll,at
porsi tJ. ve input signal must gJ. v~. rise to a negatJ. ve outpl:lt sJ.gnal '· -~d ·
vice versa9 and so it is permis$ible to say that the gain is negative or
_t~~~ _t~E:l___!'_ha~~ -~hift at D.c. is ::.180° o
·
·
·· ·· .. -·-· .. :
·
·
· ··
·
··
~

If negative feedback is applied ..over -an ampli-f-ier sys-te~Jl containi:r;tg two lag n~twerks with cut~off frequencies fc 1 and fc 2 , ttiil. t~e
pQ.ase shift from D.C. to fc 1 is =180°, from f~ 1 to f 02 is -270°, and abav-e
fc 2 the pha~~'~hift is -360°. Now a phase shift of -360° implies that
the output voltage is IN PHASE with the input voltage, but delayed by one
complete cycle, and so, if' the loop gain A is unity or greater at fc 2 or
higher
frequencies,
then oscillation will occur.
.
. ..
.
If a negative feedback system -containing two or more la~f ..
networks is to be free from oscillation, the gain versus frequency curve
must be contron·ed so that t}le loop gq.in neither rises nor falls at a rate
greater.than about- lO .. db'peroctave until two octaves "beyond the frequency
at which the loop gain falls to unity.
T~is is kri'o\m as· ":Bode's Stability
Criterion~
...
It is simpler to produce. a rate of change of 6 db per octave·
(by me~ns of one R.::.C network) than 10 db per octave 9 and the criterion of
. ail owing the gain to fall at 6 db per octave 9 uP to two octaves beyond the
unity loop _gain fre_ql,l.~ncy9 gives a greater stab:iiity margin.
A combined method of introducing a. "dominant time constant",
R-C lag circuit.9 to cause the gain to fall at 6 db per octave, and, if
possible, introducing a phase advance C-R circuit to annul the effect of
t4e ~ecorid largest tim~ constant, will be used generally to s~tisfy tp~
6 '!ib per octave criter~on and obtain reasonably wide b~ndwi9-th whik ·
:Pr~vE!:iiting oscillation.
·
·
·
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Consider a circuit such as is shown in Figo9o
sake of clarity in a. simplified formo

'Qelow f<;>r

It is shown

t~e.

AnfL.!fiER
&AI...!

6--?>----e----IINTERMQJ

~

-=-A

The amplifier is supposed to have a ph~se s~ift of -180°o Thus,
is exactly out of ph~se with the input voltageo

t}tefeed,.;.,b~ok volt·g~

= fraction

of output voltage fed-'Qa.cko
.
· = inpU.t vol ta.ge
v g · ··· =- -1fota:rvolt-age ·at-- frrs-& control-grid-of- amplifier -v0

Then
.. v 0

= output

vol t·a.ge
(1)

= -Avg

=

0

,:

V

g

AV

=

i

(2)

0

Now, let G = overall gain

=

.'

G""

-Avg

-A

1-

u

G

from equations ( 1 ) and ( 2 )

=

=A
1 -

=

-A

P(~)

p (=A)

==1=+=_A~

_

--~----

-----·--·---------------=-··...;.;··=-;;._;·.-=---------,

Output.
Amplifier with Gain.= -A
Input.

Phase Shift is -180°

at D.C.

!'

A/3
A

=

·,s loop gain.

overall is

NEGATIVE·

A
1- A~

FEEDBACK

F.j.

q.

AMPLIFIER.

- 27~h.e_,~_e_~. A_~

..

i~ ~alled

the lool', 12-in of the amplifier.

It should be noted that if the loop gain of th,e a.JPpl;ifier
is high, then an approximate expression for 'the' over~ll ict:in ma,y_be
derivedo
:·.·
. ·:'
:

If

A~

is large compared with

we have

G

,
"

0

G

,.1\.

A.

uni~'

-A
··rr
-1

T

The Speed of Response of Amplifiers
-'The Effect of Negative Feedback •
. .;

;

.& .

-~

Let us cqn13ider the case of an exponeritiaiiy ·ris-ing ·-voftage · V,
as shown in the fig!lr~ b~low, vyhioh is the manner in which the voltage
~e~~s~:-~~ :~o~(i;~~~!!:r~-~~-i~:s wb,.eri,- being cha!ged__!hrough _a,_r~si_s_tt!.l'l_~-~ ~· _______ _
The relationship between voltage
and time t is given by the equation.
V

= V0

-t
( 1 - e RC )

which may be derived from first
prinoipleso It follpws from the
definition of the time constant ~
that we also ha,ve the relationship:~
~

0

=

RQ

"" is measured in seconds when R i$
in ohms and C is in farads. ·
In tq.e ca~e of a rising voltage as above, the voltage attains 63% of its final
value in a time equal to the time constant, but an infinite time is required
for the voltage to reach the value V0 to which it is tending. Thus, the
time constant of a circuit serves as a very useful guide to the speed of
response of the circuit.

0

Since ~ = RC,the time constant is also related to the frequency
at which the gain falls to 3 db of its initial value (i.e. the break fre~uencY or out-off frequency fc) by t~e equation:1

fo

= 2'1i~

Now let us consider the case of an

~plifier

of actual

ga~n

A,

-

~8-

without feedback, at DoCo, and with a cut-off
the diagram

freq~ency

f

0

,

as

~hown

in

GAIN

A 1-'----------

----,-

I,·

0
FRE§UENCY
If a fr~o~ion ~ of the ou..tput vol ~ake is fed back 180° out of
_ ____ phase _then,_ as_ h.a~ al_r19_a~ QE:)_e_!l_?llC>W!l, -~1:1~- oy_~rall gain becomes A
and
... ------------------1+¥-the overall_~_a?dw~~tl:l beC()IIles greater, tJ:te out-of:f fr~quency l;leing fc 1,.
i.e~ f·0 1 is higher than f 0 o Therefore, it will be seEm from the l~~t ·
equation that the overall time constant ~ is ~:~maller than 1;' o In other
words, . the -~plifier beqoxqes "faster"o
·
· ·
If the gain is falling at 6 db per octave above the break frequency tha.n a factor of 2X down in gain occurs for a 2X inqrease in frequency,
a.nd vice versao
:. fc

=

f 1
0

T+

~\

\___)
rrnd

~'

"'

"

Ap

17A~
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MAGNET

CIRCUIT

MS9 MAGNET STABILIZER
;.
1.

Det~;~.ils

Coil

.The resista~ce of t]q.e coil at 20°C is 591 ..ohm~, but after
running for_~ ~).ong_ tilp.e.:..a.t: 8QO mA; th~ coil rises· in temperature to a final
value. of 46.5°C a,na·at this· final tel'!lperature the resistance of the coil
is; 655' Thu~·, . t4e; voltage required to paSE? 800 mA 'through.. a. r.asistanc.e
of 655 -rltmf$'is 524 volts, and the power disE?ipated in the coil is 419 wattso
0

(_)

.

~o~
it is required of the MS9 that the
attainable mass
number
.
.
I
.
should be co:ntinu.ously variable over -a. range of a.bout 25 to 1 and so the
magnet coil-·current inul;lt be continuqusly variable over a range of 5 to 1 o
This i£3' done· by means of six switched ranges, which cover the mass range
f:rom· so·o .'to, 2. at an accelerating potential of BKV..
The total field
r~e is in the 'ratio· N'400 to 1, i~e. approximately 64 to lo
However,
-t'he magnet current range must be greater than 64 to 1 because of ·hysteresis
effects and_possibl~_saturation_._
·
______ _

<

The magnet po~er supply uses ~enon rectifiers (M~llard type
RR3-250) which cause orily a fair.~Jam.al~ potential drop. Full wave
rectification is used, the valves being followed-by a choke input stage
and choke filter, as shown belowo

'

'::

~----~---1i
CHOKE

tf'JPu.i'

CJ

·1~_

E!~R-

T

I

The r.m.so value of the voltage on each half of the transformer
secondary has to be of the order of 900 volts, and since the coil current can
be lOrnA, .it is necessary to "bleed off" about 100 rnA from the fil tar, in
order tq reduce the reqt~,ired inductance of the choke (cf. edrliE;lr notes).
From va+~e data, Langford Smith (Ch.30) and previous measurements, it is
possible to calculate values for the D.C. output voltage at different output
currents iL.
(The power supply is shown in Fig., 11).
3.

Regulator
In the design of the regulator the aims are:-

------------

-----~--------

------~~-

- 30(1)

the voltage across the series valves shall not exceed the rated

ma~i~ with the magnet coil at its low resistance (cold) value and
---the· lnagn(;:lt cur:r~:~~t at its min:l,mum value.

(2) the anode voltage shall not fall to such a low value as to cause the
series valves to operate 'at zero grid bias, when the magnet coil is at
its hot value and the magnet current is at its maximum value (with mains
voltage
at its
. . - .
- ·.... min~um)a
..
... - ;•,··
.

(3)

()..

·-

~

.

)

the power dissipated in the
value a
.'

' (4)

.

'

s~ries v~lve~

shall not exceed the rated

1:

the maximum cathode current shall not exceed the rated

13El types);
-

v~lueo

In order to satisfy co~dition 1 (which is 800V for 12El and
~aries resistors have to be used, in the low current rangeso
-

The second condition determines the output voltage needed from
the power supply at full load current and hence determines the romoso voltage
of the transformero
·
The--third cend-i-tion must be_sat_isfied._ on the highest current
range when the anode impedance Ra of the series
eqtia1 tonaTf +'!..-...---- ---:
total load on the power supply, and when the magnet coil is at its minimum
resistance value
(c~ •. RL = Ra for power output valve$). Thi~ determines the number of
series val.ves needed.

va:ives-is___

0

.

.

- --

The fourth condition must be satisfied at maximum output current
and may determine the number of series valves needed, if condition 3 has not
already set a higher limito

0""'"

4o

Comparision
Amplifier
.t., )..

.. £.. • E . :-·

~..

4( •

. 4

A block diagr~ of the magnet stabilizer system is shown in
Fig. 10, in whioii the-·comparision amplifier is shown as ~he Computer
~plifier ]S.591, but there are three types of comparison amplifier worth
cOnsidering and they are list.ad in the table below. The final choice can be
~ade after a st~dy of'their respective advantages and disadvantageso
-·

,,.

Type

Power
Feedback

Vfb

Difference
Amplifier

*200pV/dey

~200V

Sunvic DCAl

k lpV/day

<

~ech.Chopper

!M.V.Computer
amplif~er DS591
"'

!Drift (relative
to input

20pV/dey

1-

Bandwidth
Wide

160W

lV

Oo8W

20V

16W

<

1 CopoSo
Wide
. _,

13 E 1
Series
Valves.

Transformer
Rectifier.

Magnet
Coil.

R. series.
r

2-Stage.

Com put or.

Amplifier

Amplifier

12AT7, IIE2

DS.591

R. feedback.

- -

MAGNET

STABILIZER

BLOCK

Fl4. to.

SCHEMATIC.

- 31It i:;; cl~t;~.r th~t the balanced input Diff-erence Amplifier
r~qui;re~ e:x:ces~:jive :fe~dbficlt volt13.ge ~d f~EiJcll:l~ck power, !:j.nd tqe Sw;lv:i,c
DQAl 1fl':)gha.niof3,1 Chopper }l.as f;\l;lCh a ~13.rro.iV b~ndwidtl;t that, ~lth,o~~h·b~in~
excelli;!nt fro~ the point'of yiew of dri,ft stability,.it requires the use
of a paran~i',A.C. amplifier of wi¢1.e bandwidth in or¢1.er to stabilise .
against ripple ar,td noi~e :fll;lytuations,. and t'o "":Prevent" osdilatl.ono
T~us, the first tiVO types listed in the table are not suitable
fqr use in the MS9, but the M·. v. Computer Amplifier PS591 is satisfactory;
with a feedback voltage of 50 volts and a feedback: power of 40 watts, this
amplifier gives, a 2o5 to. 1 safety f13,ctor in drift.effects.
··)

•,

.

Tn.e peak to peak noise with a resistance of lOOK!t at the input
th.a_n ..l8~V, the m13,jor O()mponents being the first, sec~nd, :third
E),n,d f~tth hartl).Oll1C-!3 of 50 o,poSo · The peale to pe.ak current :rJ.O~se ~s greater
""t:fian .1. in·ro6 but, b~ca~.~e of hysteresis, t"hfs "is a~ceytableo ._ .... - ..... '- ...
i~ ~7~~

The ~plifier is used, therefore, with a range in feedback
voltage of fr6in 5bvolts maximum to 10 volts minimum, in order to produce
a 5 to 1 range in current:
The circuit connections which are arranged
to provide a means of comparison between feedback voltage and reference
voltage are shown in the diagram below.

~

Rrt<X"'~ATo~

VA1..V-e.

CJ
e.oneAR~

~IN

tooo

1J-..:....:~11V\NVWI.-1_.-Ii!Af1f:!ll'!:!!!.iJ:!F~m!'f-""+-"'1 ~1 ~T 7 ~--OV,
-A
fl E 2.

t
'41~'TUAL.

-

5.

~MT~

Further considerations of the Compari$6n Amplifier for the Magnet
:·,·/
· StabiliZ@ro

The va,rious types of ~plifier available for this application
have already been d:i,scusseq., but it' is now necessary to turn to the details
of the numerical values of:t)le gain and voltage changes required.

- 32To find

t~~.~~~impm

outp;t

volta~e

cha].!ge of the comparison

ampl~fier

By referen9e to Fig.ll it is seen that the potential of the
cathode of the 13El series regulator valve is given by:
·· · ·
.... Oat!foc;ie Pote:Q.tial of

l~El

=

V0 + VRS + Vfb

Thus, the maximUm cathode pote:Q.tial of the series regul~tor
occurs for an output current of 800 rnA as shown in R~~e ..1 ~f .tJ:J;~ .table
in Figo 11 o
i.e. Maxo Cathode Potential = 524 + 50

(N.B. In Range 1
VRS = 0)

= 574 volts

0

. ·-~~~..~~quired gr~d bias is -8 volts o
:.M~ximum

i[id p0tential of series regulator= (574- 8) volts

(~t 809 ~)

=._566 volts
-------

--

--

......

·-.

----------- -------

Similarly, it may be shown that the minimum cathode potential
of the series regulator is equal to (66 + 10) voltso
: •. :Minimum

cat~od,e

potential

= 76 volts.

This v~lue is for an o~tput current of 100 mA, and under these conditions
a grid bias of =15 volts is requiredo
:. Mi:nimum grid voltage of series regulator= (76- 15)
·~

·.

\

~)

= 61, volts

It is clear, therefore, that the required potential change at the grid of
the series regulator valve is at least 500 volts, and this swing must be
provided by the comparison amplifiero
To determine the feedback ratio of the
= 655 n
50 volts when I 0

Now,

62 ohms

••' Rfb -Hence

.

= Boo mA.

~

R,:lr
. --~R~P+~R~-+-=-R
c
s
fb

• A ..1\,

.. r-

..n..

62
655 +

62

62
717

for

R

s

=0

stabili~er

·

.•.

I

i

1----Vc-l

t-Vak-1

Voc !Series~ Mag.
Reg.
Cot!. r--1.

VRMsl

VI

Vak
Range.

I
I

'2

3

4
5

6

--1-

-

~

800V

i

lAmp.,

~I

VRms-.... 900V

Rs

524 126

125

0

10

105

715

115

0

600 500 780

50

327

403

201

0

200 100 840

10

66

764

400 300 810

50

197

260

160

60

10

40

740

300

200 820

50

131

239

140

40

860

10

26

744

200

100

840

50

66

224

120

20

870

10

13

747

150

50

860

50

33

227

110

10

870

10

7

753

Io

VDC

Vtb

900

800 700

50

260

160

830

850

Vc

T

Rfb

f

Maxm. power occurs on Rt
when Io = 800
= 560mA
(655+ 62)x2
and Vak = 400V

VRs

Vtb

1

:. Pa max.= 225w E2·5 x 13E0

Series Valves 13EI Types, Vg 2 = 85.
Pa

It

Rs

Vak

VRS

PRS

Vak"" Voc- (;c+VR 5 +Vt0

-Vg
8

0
78

48

IK

300

IK

60

2K

400

90

80

i

80
22

5K

500

50

100
II

.IOK 500
100

MAGNET SERIES
REGULATOR- M.S.9.

25
90

t:.,). /1.
-f
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.I

. -~o

~et_ermine

the

re~uired e?~~n

of the comparison amplifier

There are two main factors which determine the required gain;
they are change's izi mains input v61 tage' and- change"s in load resi~;~tance
0

(a)
Mains·. Input
.
.
.... ,...

•:

0

•

'

'

Chan~s.

'~··

~

" ;.

'

.

The input is obtained from a constant voltage transformer, which
provides a stability of 1% for io% ma.ins input changes, and so it is possible
for short term V1i!-riatiqnE?, say over ·o~~ second,~ in· the ·output· of the constant
vo;L tage transformer· to· be as great as 1%. Thus, 1% variations in the value
of Vn c. must be regulated so as to produce _changes in out~~t current of less
than i part in 106.
Now for the purpose of illustration, let us suppose that the
of VD.C. is 800 volts~
then,- -- -- 1%-ch:ange in V
- -=- 800
· ··
D.C.

x-ro-- 2-

v~lue

---

.

....

6

Since the output current must not qhange by more--than 1 in 10,
~t follows that the change in vf •
cannot be greater than 1 part in 106.
Taking Vf.\. =50 v:olts we have:.:. •
Change in

(_)

vfQ~O = 50

X

10~6 volts.

Thus, the total gain of' the
of the series valve is given by:800 X 10- 2
Gain ~ 50 x lo-6

syste~,

including the amplification

i_.e. Gain ~ L6 x 105 ·

__NO.~: -t~e -..#l>lificat ion factor p of thEt ;t.gEl ( o~ 13El) series
valve in t~trode operation is of the order of 80 and,therefore, the
internal gain A of the comparison amplifier needed to reduce changes in
output current, caused by changes in input voltage, to less than 1 part in
106 is given by the equation:A

lo6

X

8o

105

I

- 34. (~) _Chan~es -~n Load Resistance
Frqm knowlE;~dge· of the form c;>f the magnet it was estimat_ea that
· at maxim~ ctirrent the core temperature ~auld change at a rate not ~eater
than Oo-i°C p~r secondo
With copper_ wire, this change is associated with
a change in resistance of Oo05% per second, which in turn tends to cause
a c~~ge in voltage at t4e cathode of the series valveo This must be
cor~ected by the feedbac~ loop and regulatore Thus, for a maximum permissible
c~ang~·; in. output cu~reri.t' of 1 in 106 over 1 second, we have:-

0

Cl).ange in res.istap.ce of· magnet coil R
' ·.
'
c

= Oo05 x 10-2 x R0

,\Change· in vo~~B:~ at cathode of 13El

= 0.05 x 10-2 x (Rc x i 0 )
-2
......... .
=: Oo05 X J.()
X 500 voltso

This change in voltage may not be allowed to cause a current
change of greater th~n 1 in 106,_gnd therefore the maximum permissible
volta~e o~a,nge in vfb is 50 X 10
volts. This change in vf'h must be
sufficient to correct the voltage change at the cathode of tne 13Elo
-----

.

=2

>.

,', Gain A

"/

Oo05 x 10 X 500
50 X lo-6
I

---------

A

~

5000

i.e.. A

~

2X

'

103

There is a f?econd sta:bili ty requirement, namely that the output
current e4all not change by more thari 1 in 105 over one minuteo Since the
resistari~e of the magnet coil is liable to change by up to 0.05% per second,
the change in resistance in one minute could be as much as· 60 x Oo05%,
i.eo 3% per minuteo Hence 7 it is possible that a 3% change in voltage may
occur at the cathode of the 13El.

0

.

'

:. Change in voltage at 13El .cathode ::!!: 3 x 10...-..2 x 500 voltso
Also, maximum permissible change

1n vfb

= 50

X

10-5 volts.

' 3 x 10-2 x ~00
.'. Gain A ~
50 X 10""'
;,

A ~ .. 3
-·· t

•.:·(:

lOf

X

'•'

(c)
It should be noted that the output voltage swing of the
comparison amplifier must be 500 volts, but it is not required that the
relitionship between V f and Vfb should be linear to 1 part in 106, in
fact it is considered i~at 1% is sufficient.
Hence,

A

= 500 ·
50

=2

X 10

i.eo A "" 103

35

=

Thus, fvom case (~)

(b)
(p)

A~ 2

X

A~ 5 X
A~ 3 X
A~ 103

=

10 3

3
10
104

6 over 1 second)
(1 in 105 over 1 ~inute)
(1 in 10

From these values it is clear that the internal gain A o£ the
comparison ~plifier must qe at least 3 :x: 104.
Now, alt~o~gh the DS591 can provide a gain of this figure, it
achieve-an output voltage swing of 500 volts (its maxo swing is
- lOOV)o Ther~fore, the DS591 mu~t be followed by an amplifier with
-positive gain~ Leo :z;ero phase -f3hifto In practice, a .type.11E2 valve is.
used to dr-ive the grids of the 13El valves, the llE2 stage being preceded
by a double. triode'to give zero phase shift.
The.gain.of the 11E2 is
about 200 a,nd the gain of the l2AT7 used in combin.ation ·with it. is of the
order o:f 25. The attenuation in the coupling network (1 M..n and 220 K!l) is
about 1/50 _H.~n6e tl).a·· resultant gain of the driving circuit is 103o
~annot

0

The system is shown schematically in the diagram belowo The
- -drift of- the-12AT~-will,~-perhaps,--be-as-great-as-10 -mV--for.-1%-heater- --stal;lili.z~t.i.ol:4 and the drift of the DS591 will be about 20 ~V ·referred to the:Uiwt o- . If the drift of the 12AT7 is to be ine3ignificant, . we have g~
Gain of DS591 must be
ioeo Gain

0

,
'l

10mV
2Cf-V

~

10,000
20

~

500

' A gain of 103 for the DS591 alone is adequate to remove this drift effecto

u

=

36-

It was seen earlier that the gain A of the comparison
amplifier must b~ at least 3 x 104, and so the actual avaHable gain
of 106 ~ffo~ds a very considerable safety margin.
The computer amplifier DS591 is a summing amplifier, the
manner of operation being'sll,ch that the·input is
virtual eartho Now
from the circuit diagram under section (4) on the ·C·ompa-rison amplifier9 :i,t
is c1-~~r· that, as Vfb is positive, Vref must be negative. This reference
voltage
· will be loaded by a current of Vre f o
200KA

a

ioeo by a current of

()

ioeo

250- 18&
.
-

It muf:lt also be po_~~ible to vary the reference voltage
continuously by means of a potentiometer, as shown belowo This potentiometer
draws additio~alcurrent from the source of the reference voltage, and it is
found that the resultant loading
is too great for a battery supplyo
We shall return to this point latero

6.

Frequency Response of the Magnet Stabilizer System
.... ...

. •

• ~ ... : .•.. 1.-··. .. . •

- '·"

~

. - . ...

~

.. .

.

.

The final frequency response is the resultant of the individual
responses of the various units concerned.
(a) The DS591&

A = ..!.__
r 1000

The frequency response of the DS591 is such that with
the overall gain is flat to 1 Kc/s ~nd falls at a rate of
about 6 db per octave at higher frequencies.

(b) Thefollowin~ valve amplifier (12AT7 and 11E2)
The largest resistor in this amplifier is 330K~- • This will
produce the longest time constant with its stray ca~city, and so will
also produce the lowest frequency cut-off.
The stray capacity will not
be greater than 20 pf; this value is used in the calculation because
it will give the lowest possible frequency cut-off •

.',

~

= RC
= 330

=

X

10 3

6o6 x 10~ 6

20 X l0- 12
seconds

X

- 37Now,

fc =

1
2irRC

1
,,• f c ...
c/s
2TI' x 6. 6x lo-6

106
6o2 X '6o6 '

=

0

.
•• f c

=

..• f c

=

105

4
2o5

X

104

c/s.

This shows tb,at the gain of this section of the amplifier will fall at
the ra-te of 6- ~b p.er octave· above about 25 Kc/s.

(c)

At D.C. the value

of~

is determined

~Y

themtio

(see Figs. 10 or 11), but at high frequencies, the inductive impedance of
. t~~. :II!~~et coil caul1les (!:- to be reduced at a rate of 6 db per octave, as may
. be- seen from tb,e expression for~ , including inductive effects:-

=
#
Thia.e,%pres~SJion

may be

where L = inductance of
mlj.gnet coil o

Rfb + Rs + R0 + 21T fL

obt~ined

from a stutly o:f' the diagram below.
Now, the inductance of the magnet coil is
of the order of 104 Henries, hence the value
of ~is reduced to a value 3 db do-m1 on its
D.C. value at a . ~requency f c given by the
equation:- ·
R
c
ioeo f
c

.
R~.b.

f

·=
=

2-rrf L
c
R
c

'2'iTL

c

=

... f c

4
..,..,•

620
2TJ" x

io4

10-2 cI s,

- 38This reduction in ~ causes the
Thus, the value of the cut... ff
- the
maeet .. coil is f
10-..

*

;

..

to be reduced accordirigly.
to the inductive effects of

T~us, if the system comprising comparison amplifier and
feeQ:baclt loop," for which the loop "gain is A(b, , is uncompensated- ( L e'.
contains no specially added unit to control the sha)?e of the gain- fre ...
quency curve), t:q~n fc 1 lo-2 c/s and fc 2 = 103 c;s.

=

It i!3 clear that without compensation the gain of the system
will fall at about 12 d.b per octave at frequencies above 103 c/s, and so
l;ly Bode's Stability Criterion the frequency at which the loop.gain isunity
must be two octaves less than 10~ c/s. i.e. the frequency at which the loop ..
~in is unity must be 1000 c/s i.e. 250 c/s.

4
Now at frequencies between fc 1 and
fc 2 the gain falls at the rate of
6 ~b per octave, i.e. the gain is
halved if the frequency is doubled.

fc,

F~ftl.\c.~c.Y:
unity gain frequency is equal to

The ratio

..

"fC1

It is clear, therefore, that the maximum loop gain (A~ ) permissible if
oscillation i~ to be avoided (i.e. the gain at the fc 1 point) is equal
to 2.5 x lo4,without compensation. However, previous calculations have
shown that it·would be desirable to use an internal gain A of about 106.

But

1

~ = 10

,'. Ar... ~ . _ 1?5
This would lead to oscillation with the ci~cuit uncompensated,
unless the inductance of the magnet is greater than 10 Henries. Some
method of f~eq~ency com~ensation is, therefore, required.
of the

The frequency responses of the individual important
are shown below.

S¥~tem
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0

12AT7 and 11E2

_ _ _ i'~X IO'+c,.fo,

fod~~-

~ dhfora41l,,

The id,eal aim is to p;revent the value off' falling, due to
· magnet coil inductive effE;~cts, at frequencies above 103 c/s o If this- can
be achieved, t'~EI over'illl freg.1,1enc~ re?~on~e due to th~ system. of coil,
DS?9J._,_ai1d t.~~ ~~~T7 _~d ll,E? comb:JL~atJ.on J.S as shown J.n the dJ.agram below"

-1

-------' ----t------

l?_c.-/~--

_1___________-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

6dbfoc±.

GAIN

3

lo c(s.
t,dhj~.
2.· 5 )(/04- (.,;~.

(_)

FREQUENCY
Tl:J.ur;J, the object is to "flatten" the response of the magnet coil
frorp 1'1 Kc/s, so making f 02 = 25 Kc/so It is possible to arrange for some
appr6ximation to this aim to be achieved by connecting suitable capacitors
and :i-~sistors across. the coil;
it should be noted, however 9 that the coil
itsel:€. possesses considerable stray capacitance and this must be taken into
account a
The maximum permissible loop gain at various frequencies may be
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re~ults

calculated from considerations of Bode 8 s Stability Criterion, the
being indicated in the following table o

. , __

1'

AP'
Frequency
'

'·

T""

10

•.:·

,,

1Cl

'1()3

104

lOB

105

6

Oo6

Oo06

0

-

6 Kc/s

600cf.~,

60
·:·

..
-----

()
·j

---

-

-

Now it has already been shown that the internal gain A of the
oomp~ete compari~on amplifier unit is about 106 , and that the loop gain A~ .
"" 10 o It is se)en fro)ll the table that a loop gain Af' of 105 is permiss-ible
(without causing oscillation) at a frequency of 0.06 c/s, but not at higher
frequencieso ·Since in the actual amplifier the loop gain begins to decrease
from a maximum value of 105 at a frequency of only 0.01 cjs, it follows that
the system will· be stable.
·
THE MAGNET SCAN SYSTEM
M~F~l Opera~f?n

0

The design specification states that the magnet current must be
stable to 1 in 1o6'for one ~econd 1 and to 1 in 105 for one minute. Manual
control of t:Q.e magnet current is affor4.ed by a system of potentiometers, the
smalles~ step on t}4e FI~ potentiometer providing a change in current of
1 in 10 • It is requir~d that the output may be varied from =50 volts to
-10. V:~1ts and beqause of the loading o~· 250 pA discussed pr~viously and the
add~t~onal current drawn by the potent~ometer, a power supply capable of
de~ivering about 10 rnA is needed.
The DS591 amplifier will give this output
current at up to 100 volts, j;lrov~ding that the refeiteifce voltage is greater
than 20 pv X lOQ. (This is the drift multiplied by the inverse of the requi~ed
stability) i.e. Vref ~ 20 voltso
In practice, a 45 volt battery is us~d ip
conjunction wit4 a circuit having a gain of 2X, so giving
shown in the figure below~

a~

VP..EF.

-IOVol-~.

-90

volts output,
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With a fixed magnet current, changes of temperature within the
magnet give rise to thermal expansion, which produces an exponential drift
in magnetic field.
For times ~mall compared with the thermal time constant,
this drift may be considered to be linear and could be compensated for by a
linear sweep in magnet current.
Th~ Miller Integrator circuit V1V2 in the
Magnet Scan (Ref. C on the Schematic Diagrain) can produce a change of magnet
refereriae·voltage of either s~gri (s3 in central position).
Both drift rate
and sign are cont~olled by VR4, and M1 indicates the drift voltage with
resp~ct 'to· the mean valve o
The peak is found by setting the magnet range
switc~, coarse and fine potentiometers.
'l'he drift switch is put in the "on"
position, and the drift potentiometer VR4 is1 operated to reduce the shift of the

pe_a:k.

()

The integrator can also produce a small linear sweep, upwaTds with.
53 as shown, or downwards in the o~her end position.
'!'he speed forward is
controlled by VR3; and reverse by VR5.
('Dhis is simply a faster "drift" over
a wider range, and is used for producing plots on a recorder of multiplier peaks,
etc.)
___Wide_Scan __

in

If the magnet current falls. linearly with time a:B"s'liown
the
figure, them the peaks for the lighter masses, which are obtained later·. than
the heavier -masses, are appreciably ~harper than the heav;Y.'mass peaks,: as
shown in the mass spectrum below o
.·

t

HeAV'( MASSES

1-'
'Z
Ill

~

c;x:

0

3
t'%
~

~

-TIMID

TIME

..,.

The amplifier response time sets the speed limit for plotting the
peaks of light ions 9 but tiine is wasteci in plotting heavy ion peaks~ and it
may be shown that in order. to spend equal times on each peak an exponential ·
decay of magnet current is required, as shown below. This is obtained by means
of an exponential fall in the reference voltage from -50 volts to -50 volts.
It is required that th~ drift and jitter shall be less than l in 10 per second
and less than 1 in 104 per minute, and that the scan times shall be from 80 mins.
to 0.1mins. per octl:tve in magnet current (i.e. a factor of 4 in mass).
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EXPONENriAL nECAY IN V

~~~~~~~~~~Te

()

To determine

th~

f

resuired time constant

The decay of the magnetic field may be described by means of
the equation:
H

Now
.t, H

Let t 1

-t
RO-

= H-e
o
RC

= H0 e

= time required for

= 't'
-t
~

TI to fall

-t1
· *-H
••
;:;;
0

=He
.o

to

i

H

0

(i.e. factor of 2 in magnetic field).

1;'

0

Now the specification requires that such a change in magnetic field
(i.e. 4 x in mass) shall occur in times ranging :t'rom 80 mins. to 0.1 min. as
previously stated.
t1

,,

=

o. 1"( =
~

80 mins. to 0.1 min.
80 mins. to 0.1 min.

= 114 mins. to 0.143 min.
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The arr~gement used is a C-R circuit feeding the grid of a
cathode follower, and the cathode feeds the reference voltage to the
magnet stabilizE;Jr. · The C0!1-denser is of the ;Paper dielectric type and
has a cap<t.?i t~noe _of 64 pf;. ~ paver ·type is preferred to an electrolytic con~enser because, although the latter is more compact, its leakage
is too great.
The time constant is changed by switching the resistance
in factors of about 2, from 100 M.n. to· 68 · K51. •
·
·
~

Thus,

= 6,400 sees. to 4.35 sees.

It is considered that this arrangement is satisfactory, even though it
doe_s__not 9orrrpletely Il'leet ·the specification as it is undesirable to
increase the capacity- any more, because of -its pbjsioa1 size. The -c...:Ro'il'clii,t is ·charged up to its r;~tart;i.ng voltage of between -50 volts and
-10 volts bym~ans of VR6 (set start), as shown on the Schematic Diagram.
The drift is to be less than 1 in 104 pe~ minute in the upper half of each
range, and this set.s a linlft to the leakage current and grid current of the
cathode follower. Thus, consider the case with the circuit on the slowest
sweep range and giving an output of -25 volts.

=
i.e.R =
iR =
.' i =

For this range,

R

100 M.n.
108 ..Q
25 volts

~8 amps
10

= 2.5 x 10-7 amps

:. i

..,

~

l)

ileak
i

leak

~

2~5

-

2~5 X 10-ii

<

X

10-7 X 10-4

O..hlfS .

amp~

11

·
· gr~d
·" current mus t be 1ess than 2.5 :x: l0amps over 1 min.
c hanges 1n
and t~e leakage resistance must be greater than 1012 ohms. The leakage
resistance of a ceramic switch is greater than this figure.
~.e.

Now the grid .current of any triode is given, within 50% accuracy.,
by the formula:-

I g = Eg-a

~

x

-10
x 10
ampsJ

where E
g-a
~

= grid-anode voltage
= cathode current in
amps.

Thus, Ig

=

50 312

= 1.75

X

5

:X:

:x: 10-

11

10-4

X

10-iO

amps. approx.

- 44 be less

The drift of the grid voltage of the cathode follower must
22V ioeo 2o5mVo
Therefore a 6BS7, which is a low grid current

th~n

104
pentode, is used with a DoC. current stabilized heatero
It is possible to obtain an upward scan, but it is exponential
the "wrong way roundi', so that tne time per peak at heavy masses is II!Uch
longer than for light masse.s, and as a resU:l t it is only useful as ~a mea:ns
for sweeping back through a few peakso
.
Note:

Forward speed switch is
Reverse_ speed switch .is

s4
s
7

s6
s

5
is Set Start, Forward, Reverse
is Auto,

Manu~lo

'I'he wa:y in which the Manual and Auto Controls are connected to
the Comparison .Amplifier is shown in the diagram below

~

'e--..JVVV""'"''--o C011PUil:.!l..

f\MPI.IFI!:P..
.J>!:>·.sql

l'lPrT7
1-----f

1\ E ,_, .
\.

Ha&llle;T
C.OII..

R~b.
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THE ION ACCELERATING.· UNIT
1.'

The Voltage Supply
See units 8', 10 and lC on the Schematic.

()

T~e specification requires the output to be variable over a
range of 2 to ·1 in .vol t~g~, on ea,ch of four ranges with a maximum output
of 8, · 6, 4 or 2 KV'o; The load consists of a feed-back divider chain of
. 6MJl , ar1d an output .divider chain of 3 M.Q which provides focus and beam
centre"ing voltages-.
The total n.c. loq;d current is about 4mA, apart fromleakage in the source, which might be tens of microamps.

2.

The Reference Element

The reference voltage is derived from the E.S.A. supply, since
the ion accelerating voltage must be 30 X ihe E.S.A. voltage, with respect
to earth.
(Reference (j) 'on Schematic). On the 2K"V setting, the E.S.A.
- volta-ge-~ava,ilFtble--i·s- 66·~ 6 volt-s·ma.:timum-;--a.lthougn_i_t_coulg. oe--higner··· on:·-----other range~. Therefore, in order to control the output over a range of
2 to 1 on.each'range, the reference voltage used is from 67 vzlts to 33o5
volts on each range.
The stability requirement is ± 1 in 10 over 1
second, an-d 86 the inpuf.drift per second must be less than 33.5 x 104 volts,
(i.eo3o3 mV). A balanced D.C~ amplifier (difference amplifier) will,
therefore, be adequate, since its drift over·l second.is about 200pV•

0

The current flowing through the feedback chain, on the 2KV
setting, is given by the expression 2 x 103 amps. = 3 x 1o-4 ampso
In
. .
' ... -..
6 X 106. .
.
order to give rise to a change of less than 1 in 104~ the changes in grid
current of the input valve must be less than 3 x 1o-~ ampso
In practice,
Eg-a
.
and Ik
~··

Ig

= 150 volts (maxo)
= 0.15 mA (max.) for the input stage of the
8 KV stabilizer.
'

-11

= 2 o 76 x 10

amps.

Thus, the grid current should be satisfactory with a balanced D.Co amplifier.
3.

The Stabilizer

The stabilizer system comprises a 50 cfs transfor~er, a metal
rectifier, a series· regulator valve, a comparison amplifier, and a feedback
resistance divider.
(a) The Transformer-Rectifier System.- See Ref. (10),on Schematic.

- 46The transformer is a jO cfs transformer with a secondary
The rectifiers are selenium 15mA types
winding giving lOKV- 0- lOKVo
with a condenser input and choke filter.
A bleed resistor of 15 MJ4 is
provided in order to discharge the reservoir oapacitoro
(b )The Series Re§]lator - Ref~ ( 10)
The maximum voltage on the reservoir condenser (and therefore
on the series valve anode) could have a peak value of lOKV x 1.4 (converting
from' Vrom E;l to Vpe ak),
ioe.
..
. Vpe ak
. = 14KV. The minimum
' - voltage. at it.s
cathode is lKV (i.e o half the full output on the 2KV range), and ·SO the .
maxim~m value- of Vak is -about 1JKV.
r:l!he -series- valve v 1 -is a Ferranti.~
HL10
which will stand a Vak of up to 20KVo
The· contro-lling valve·' V 2
.
must also withstand an anode to cathode voltage of up to about 8KV, at 8KV
output;
it is also an HL10.
·
0

0

0

. _(c) . The Feedback Divider Chain
The-divider--ratio- ~~is 120

to--1-~

at-8IfV--at 6KV
at 4KV
30 to 1 at 2KV
The ~our position switch which changes the feedback ratio also alters the
fraction of the E.S.A. volts used as the 8KV power unit ref~rence voltage.
See (3) on Schematic.
·
90 to 1
60 to 1

(~}.

The ~ain of the qomparison Amplifier ..

The determination of the required gain of the comparison
for the ion accelerating unit is obtained from a study of the
effects which can cause variations in the output voltageo
a~plifier

(_)

(i)

Change~

in Load Resistance

With the worst leakage conditions in the source, the leakage
resistance from source to earth is 22 M~ and this is effectively connected
across the output resil;!tance of 2 M.n. (ioeo 6 M.S'l. and 3 MJ'l. ·in parallel).
This caue=1es a change in load from 2 M.O. to 1 .,83 M.n. i.e. a ch_ange ;in load
resistance of 8.5%-and, therefore, a change in output current of 8.5%
because the system is a voltage stabilizer.
·
Now the stabilization of output is to be 1 in 104 and so the
internal gain A must produce a swing of voltage at the series valve grid
suffio:l.e:nt to ·compensate for this.ohange in output ourrento
We have:-

Output Current

= 4mA

:. Change in output current

= ~ x 4 mA
100

- 47,', Change in output current = Oo34 mA
but the mu,tual conductance gm of the HL10 :!: Oo25 mA per volt o

= Oo34

,•,Required Voltage change at HL10 grid

Oo25

= lo4 voltso

b~tween

r.'low thE! permissible error in voltage

and
. Vre f
permi~~ible

= 1 part in 104

= 6'7·voltso

------

.·, The

Vrefo and VLbo
--

--

difference in voltage between Vref o and Vfob o

=

67 :x: 10-4 voltE!o
; , Internal gain A

- --i;e.:-

~

L4

67

:X:

10-4

A -~- ,210-- -

( i_~) . , ~han~es in. Mains In:put

The input is from a constant.voltage transformer and so the
changes in voltage·may be about 1%, the average value of the potential o;n
the reservoir condenser being 12KVo
2
.",Internal gain (inclutiing of HL10) = 12 :X: 103 :X: 1067 :x: lo-4

p.

=

lo2

:X:

105

6o7

~

4
2 :x: 10 appro:x:o
iA of HL1 0 = 100
2
;. A ~ 2 :x: 10

ioe o
fut,

ioeo
(i.ii)

'

A

*

200

Devartures from Linearity between Vrrefo changes and Vfobo ohangeso

The m~ss measuring specification implie~ that a 10% change in
reference voltage. shall produce a precise 10%. change in output voltage, the
ma:x:~mum permissible error being 1 part in 10~. Now the change in the series

·I

i

- 48valve grid voltage is approximately equal to the change in series valve
cathode voltage and so is (8 x 103 x 1 ) volts in the worst case, ioe.800 voltso

10

The permissible unbalance between the two grids of the difference
amplifier input stage is 67 x lo-4 voltso
.',A ~
.'. A

0

67

800
x lo-4

~ 1.2

x 105

. (Note . A 10% change -Only-is considered because_ this is the _maximum swing _
required for the highest accuracy in mass measurement).
The three effects studied above determine the DoCo gain A of t4e
comparison amplifier.
It is clear that the gain A must be at least 1.2 x
· 105 in order to satisfy all conditions o
The valves used in the amplifier give respective gains as tabled
.... --.below.• - -

VALVE

12AX7

6Fl2

12AT7

RESULT ANI'

H110.

GAIN
;:···

·~ :

GAIN

'

•• 1.;

30

20

100

6 X 10

100

6

..

0

It is seen that the product of these individual gains is
6 X 106 , but there is some loss in.the COUpling networks between stages,
which consist of resistance divider arrangements (see (K) on Schematic),
r~~ulting in a total attenuation of about 10.
:, Overall Gain A
i.e.

A

=
=

This arrangement is, therefore, satisfactoryo
Ripple Voltage
From Langford Smith Ch.30 it is possible to calculate the ripple
output of the rectifier system, and the reduction in ripple after the choke
and filter condenser.
The ripple at the filter condenser, andtherefore at
the anode of the series valve, is a·oout 100 volts :peak to peak. The. gain of
the amp~ifier 1 at 100 cps, must be sufficient to reduce the output ripple to
1 in 10 of the D.C •. valueo

- 49We have,

Gain (including

p of

s~ries

valve) at 100 c/s must

be~

2

100
X

~ 7o5

6'"(
X

• • • •1• •;

Now

=

}' of HL10

·

lo-4
3
10
X

,•

100

,'' A ~ 75

•

r

(at 100 cfs) ~

r

0

I

I

Now, in this circuit, the minimum value of Pt
:. At;

'

=

_L
120

i;

12.

120

~ 0.625

Ap

In practice, 'the value chosen for

is 2.

speecr Of' ResPonse

\

. The speed of response of the system is required to be of a value
sufficient to ensure that tl:ie output of the ion accelera·ting voltage unit
changes to 99·99% of it~ final value (i.e. within 1 in 104) within about
0.1 second, which is the fastest time for switching used in the MS9.
Now·for an exponentially varying voltage, the time required to attain a voltage
of 99·99% of the final value is equal to 101:' •
· ·
1,The required time constant ~ 1 for the ion accelerating unit (with feedback)

<.

Oal

-

()

ioe.

,..;

1

• f

••

0

1

1

=
=

1
21T' ...~1

102

2-rr

= 16

c/s

- ..

Also, the cut-off frequency f of the circuit without feedback =·f0 1
.c
1 +

¥

· • f

•• c

=

1

Now, from gain considerations,
But,

8 =1

r

120

16
+ A~

c/s

A ~ 1.2 x 105
(minimum)

1

10

~ 0.01 seconds.

But, it has ~lready been shown that fc

X

I

I.

\ "\
\ ',

-50-

• f

~.

i.e. the cut-off

=

0

16

1 + 103

fre~uency

0.016- c/s

=

fc of the circuit without feedback must be above
Oo016 c/so

It will be rec~lled that the figure chosen for A is 6 x 105,
and sirice ~ = .!. , the actual value of A~ is 6 ~,}-~~ _ ioe. 5000 at D.C •
.. -.- --- -1-20- ------ -------

----

--

-----

----±~0

----

A gain-frequency
points.

curve can now be constructed in which there are three known
They are:D.C. gain A~ ~ 103
100 c/s gain A~~ 2
Lowest Freq. bre~k

Tlie following table-maybe
· - of. 6db _;per octave.

0."'016 cfs.

drawn up;_si"ri~e~t:§:e_gc:Li!l_

100

FREQUENCY

~

10

1

C/S

0,1

i_B_~chan~in~

Oo04

at the

rate

0

'

'• j,l\ .

A~

2
..

CJ

20

2QO .
.. .

2000

5000

5000

.

Thus, it will be seen that the curve given: in tlie table above
meets the specification, since the D.C. value of gain is greater than 103,
and the first break occurs at 0.04 cjs which is greate:r than 0.016 c;s.
Now, since the lowest frequency break is at 0.04 cfs, it is
possible to determine the time constant:1
2 "trfc

:, ~ = 2 ~
:. t =

X

0.04

4 seconds.

Therefore, a time constant of 4 seconds must be incorporated
somewhere in the circuit~
The largest resistor in the amplifier (for
making the longest time constant with the smallest capacitor) is at the
grid of v , a 6Fl2, and has a resistance of 400 KSl.
5

-51~

:, For 't

=

4 ~?econd;s, we have RC

= t'

:. C =

:.c

=;.

4

! 105

10

g

We chc)ose··t:ne·nearef!t preferred ~alue ~f 8

(~

./

"" 10-5 farad

rt (~;~~e ref_(K)- C4)

Now the loop gain must fall to unity .at 200 c/s because the
gain cha.nges at 6db per oCtave, and so the sec·ond cu·t-off frequency f c, must
.. __ occur_above_ (200-:x: 4)- -c/-s ,-i-o e.- at--1--Kc)s-saN", -if-osoil1ation-is -to -be- - ---- avoided, according to Bode's Stability Criterion. The second cut~off
. frequency is determ~ned by the largest resistors in the amplifier, which
are the 1 M..n. anode ·loads of V1. These were not chosen when arranging for
a time constant of 4 secso because there are two of them and H is easier to
deal with the single 400 KSL grid resistor.
Now

0

1
= 2 1TfR

f 0 2 ~ 1 Kc/s

But ,

:. c

~

1

"""2.;..,-w:_:x:~l""'o..,.J-x~l'""'o6""

/ 1 • 6 x 10-10 Farad
" C :::
i oElo

(J

C

This is a fairly large value of capac~1iance and is unlikely to
be reached by stray capac~1i~es. If trouble were to arise because of the
second br~ak.oocurring at a frequency of less than 800 c/s, then a resistor
R23 could . "Qe pt.tt in series with. C4, to stop the fall of gain caused by 04,
at a frequency approximately equal to the second cut-of'f frequency.
(e) The Practical Circuit Arrangemen·t
For the Comparison Amplifier circuit, see Ref. (K) on the schematic
diagram.
The input stage is a double triode 12AX7 used as a difference
amplifier in which vref and vf.b. are.fed to the two grids; the level of
both voltages can change from. 67 to 33.·5 volts. It is important that this
"in :phase" change of' inputs sha.ll have the smallest effect on the anode voltages~
but a high gain is needed for difference signals applied betV{een the two grids.
In other words, the "reje.ction ratio" ( = Gain of amplifier to· difference signals)
Gain of amplifier to "in phaseu signals
must be high.. In order to achieve this object there must be a la.rge common
cathode resistance in the input stage.
If this is so, the change in the anode
potentials for a given ''in :phase" change of the grid potentials is small, but

-52it is large for a

giv~n

difference

~i~~l

between the

gr~dso

·
TJ:ie a.riode slope resistance of a pentode valve can be verY high
(i.e. the change' of.ahod.e 'current for a giveri change of anode volt~ge is
small . in a pent ode), and s·o· V2 is used as the cathode load for v1 , as
shown in· Ref. (K).
The two triodes of V3 are used as cathode followers so that the
potential.. divi~~rs R1o -·R12 and R1 4 - R1 5 (which couple the signal on V1
ano.d.es to V4 ~ids, wb,ile at tP,e same time reducing the. D.O. level at V4 ..·
grids to a reasonable value) can: be low in resistance w~thout shunting the V1
anode loads.· The low resistance dividers help in reducing the time constant
.. ·-- ·-- _ .. _ ..LEI~ll()~~ = .ltG La.nQ. II1g_e_ tb._e. _e.f:f'_~cj; of' _gr_i.d_e.ur.r_e.nt_in_Y4·leJ:~.s.imp_or"t<tnt_ -:· ··- __ -·(since V =·igR)o
. A single-ended, output is taken :t"r6m V4 left_;hand anode (the side
is important to obt~in the correct pb,ase for neg~tive feedbaCk) and is fed to
v , .a ~l''l2·, wh~ch operates with r~latively low R1 , and so gives a wide bandwidt;b...

5

.

Since valve V5 is a pentode, its gain also is high.
The anode
.. Qf v:5 is directly_co.upled toj;he ..grid.of_V2 (Ref.• _(Jo)., ..the. cathode._of whioh __
is held at +150 volts by the neon valve V3. (For negative grid-bias on V2, the ·
anode of v5 must be at less tha,n 150 volts) ·•
The anode load of V2 (R ) is connected to the output line and so
the potential drop across it is the 3 ~ias voltage required by V1, and this is·
reasonably constant on all ranges.
·
The feedback divider chain is switched to give the four ranges with

a fixed referemce voltage, and in addition, the potentiometers VR2,3 4 5 are

added to the feedback resistance to give about 2)1& variation in the o~tput on
each range to take up the ± 1% tolerance of the fixed resistors usedo
/

'

·\._)

SOURCE SUPPLIES
. See Ref. (8) on Schematic.
This unit includes the source focus controls, beam centreing, and
Y and Z supplies, and the majo·r part of the Ion Accelerating Voltage Divider

chain. These have been dealt with in the section on "The Electrical
Specification", and in the consideration of the Ion Accelerating Voltage
Supply.
The source supply section controlling the ionizing electron
beam must be capable of maintaining the beam at one of four nominal values,
with a stal;l,ili ty better thl:jl'l 1 in lo3; variations in the electron beam current
have a direct effect on the peak height stability and, therefore, on the
accuracy of peak height measuremento The circuit must also'provide the

-53electron accelerating voltage and the ion repeller voltageo
diagram of the unit is shown belowo
·,
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"ELEpTRON VOLTS"

This potential difference must be high enough to
ensure that all electrons leaving the cage are
collected by the trapo

The stabilizer loop contains the filament, trap, feedback
resistor, reference voltage, comparison amplifier, and variable source of
power.
The source of power used to feed the filament in tne MS2 is the
50 o/s mains, and the source of variable power is a transformerwhich is
shunted by t~o valves, used as variable load resistanceso The ~rangement
i~;~ known as ~ "impedance transf.ormer circuit" o
·
Urtfo:I'tunately, the system of controlling the filament power by
oha.nging the 'griii' bais of ·the impedance valves, operates in such a manner
·tnat· the filament temperature, and the el~ctron emission, fluctuate at
100 c/s.
Therefore, the rate of formation of the ions also fluctuates at
100 c/s, and although the thermal time constant of the filame~t reduces the

- 54 percentage fluctuation, it does not eliminate it entirelyo
The respective
variations of current, power a:hd rate of formation of ions are shown belowc

TIME

-TIME.
.

()'

.

_.--The .M;S2- ele ct;rometer--a.IlJ.pli-f-ier-.f'-requency,-re sponse--i-s such -that--it d.oes not respond to 100 c/s, but the MS9 electrometer amplifier has a
higher frequency response, and the tops of the-mass peaks plotted. on the
recorder would be modulated by the 100 c/s variation in ion formation rateo
Therefore, in the cas~ of the MS9, either direct current, or a source of
A.C. power having a frequency higher than lOOc/s, must be used for heating
the filament.
The MS9, in fact, uses an oscillator valve operating at
about 10 Kc/s to provide the filame~t power;
this frequency, and hence the
filament--r.i-pple -frequency, -is sufficiently--hi-gh- -to be -wel-l-· outside ·-the---·· electrometer am:plifiel',' frequency range o The ou·tput of the varia'Qle source
of power, the oscillator 9 is controlled by the comparison amplifiero
The Practical Circuit ...Arrangement
of the Source Supplieso
.
'

The double triode V6, 12AT7, compares Vref developed across R87 ,
with Vfobo developed by the flow of trap current in one of the resistors R105
to R108 , selected by the trap current switcho
The output of v6 is coupled to
v7 , 6Fl2, and the anod.e of v7 is in turn connected to the cathode-follower
Vp,, which provid.es the screen grid voltage of oscillator valve V9, 6146 c The
pliase of the signal path is such that an excess of trap current causes a
reduction of oscillator screen grid voltage, and so causes a reduction in
oscillator power.
Hence th~ circuit is a negative feedback system and operates
to stabilize the trap currento
The Loqp
Gain Alb of the· Source
Supply Stabilizer a
. . .. . I
.. ::

.

A fall of 27 voits at the screen grid of the 6146 oscillator
gives rise to a change of trap current from th.e nominal value· to 10% of the
nominal valueo
Thi~ fact was determined by experimento
Now.the amplifier DoC. gain up to the screen grid of the 6146
valve is about 1250o
:. Voltage change required at

l~AT7

grid

= _g]_
1250
..,

2lmV

But, Vre f • = ~5 volt~.
,•, A change of trap current from 100% to 10% gives a vo 1tage swing
ih Vf.b. of (85 ~ 8.5)
~
76.5 volts.
:. Loop gain (A~ ) at D.C.

This will reduce variations in trap current which might be
caused by changes in filament resistance, and cage temperature 1 etc.
The D.C. pow~r for operating the stabilizer circuit is. provided
from a 50 c/s _trl3Jlsformef. T 1 ,_ and rec~ifier V1.
The valves V2, V3, V4
form a simple seri~s stabil1zer to regulate the H.T. po~i tive rail at .
. .· .
300 volts. No ·part of the unit can be directly earthed,·· the only connection
-- tcfthe-earth- sys-tern:-oer:ng-via the cfonnection of the Ton a.o·c~ilerating-volta:ge- output to tb,e cage lead.
The chassis and mains transformer T1 are insulated for oper.~tio~_ at 8KV ~ith respect to earth.
·
The cathode follower V5 feeds the divider chain in which VR9
p:rovides the iQn repeller vqltage, -5V to +15V with re~pect to the cage.
(VR labeiled. ';Ion.Repelleri').
VR10 provides the filament voltage-of -5V to
-75~ with respect to the cage (and is labelled "Electron Volts")via the
.
cathode follo~~r v5bo
•.. . . . . . ..
.
.

s., provides switching so that-meter M3 can be used to read trap
curr~nt,

or

c~ge

current + trap current- called "Emission".

THE IONIZATION GAUGE UNIT.
This unit measures the number of ions produced in the background
gas of the vacuum system by a .given current of electrons of fixed energy.
For a particular gas, th~ n~ber of ions formed by a particular value of
electron current is directly proportional to the gas pressu~e, and so the
meter me·astiring the ion current can be directly calibrated in pressure. (This
is normally done in terms of the pressure of nitrogen which produces that
ion current) •
·

1. .Gauge Head
The gauge head is virtually a triode
valve, but the grid and anode potentials are reversed, and the anode is
known a·s the "collector. The grid is
maintained at +70 volts and the filament
is ~arthed. Electrons liberated from
the filament are attracted towards the
positive grid, but since it is an open
fiLAMENT
structure, most of them pass through
______________ (o V.) ~...........__.
-- ---towa-rds -the-col-lect-or.- The-e-lectro...------~tatic field decelerates them and they
return towards the·grid structure; the electrons complete several cycles on
average, before hitting a grid wire~ and so have a large probability of
colliding with a gas molecule.
The electrons are accelerated to sufficient energy ( f\J 70eV) to
ionize tpe gas molecules on collision, and the positive ions so formed are
- - -attracted -towards the collector,-which i-s the- most- negative electrod-e in the- -whole structure,-and re~ister a c~rrent on the measuring device.
The ion current output is directly proportional to pressure within·
the normal working ra~ge, the maximum pressure being about lo-3 torr. At
this value the working life of the filament is short, and with a vacuum worse
than this the filament is likely to be destroyed by positive ion bombardment.
Units.
The unit of pressure currently in use is the "torr",and it is
equivalent to a pressure of 1 mm. of mercury (i.e. that pressure which will
support a column of mercury 1 mm. high. Normal atmospheric pre~sure =
760 mm. of Hg).

c:~

The lower limit of pressure measurable on an ion gauge depends
upon (a) leakage current ~cross the insulators from the collector to the
other electrodes
and (b) secondary electron current caused by X-ray bombardment of the
collector (X-rays of sufficient intensity to affect the operation
of a 29D2 gauge are formed with voltages greater than 20 volts).
The collector area exposed to X-ray bombardment is large in the
simgle cylindrical form of gauge (29D2) and· the lowest pressure linli t is about
10- torr.
rod.

4lpert designed a modified gauge head in which the collector is a
The collector area, therefore, is very much smaller than for a cylinder.
The 29Dl3 is of this type and its sensitivity is somewhat lower

- 57-

t~an for the 29D2 9 but the lowest detectable pressure is about lo- 11 torro

An Alpert type gauge head i~ shown belowo

Two filaments are provided so
that the effeci-tive'working life is extended,as the second filament may be
·
used when the first one has
-------,.
burnt outo
f~OLLEC,TO(l,
( -ue).
&R\;D
(_+II€.).
FILAMENTS _.:;:-.
__-tt--l-~

n.

--{o-v.-)-: ·

2 o The Circuit for the Ionization Gauge o
The circuit can be divided into two parts:(a)
(b)

the emission stabilizer
the ion current measuring circuito

(a) The Emission Stabilizer
The stabilizer uses a thyratron valve to change the impedance
of a 50 c/s transformer, and so to control the power to the filament in
such a way as to maintain a ponstant electron current to the ion gauge grid.
The thyratron is essentially a gas-filled triode valve, and for a given
anode-potential, it will not conduct unless -the grid potential exceeds a
certain valueo
The ratio of the anode voltage to the grid voltage Va is
called the "control ratio. R11 o When the grid voltage Vg is_ more
Vg
positive than -!a (ioeo IVgi<Ya ), electrons emitted from the cathode
R

( ')
\_,

.

"R

produce ionization in the gas in the tube o The positive ions so formed
move under the influence of the field towards the ca.thode~ causing further
ionization, and result in a low impedance dischargeo Once conduction has
started, the grid n.o longer ha.s control because of the shielding effect of
the positive ions near it, and the valve can be switched off only by reducing
the anode voltage to zero (6r negative)o
In the Ionization Gauge Unit an
A.C. voltage is applied to the anode, and another, smaller in amplitude and
shifted in phase, is applied to the grido
As the anode potential rises
the valve will start to conduct when 'Vgl ~ ~a and conduction continues until

Va falls to zero, as. explained aboveo
If the cathode potential moves negatively·, then conduction will
start with a more negative Vg, ioeo it will start earlier in the cycle of the
A.C. applied to the grido (See Figol2). This means that the effective
resistance of the valve can be changed by chang:lng the cathode potential; the
effective resistance of the thyratron is very low in the conducting regiono
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-58The electron emission current flows through R1·and VR in
series (see Fig.l3) in such a direction th~t an increase in current will
cause the ·thyratron to conduct for a SQlaller part of the cycle and so to
reflect a larger iQlpe~ance into the transformer in its anode circuit. This
in turn'reduces-the current flowing in the primary circuit, and so causes
a reduction in filament temperature, and electron emission. The thyratron
will operate to"ma.i11tain its· cathode potential very close to the grid
potential, hence the emission w~ll be stabili~ed at a value approximately
equal to _12._ amps.
·
R1+VR
J~) ~ ~~e Ion Current Measuring Circuit _

u

_

~

___

_

The ion current reaching the collector flows through a

mea~uring resistor and develops a voltage at the left hand grid of the

difference amplifier (.see Fig. 14). The va:J.ue of the measuring resistor is
switched to give four pressure ranges. The values· are lOOK..O.. , 1 Mst , 10 MSl.,
100 'M.Q for currents for full scale deflection of approximately lo-5 to 10'""8
ampso, for the pressure ranges lo-3 torr to 10-6 torr respectively, for full
scale •.
The meter measures the output of the difference amplifier and can
also be switched. to measure the electron emission.
In the "zero" position,
the collector is disconnected from the measuring circuit and any necessary
correction for grid current in the.v~lve can be made.
The relay is normally operated (because of current flow in a
second coil) and opens when the measured pressure is about 1.5 x the full
scale meter reading.
The relay controls the current to the filament, in
addition to protecting the external circuits, and it can only be reset by
operating the "Reset" button.
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TBE ELECTROMETER AMPLIFIER SYSTEM
The

b~sic

featuree of the electrometer amprif'ier. system are:-

(1) the measuring resistor
(2)

a valve with very high leakage resistance from grid to earth, called
the "electromete;r valve 11

(3)

an amplifier to give gain and to provide sufficient current from the
output stage -to-operate-a meter or recorder, and to -supply the feedback
network- ·
·
·

(4) the feedback network, which is probably a switched potential divider,

0

c~angil').g

f

in discrete amounts o

We shall consider each of these units in turn.
(~)

The Measuring Resistoro

The- first- sta:ge "of tlie- amplii'fer-willliave- a drift -level of about
0.2 mV per minute because of inherent drift arising from the cathode of the
input valve, the electrom.eter. Therefore, the minimum current to be detected
with the system must develop about 2 x lo-4 volts across the grid resistor~
The range of currents encoutlt.ered in a mass spectrometer is from about lo-9
amp,s. to lo-15 amps •. or lower, and the resistors used on two of the MS9
amplifiers are 40KMJl. (ioe. 4 x 10i0 .Q. ) • Thus, the drift level of the ·
input stage is equivalent to a current of about 2 x lo-4 amps. i.e. 5 x lo-15amps.
4 x 1o 10
·

CJ

The resistors used consist of a thin carbon film fired onto a
ceramic support tube, and are glass enclosed to keep out moisture, dust, and
grea13e, whlch could otherwise give rise to a leakage resistance comparable.
with the desired resistanceo The stray capacitance existing in parallel wit~
the resistor is of the order of Oo25 pf, giving an effective time constant for
a 40 KMSl.. resistor o:f' 4 x 1010 x 1o=12
seconds
4
ioeo 10- 2 seconds.
(2)

The Electrometer Valve

The: type of electrometer valve used is the Mullard ME1403. Considerable precautions are taken in manufacture to diminish leakage paths from
the grid, and the base should not be touched by hand because of leakage caused
·by grease.
The filament power and temperature are reduced to a minimum to
decrease the rate of emission of electrons from the grid, which may be caused
The anode and screen potby thermal emission and by photo-electric emission.
entials are less than about 10 volts in order to reduce the effects of X-ray

=
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1

bombardmento
With the ME1403, the quoted average grid current is 3 x 10- 5
amps, although it is the change in grid current, not the steady value, which
is important in making measurementso
With a 10 MJl anode load, the ME1403 ·
gives·a gain of between 50 and lOOo

(3) The Main ...Amplifiero
;

0

The main amplifier must have a r~latively high input impedance
because it must not shunt the 10 MSL anode load of the ME1403 with which it
appears in parallelo
It must also accept an input signal at a D.C. level
of about 13V with respect to earth, the anode potential of the ME1403. The
chC!-nge~ ~t its inpl!t_, __c_al.l~e_d _b~drift_ and_grid current through-the 10 MJl- -anode-loacfof the ME1403, must be less than 50 X 2 X 10-4 volts
·
ioeo less than 10-2 volts
:i. oeo less than 10 mV,
A double triode input stage meets these requirementso
50 x aQ, .

_ The_ gain_of __the _main.amplif'ier ''a"- must be- such -that
~ 1, in which case we have:-

rm~n

"Overall gain G

,..

A

+Ap
20 x a

1

f

f

G

""

"

1 + 50af

Then, if 50.ap ~1 we have

G

-

.A.

1

p

The output stage should be capable of feeding the S network, the
output meter, and giving the required full scale output voltage. If the
galvanometer recorder were fed by the amplifier, a full scale output current
of about 20 mA would be neededo
(4) The Feedback Network
The feedback network consists of a resistance divider arrangement,
switched to give values of 1 = 1~ 2o5, 5, 10, 25, etco
The feedback voltage
is usually applied to the "earthy" end of the grid resistor.
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In.p~~.Circuit

Time Constant and Stray Capacity.

1-----+-------..-- TO G-ROD

I

· PLATE

0

=

If the feedback line is connected to
the bottom end of the input resistance
R, then t4e action of the feedback loop
is t·o maintain the input of the amplifier
as a vi~tual earth; hence the stray
capacity to earth of the seal, plate '
and grid (Cs) is not charged to nearly
as high a voltage as in the case
without feedback~

Therefore, the effective -Gitne constant, particularly for a decaying.signal,
is reduced by feedback.
The effect of stray oapaci ty across the. resistor itself,
(c 8R) however~ is unaffected by feedback.
Hence, if the frequency response of the amplifier stages is high,
the overall frequency response will be determined solely by the input resistor
___ Rg l:l.lld t_h€3 ca,-pa.~!~y_a~(;!()~S !t~QsR~_: \Vi ~h_t}lis j'()l'_m_()f :fef3d.'ba9:t-::_.,< ~-- __ _
~he impedance of the input·'· RC combination will' d:ecrease 'with
increasing frequency, with ·a break frequency gi van by f = 1
•
0

'2iT'Rc

With a feeiiback network which gives a_ voltage gain indepen,4ent of frequency, the
overall current gain will fall from t' 0 at 6 db per octave~, The feedback can be
modified so that it is frequency dependent, and so that the voltage gain rises
at 6 db/octave above f 0 ·•
Hence the current gain will remain constant up to
frequencies beyond fc•
This method can be used to extend the frequency response
of a current measuring amplifier, but it has certain disadvantages, primarily
that the noise of the input resistor is amplified preferentially. The system is
not used on the MS9 9 because it is possible to meet the specification with a
"flat" voltage feedback characteristic.
Speed of Response
The speed of response required of the electrometer amplifier depends
upon the scanning speed used.
Let us consider the waveforms shown below,
assuming that the current on the collector plate rises immediat.ely to its
maximum value (i.e. width of ion beam

.
Lr----rI l._is
I
t

_

..__

I

zero)

ACTUAL CURRENT ON
COLLECTOR PLATE •

___.

AMPLIFIER RESPONSE
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The response of the amplifier is exponential, following the
scheme shown in the table.
1::

63%

2 "(

86%

31:

4't

'

95%
98%

If the scan wav~form is such that all peaks spend the same time
in passing the collector slit 7 thep the response of the amplifier will be
the-same·:ror ail- peakso---Thti:er, if only -2,;--is--a:nowed -per- peaJCTf~e.--1 t increasing and 1~ decreasing), then all p~~~ will be indicated at.63%
of their actual value a
· - ·
·
··
·
·
·
·
The magnet current scan is an exponential decay curve which gives
constant time for the traverse of a peak across the slit ('ioe. independent of
mass}.
Therefore all peaks should be attenuated by the same amount if the
soan speed is made higho
This is of u~;~e because the_m~a.f:ll.g•_e_Ill_ef!j;_~_II!ade_ai'e_____ _
- normally of- reTat·ive-pea.lC-lielgnt·s ratlier -than--absolu-te peak height. ,__ At high.
speeds the tail of one peak~will overlap the beginning of the next peak,· and
the recorded plot will indicate a non=zero valley, thus exhibiting reduced
resolving powero
·
The MS9 Electrometer Amplifier Arrangemento - See Figol5
This system .comp:rises the following units:(1)
r\

L-

1

the monitor electrometer-amplifier 9 which measures a fraction of the
ion current emerging from the E.S.Ao
(2) the H-.R.P. amplifier 9 which measures the output current of the electron
mul tipliero
.

(3)

the L.R.P.amplifier, which measures the ion current falling on the DIRECT
collector plate.
·

(4)

(6)

the filter to determine the bandwidth of the signal fed to the galvanometer
recorder; and oscilloscopeo
the recorder amplifier.
the oscilloscope amplifier.

(1)

The Monitor Amplifier.

(5)

-

See Ref. (e)

The monitor amplifier measures t~e ion current flowing out of the
E.S.A. and is used for setting up the instrument, but its primary use is
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. ;:' 63for measur~ng the total ion current before separation for mass.
The
meter requires 1 rnA for full scale deflection, and this current flows
· through a resistance of 40 K!L ;
thus the output voltage of the monitor
anipli:fl~r i:;; 40 volts for f'u],l scale o ·
The g~in may be varied between 1 and 100, and so the input voltage··
required for full scale deflectio:rl of the meter varies between 40 volts '
and 400 mV; The input resistance is 40 KM~and, therefore, the input
current required for full scale deflection varies between lo-9 amp and
10-11 amp.

0

The input capacity is about 5 pf, and so the time constant "t::!l: 0.2
- Anigh-speed-ofresponser is not required- at the-monitor--b-e-cause ----- the ion beam i~ not E!'canned in this region, and s.o is fairly steady
secoiia:s-~

0

The grid current of

t~e

ME1403 electrometer valve is about

2 x lo- 15 amp. and~ since the input resistance is 40 KM!L, the potential
of the .grid is 8 x lo-5 volts ioe. about 80]J:V. Now a heater current change
of 1% gives a drift of about lOmV at the cathode, and so if the drift is

.- -}() r~(3lb~- i~~r~ruir~d~~~ ;~e!~:afe~~ - ~~-~l'=~~o~a~~:ij:f~-~E~~~~--~i~~~~~~;yP~~i tive
line, which is stable to -:i in 104, through a chain of wire -wound resistors,
this type being chosen because of their low temperature coefficient of
resistance ..
Note on Circuit

R2'

is the anode load of 10 M5l, giving a gain> 50,
VR1 is the screen voltage control, coarse zero'''

VR2 is the zero control (front panel) - the sensitivity is less than that
of VR1 because of the 50X gain from the ME1403.
A cathode-co~pled balanced input stage in the main amplifier is used
to reduce drift effect\3, and to accept a D.C. level of about 13 volts. It
also presents a high impedance to the 10 M.st. anode load of the ME1403. The
p~missible drift at the input of the main amplifier is equal to lO~V x 50
~5mV.
I
Voltage Levels.

anode
13V
anode. · lOOV
anode ·200V
cathode
ov

)
)
)
)

for condition
of zero output.

Mullard recommend applying heater voltage before anode voltage in
the case of the M'E1403 if "best stabili ty'f is to be obtained, and so a
thermal del~y valve VLS631 is incorporated in the instrumentG (This·: may

·

=
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well be \Ulllecesl?ary in a Mass Spectrometer application, because the
eiectr.ometer am.plj,fiers are rarely switched off).
The· ·sensitivity for full scale deflection of the meter is
altered'by changing the feedback ratio#
0

(2) The H.R.P. Amplifier.
. . ..

0

.

·' ~

I

i

- See Ref. (f) and A2189329

It is required that the bandwidth of the H.R.P. amplifier should
be high because the slit in front of the e;I.ectron multiplier can be made
narrow (about 0.0003 inch) and 9 t4erefore, the rate of change of current,
--as -the- -ion--beam.$ -cross- the--collector sl-it, -is-large.- --Now--the-])8591-hashigh ~in and high bandwidth, but the input impedance is very much less
than 10 MA ( t]fe anode load of the ME14q.~), the phase is negative, and the
input potential required must not differ very greatly from earth. It is
impossible, t:\lerefore 9 to use a comple-t·e DS.591, but certain modifications
may be carried out which then make it useable.
In order t6 ·increase the
input impedanc~, it 'is necessary to remove the chopper unit; the phase
of the input signal is reversed by applying the signal to the right-hand
-grid-of--the-l2AX7- instead-of-to-the --left-hand grid-,-to- make--the-gain positive. The input impedance is now determined solely by the grid
capacity and leakage current of the 12AX7, and so it is greater than 10 MSLe
The difficulty re~arding the input potential acceptable to the amplifier
is overcome by applying a r'set zero" potential of about +13V to the lefthand grid of the double triode; the amplifier then operates satisfactorily
with an input signal level of about +12V.
The major time constant in the system is that of the 40 KMJ.L input
resistor and itsstray capacity, which may amount to about 0.3 pf. The
time constant is given byg=

()

'It

= RC

:.t ...

4 x 1010 :x: 3 x 10""'13 seconds
= lo2 x 10-2 seconds.
Hence, the cut-off frequency fc =

'q• f

C

8

102
2"1f

X

lo2

• f c ~ 14 c/s,

q

~~~=~

The D.C. gain of a modified DS.591 is about 20 9 000 and its gain
falls to unity :i.n t:q.e region of 100 Kofs. In order to avoid oscillation,
condensers c and C5 are removed~ causing the gain to fall from a

4

f~equency lower than -in the case of the unmodified DSo591. Also, a
capacitor of O.lu£ is connected in parall~l with the 10 MJlanode load of the
M!ill403 in order to produce a dominant time c·onsta:p.t of 1 second in the
loop.

The arn,plifier.-is only used with a wide bandwidth display system
(Galvo recorder, or CRO) on the unity overall gain position. The internal
time constant of a fe~dba.ck aljlplifier is reduced by the factor 1
,

and¥A~'~l0 6

\r~p!flconstant

in the case of the H.R.P. amplifier, the effective
of the main amplifier is very much less than that of the input resistor'and
. c.ondenser arrangE~ment •.

·0

The signal input to the H.R.P. amplifier Bs the output of the
Alectron multiplier, which can be as much as 10- amps. approximately.
Hence, the input resistor can be relatively low, and the permissible noise
level referred to the input of the amplifier can be high co~pared with the
L.R.P. amplifier.
The full scale output voltage of all the amplifiers is 40 volts,
o~-the·H~R~P;··a.mpl'ifier-is from·l· t0-1000;·· Ther•efore,·
the input voltage required for full scale deflection of the meter is from
40V to 40mV. If the input resistance were 109 ohms, then the 40 volt
.
signal re~uired at the input necessitates drawing a current from the output
of the electron multiplier of 40
ana the overall-gain

lo9

ioeo

4 X 10-8 amps.

As mentioned before, this is about the maximum current which can be
provided by the electron multiplier, and so it is not permissible to use
a lower value for the input resistanceo
Note on Johnson Noise in a Parallel R-C Circuit.
The lower limit to the magnitude of voltages which can be measured
is set by the so-called 11 thermal agi"Gation" voltages which arise
spontaneously in the measuring apparatus itself.
This "Johnson" noise
is a result of the random movements of electrons in a conductor, and is a
func-tion of the· temperature of the conductor, its resistance, and the
band-width over which the noise voltage is measured. Since components of
all frequencies and random phasing are present, the noise voltage can only
be specified in terms of its root-mean-square (r.m.s.) value. The formula
relating the above variables is as follows:-

( 1)

where E
k

= r.m.s.
~

voltage appearing across
the terminals of the resist&nce.
Boltzmann's Constant
= 1.374 x lo-23 joules per
degree Absolute~ ·

- 66T= Absolute Temperature

R= resistance in ohms
~=

At

room temperature this formuia becomes:E

0

band-width over which the
voltage is measuredo

=

-10 ~
lo28 x 10
~Rof

(2)

However~ it should be noted tna·t this relationship holds only
for :Pure wfre.:.woundresistances of zero pha~e angleo ·In the case of
a,, gen~ral _two-_terminal_impedance .corrliaining_reactances_as_welL as _
res:i"stances~ the formula becomes:-

E

=

r

=10 I
1
lo28 x 10 ,'V JrR df

(3)

It is equ~tion (3) which applies, for instance, to a resistor
shunte¢1 by a capacitoro
(A pertinent example is the case of a grid
leak resistor, which is shunted by the stray capacitance between its-- --·ends and l;>y -~he -grid-cathode- ~nput- capacity of the -valve) .. -·
1
In equation (3), R represents the real part of the impedance -of
the R-C parallel ci~cuit, and is given by:-

R1 =Re(Z)

=

R( 1 \¢~-:-(4)

where R = value of resistor in ohms

¢=

t E·ll·fo = 2~ Rli]

When this expression is substituted in equation (3), we have the
following equation, where
is in radians and the noise is evaluated
between the frequencies f1 and f2:-

¢

0

Equation (5) shows that the high frequencies contribute very little
to the tot~l noise voltage, and thus, if one is attempting to compute the
total noise between some low frequency .~and some high freque1,1cy 9 it is
substantial1y correct to take the high. frequency as being infinite
· frequency o
It should be noted that equation (5) shows that the total noise
voltage output of a resistor and capacitor in parallel., measured between
the frequency limits of zero and infinity, is ind@p!§rid~nt of the ,value of R
and depends solely on the value of c, as long as R has some finite value
different from zeroo The value of R serves only to determine the distri-
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bution in the

sp~otrum

~

of the total noise energy, which is determined by C.

For any given v,alue of C9 the voltage output between f ~o and
f = fc is exactly equal to the voltage output between f = f 0 and f =~ •
(See equation (5)).

(3) The L.R.P. ~~lifier.

0

See Ref. (g)

This unit is similar to the H.R.P. amplifier except for a condenser
of about 3pf which is connected in parallel with the input resist0r. Th~
resultant time constant is given byg10
-12
~- "" 4 X- 10
X ~ X 10- = 1.2 x 10~1 sees.
c

=

• f
0

=

f

"'

1

21i't
1

2'11'

X

lo2

X

-1
10

c/s

This bandwidth restriction gives a lower noise level than for the
H.R.P., the theoretical value being 1 i.e. ru 1 of the H.R.P. noise level.

.

0-

"?iO

The L.R.P~
called a 11 Faraday
resistor. Hence~
be less than that

3

is connected to a simple p~ate collector (sometimes
Cage''), so there is na current gain before the input
the noise refe:I;"r.ed to the input of this amplifie:r must
for the H.R.P. 9ffiplifier~

The equivalent input current 9 f~v a. required full scale deflection
output of 40 volts, is from 10=9 to 10 2 amps. The sign of the input
signal is negative for H.R.P. and positive for L.R.P.
Either amplifier
can be connected to the collector meter and the manual sensitivity switch,
which maintains 40 volts fosodo output voltage on the meter, but changes
~to give. the rang~ factors Xi to XlO?O• . The switc~ing includes ~olea
for revers1ng the s1gn of the output c1rcu1t on chang1ng from H.R.:P. to
L.R.P.
The amplifier not connected to the meter is run at unity gain
(~ = 1), and is connected to a switched filter, of 18 db per octave
attenuation, which can reduce the bandwidth of the signal fed into the
recorder amplifier.

(4) The Filter.
Since the Johnson noise in a resistor is given by the equation

10
rms = lo 3 x lo- x 'Y./ R/J, f, where Af is the bandwidth of the measuring

V
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circuit, it follows that the noise may be reduced by decr~asing the
·.bandwidth. Thus, the sensitivity of the instrUment is increased if the
b~~widthAf is decreased, but this necessitates a slower rate of scanningo
The filter is introduced in order that the sensitivity may be
increased. Now it comprises three R-C sections of equal time constants,
giving a total attenuation of 18 db per octave and so, if the filter were
connected within the feedback loop of either the H.R.P. or L.R.P.
amplifiers, the system would oscillate at some frequency where the loop
gain A~> 1, since the attenuation exceeds the maximum value of 10 db per
octave imposed by Bode's Criterion of Stabilitya

0

The NoE c.P. recorder -is-a-low--impedance -device- (40 -volts- at--~6-mA)
and so, if it were fed directly from the filter, the filter resistance
would have to be low if a reasonable voltage were to be used to feed ito
In order to achieve a given time constant, the use of a small value of
resist~;tnce demands a large value of capacitance, and this implies that
electrolytic condensers must be used. Unfortunately,these condensers
are likely to be unstable in capacitance and in leakage resistance, and
so they could cause drifts.
Therefore it is preferable to use a high
· ·- - - impedancef filter-, and- to follow-it with a: high impedance amplifi-er -h~ving
a very small zero drift.
(5)

The Recorder Amplifier
T~e amplifier chosen for this application is the DS.591, complete
with choppers and with additional external resistors to give an overall
gain of unity' the output of this amplifier feeds the N.E.P. 1000 photographic recorder through a series resistor to make the required voltage
for full scale deflection equal to 40 volts. Shunt resistors are also
provided in order to give the individual sensitivity factors for the six
galvanometers and the ranges of Xl, X3, XlO, X30, XlOO, X300 are obtained
from the galvanometer recorder itself.
There are also sign reversing
contacts on the switch feeding the galvanometer recorder.

0
(6)

The Oscilloscope Amplifier.
The C.R.O. display needs a low noise, low drift pre-amplifier
with variable ~in, so that the peak height 9n the C.R.T. can be adjusted
to a reasonable level. A second DS.591 is used, complete with choppers.
In the mass measuring system, both peaks, high mass and low mass,
are displayed alternately on the C.R.O., and since they are unli~ely to be
of equal amplitudes, two gain controls are fitted, which operate by
changing~.
Each control has a switch giving gains of Xl, XlO, XlOO,
and a potentiometer giving a range of 11 to 1 in order to interpolate ·
between the switched ranges.

Note on Humo
Hum-dingers are fitted to the H.RoP. and L.R.P. amplifier
heater supplies, and in addition a 50 c/s signal, variable in amplitude
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and phase, can be introduced on one of the filter condensers in order to
back off the hum content of the signal fed into the recorder and oscilloscopeo .
Hum is only irQportant in the case of these two methods of displaying the
amplifier output, because the time constant of the meter is long, and so it
does not respond to 50 c/so

0
.:...

0

...

- 70THE MASS MEASURING SYSTEM

Principles

0

The .instr~ent determines the ratio of the masses of two· types
of ion, one of known and the other of unknown mass. This ratio is equal to
the inverse of the ratio of the two accelerating voltages used to· tune in
the two peaks, with a particular magnetic field. (See equation (3)). It
measures this ratio, rather than the absolute mass of one peak, since in
the latter case, the magnetic field and accelerating voltages would need to
__'Qe__a_oJ)_U:t>a"l;_ely_knQwn. _ _F9_r_}ligll_a_c_QU:t'C3.CYcin_mCI,s_s__ cqr)Jpa!'j.s.on, t_h~_j;_irnEL Qf __
measurement should be short so that drift and thermal effects are kept as
small as possible.
·
Operating Procedure
With the accelerating voltage at its maximum value, the magnet
current is adjusted until the low mass peak appears on the screen of the
n_oscillo_soope._ u_(Se_e_ equa-tion (3)). u__Lei;__us__ suppose_tha"f;_j;_his__ mass isnM __A._M.U.
0

The peak switch is then put into the high mass position and the
decade resistance dials l:sR (see Fig.l6), which vai:Y the accelerating voltage,
are adjusted until the high mass peak now appears on the screen. Let this
mass be M1 A.M.U.
·
In order to display the peak on the oscilloscope, a small sweep
in the magnetic field is needed, the rate of sweep being about two or three
cycles per second. The waveform'is shown below.

The fly-back time is equal to the sweep time, but the C.R.T.
brightness is off duri~g the fly-bac~. The small sweep waveform is also
fed to the C.R.T. X-deflection.
When the system has been approximately set up as described above,
it is switched to "Auto", and the relay controlling the voltage change-over
from high mass to low mass, and vice-versa, is automatic so that the M0 and M1
peaks are displayed alternately.
The cycle of operation on "Auto" is as follows:The peak switch is changed to HIGH MASS, say, at the beginning of the flyback, and the brightness is off during the fly-back; at the end of' the flyback the brightness comes on~nd the sweep starts so that the high mass peak
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is displayedo. At tl:).eend of t;he sweep, the peak switch is changed to LOW
MASS, the brightne.ss goes off. and the fly-back starts. At th,~ end of the
tly-back, the brightness comes m:i again, the sweep starts, ariQ. the low mass
peak is displayed~
· ··
When the pe~ switch is operate~ the output of the deQade:is
changed, and the speed of response is fast because only stray capacities
(e~g. capacity ofcQ-a:x:ial cable) are involved; however, the 8KVpower unit
must also change to the appropriate valu~,.to within 1 part in 104, before
the sweep starts and the next peak is displayed. Therefore, the fly-back .
is ~ade of about the same duration as the sweep, in order to allow the 8KV
circuit to attai~ a steaQ.y co~dition.
-.,
()

The small sweep of magnetic field can be varied in amplitude by
a switched resistive attenuator ( i!peak width")· so that the "field of view"
in A.M.U. can be changed. This current sweep is asymmetrical and so
c4anging the peak width control shifts the mean field also. It is unlikely
that.both the high mass and low mass peaks will be of the same height in terms
of ion current, and so two gain controls are nec~ssary, and are also switched
into the circuit by the peak switch relay.
·
With the system on "Auto", ..the gain controls are adj~sted so that
both peaks appear similar in height, and the decade dials A R are finally adjusted
so that the two peaks, both of which are visible uue to the persistence of the
screen, are brought into coincidence on the screen. The ratio High Mass
Low Mass
(i.e. ~~ ) is then equal to the reading of the decade dials, e.g. l•ABCDEF.
The Peak Switching Circuit.
See Fig. 17.
The mode of operation of' the peak switch~ng circuit may be
summarized briefly by means of the table and waveform shown bel-ow.
CHANGE
IN
l.C.R.O.Brightness
2.Direction of
Sweep
3.Gain of Amplifier
4.Decade Voltage
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- 72The primary source of the saw-tooth waveform is a Miller
a circuit ·for which the output voltage changes linearly with
time for a fixed input voltage, the direction of the change in output being
dependent upon the sign of the input voltageo
I~tegrator,

The direction
of the sweep is controlled by a relay RLA. Two
1
Scbmi tt Triggers sense the output voltage of the Miller, and one ''fires" at
+50 volts approximately and the other at +150 volts approximately. (See 1rote
on Schmitt Trigger below).

()

The positive output pulses of these Schmitt Triggers are
amplified by a.valve which is normally cut off, and the negative pulses at
-- · · -· ---- the --oui:Purof- thTs--valve are fEid. · into-a.-·:si:sta'bia-Mui fivil:irator-{whi-ch-J.s___ a~ 2 circuit and is sometimes known as an Eccles-Jordan Relay)o
The output
of the Bi-Stable Multivibrator drives a pentode, the anode load of which is
RLA

·

.

co~

1

o

The Miller Integrator sweeps linearly from +50V to +150V approximately, and then changes direction to sweep from +150V to +50V and so ono
The--fHI1er -anb"de.-vol tage also feeds the. cath-ode- :foiiower- use(:Cto supply current to the small sweep coils on the magnet, and the attenuator
(peak width) is in series with these coils.
The relay RLA controls the
direction of the Miller sweep and the CRO brightness. The output of the
Bi-~t~ble Multivibrator is fed into the input of a second BoSoM. (which,
therefore, divides the number of pulses by two), and this in turn feeds a
further pent ode with a relay in :i. ts anode o ·•.rhis re'lay RLE controls the peak
switch on the decade box and the CoR.O. Amplifier gain controls.

The Schmitt Trigger is a voltage sensitive device which stays in
the "OFF" state until the input voltage applied to it reaches. some predetermined level, when the Schmitt 'l1rigger snaps over to the. "ON" state.
When the voltage ~s down below the pre-determined level, the Trigger resets.
THE OSCILLOSCOPE
The tube is a Ferranti 5/03 with magnetic deflection; the cathode
is "ea:rthy". It needs a negative supply for brightness (with switching t~
eliminate the fly-back, incorporated in the peak switching circuit), and - 300V
for focus and first anode voltage. The final anode voltage is 8KV, stabilizedo

The E.HoT. is derived from a tuned anode oscillator, with a
Ferroxoube-cored transformer, and a Oockcroft-Wa1ton quadrupler
rectifier system.
The diode filaments are fed from separate windings on
the E.HoTo transformero
ste~up

The o~cillator frequency is about 10 KC/s, which is high enough to

- 73allow small values of filter condenser to be used for a given ripple output
voltage, which reduces the energy stored by the filter systemo
Stabilization of the 8KV supply is achieved by means of feedback
R35 (the ratio being 8KV ) • The amplifier V7, EF86, is operated
300V
so that its i~put is equivalent to the "virtual earth" of the comparison,amplifier.
It is under-rtin in heater voltage (4V), screen voltage (+50V) and anode voltage
and current, in. orqer to reduce drift eff'ectso
through R34.

0

=

The cat~ode follower Vs, 6060, feeds the screen voltage of the
oscillator valve Et81, arid so controls the amplitude of oscillation and,
· ···- therefore,--the voi ta;ge- fed -to the- rectif'ier -system and-hence the-'D;;C,-- output-----voltage.
The X-Amplifier. ·
The input signal is derived from the Miller Integrator in the peak,
switching circuit;· and varies between +150V and +50V approximately. The voltage
divider R1 , R2 , including the X-shift potentiometer, brings the mean level down
------------- --------------------------------- ---- --------------------to d volts, at which value the a.I)lplitude is approximately from +33V to -33V.
----------~

-------------

--

--

-

---------

--

--------

-

----

-·-

The C.R.O. cqils require 8mA for full scale sweep~ with 8KV final
anode voltage on t~e tube. The X-amplifier has a 6060 difference amplifier
followed by a White Cathode Follower, with feedback from the upper valve anode
to the lower valve grid.
Coils L1 are in series with the feedback resistors,
which include the X~amplitude potentiometer 9 and fixed resistor R14•

(_)

"Current feedback" is taken from the upper end of the feedback
resistor to the right hand grid (none signal grid) of' the input double triode.
If. Afb~ 1, we have:~
Input Voltage Swing
Feedb~ck resistance =
Output Current Swing
Feedback resistance

33V

= 8

mA

= 4~15

K.O.,

The White C~thode Follower gives a larger output swing with better
linearity than a normal cathode followero
The Y-Amplifier
The input signal t'o the Y-Amplifier is obtained from the DSa591
oscilloscope amplifier~ and is either within the range .OV to -40V (LoRoP.) or
OV to +40V (H.RoPo), according to whether the current is due to positive ions

- 74or el~otronso
The input divider is switchE!d by the
switch either to +30QV or -300Vo

~plifier

seleictor

The i~put voltage swing is about ! 18V and for 8mA in the coils,
the feedback resistor must be
18
, Leo 2 o22 KA ~
B X 10-3
. .

THE ELECTRON MULTiPLIER SUPPLY
See 04203558 and 557o

0

The maximum voltage us~d ~n the multiplier is -3o5KV because break~
-- --- - - -- -- down -occurs-in-the- dynode- -insulators- at hi-gher vo'l tages.- -'l'heo-tinit wi-1'1- givea maxirin~m output of about -4Kv, and the H.T. is derived from a Hartley
oscillator (807 valve) with a voltage doubler rectifier arrangement, using
metal rectifiers MR1 and MR2. The output is filtered by R6, 06 and a
· fraction of the olitJ?ut voltage is fed back by the divider R7 - R17 9 the feedback
being of the form w}+ich operates the input of the comparison amplifier as· a ,
virtual earth. The signal is the difference between the feedback voltage,
and the reference volta.ge,f'rom the R18 , R1 , VR 1 div.ider. VR1 is the output
voltage control.
The valve V1 is under-run in heater volts, screen volts and anode
current, in order to reduce drift effects. The amplifier V2a is coupled to
the cathode follower V2b. The neon v reduces the voltage level f~d to the
3
screen of the oscillator valve wit~out causing a loss of gain as a simple
resistance divider would.
(The voltage across the neon remains constant, and
so any change of V volts, say, at V2b·cathode is transferred as a change of
V volts to the 807 screen).

0

Internal negative feedback is applied via R6, C2 lag network to the
grid of V2a, via C1 '(the D.C. isolating condenser) in order to control the
gain of the amplifier at high frequencies so that Afo does not fall at 12db
per octave or greater until A~ is less than unity.
Some unwanted negative
feedback, reducing A at D.C., occurs because of the common connection of V2 8
cathode and V1 screen to the d.ivider R1R 2 • This is reduced to a minimum by.
reducing R1 and R2 as_much as·possible.
The output voltage range, controlled by VR1, is 800 volts to 4KV,
and the load seen by t~e unit is 11 Mit, the resistance of the divider chain
providing the voltages: to the eleven dynodes.
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GAS FWW AND IMPEDANCE OF TUBES
It is poss~ble to d~f~ne a quantity of gas, q, as volume X pressure~
as long as the temperature is cpnstant.
i.e.

q

=

vp

li~re-torrs

The flow of ~s in a system is related to the pr.es.s.ure:. diff.er.ence
applied across the system in a way analogous to Ohm 1 s Law. Thus-,. in general,

=

0

Zdq
dt

where

p2 ,p 1

= pressures· at

Z

= imp~dance·

the ends of

the system.. ·
to gas flow
presented by -the . system.
(In. general Z is .. a
function of pressure).

It s}ioui(fbe noted-t:hafut·: fs -oailed- the admittance or "speed" of ·the. system,
and is denoted -by S.

-· i

The Mean Free Path

u

~.

Molecules travelling in a system suffer collisions.. :wi t.h other
molecules of gas and with molecules of the walls of the system.·~ 'I'4e average
distance travelled by a mo~ec;:ule between collisions with othe;r gl:!-s molecules
is called the mean free path A .
(It ma1 be noted that 63% of th~ molecules
collide with others within a 4istance of ').. ) •
The mean free path is dependent
on the pressure~ In the high p:ressure region, A is small, and the flow of gas
down 'a tube, for example, is governed by collisions ·between g?-s mol,.ecules. This
is known as the region of VISCOUS FLOW, and in this region z, the impedance to
'flow through the system, is inversely proportional to the average pre~sure.
i.e.

Zo<. ....
1
Pav

At low pressures, the mean free path between col1isi:ons, with other
molecules is long and the flow down the tube is governed by collisiop.s. with the
w~lls of the tube • This is known as M;OLECULAR FLOW, and in this region Z is
independent of average pressure, and the equation takes the formi~

where Z depends on the size of the tube and

~he

type of gas.

·!

- 76Long Thin Tube
For cylindrical tube with a diameter much .shorter ·-than -the length
3
=
•
• (p2 - P1)

Jr • t

~ -~~

where{ f' -= density of gas
d _= · diameter of tube
1 = length of tube
:Bu,t ~tube __ =_ - (J>2_=-l>t2

.9s.
dt

,·. ztube

=

& 1

64f
6fi .1
d3$
0

. ztube =

'•

0

~13

(p2 - p1 )

- LONG THIN TUBE

Small Aperture
For a small aperture of area A in a thin wall sepaTating regions
of pressure p, and p 2 , we have:.

=

- SMALL APERTURE

These molecular flow equations hold when the mean free path A is
greater than Oo4d, and they hold in the fine side of the majority of vacuum
systemso
Example.
pressure.

Consider how the mean free path of nitrogen at 20°C: varies with
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PRESSURE
(TORR)

760
1
10- 3

0

From the table,. it is . clE:lar...that the. flow
is molecular in normal operating conditions
in a vacuum system.

A

(mms)
lo-4
0.07
70

A Simple Pumping System.
Consider a system comprising tank, tube and
pump.
Let p = pressure in pump ·
· · ···- · :P21 .;;·-:Pressure- in ia:nk ·· -·· ·
s1

s2

= speed of pump .
= speed at the aperture of
the tank. {also known as
the "conductance 11 )

As in the case of the elec·trical analogy 9 the impedance of the
combination is the sum o£'the separate impedances of the parts. Similarly,
for tubes in parallel, the total conductance is the sum of the separate
conductanc~s.

0

2

Now s2 is the "speed" or condJlctanoe at the aperture and ~
is the
impedance at the aperture. This impedance represents the effective impedance
presented to the flow of gas from the tank, and is equivaler1t to the impedances
of the tube and pump in series.

Definition of flSpeed of Pump"
The "spf?ed of a pump"

·~
dt

s1

is defined by the equation:where v

= volume of vessel 9eing
evacuated

p

= pressure in vessel

~ =

dt.

rate of change of P+essure
with time.
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.s =

"

1

.!. d(pv)

p dt

if the volume of the vessel is constant.
p

!!9.

0

dt

:. Rate of flow of gas .2s
dt = s1p.

0

litre-torrs per second.

In the case of a tube of finite length~ the total impedance to
the flow of gas is equal to the sum of the impedances of the ends of the tube
and the impedance of the tube as calculated w:i, th tlie assumption that 1 >,.> Q..
Now the impedance of the two ends taken together is equivalent to that of·a
small aperture in a sheet.
ThUOJ- - Z=

;jg~ •(-!j

-T

~~2)-

-

TUBE OF FINITE LENGl'H

At 20°C, this equation tqkes the form:

z

=

(1 + 4d )jM
. 3
.
.
3
65.2 d

sec/litre
where{M =molecular weight of gas
d = diameter in ems
1 = length in ems.
0

()

For air

. z=
If

1~

(1 + 4d
.· . 3

d, i.e. for a
Z

1
- ;3

.Jl..

)

sec/litre

long~

thin tube:

sec/litre

Similarly, for an aperture of area
ZA

1

= 11 ~ 7 A

sec/litre.

where { lr

==

length in mms.
radius in mms.

4 sq. ems, for air at 20°C we have:
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The Rotary Pump

A diagram of a ~liding-vane rotary pump is shown in Fig. 18.
The vanes D1 and D2 are free to sl:lde along the diameter of the cylinder B,
and they ~re held in contact with the w~lls of the stator A by mearis of the
spring at the centre of B~ so forming good gas seals. The side of the
cylinder B is in permanent contact at C with the stator, this contact also
bei~g a good gas··sea1 in spite of the rotation of B.
The volume E Ts--increas~d oyv1.rtuecif -tlie-anti:...oroc&r-semovement of the rotor, and so gas is able to enter this region from the
system, via the inlet connection. The movement. of the rotor also causes any
gas in F to be oompressed.by the vane D2, and when the ;pressure in F exceeds
atmospheric, this gas is forced out through the exhaust valve G and bubples
through the oil. e
---

0·

---- - - - - - - - - - -

As the rotation continues, D2 eventually reaches the inlet
··connection·- a.n.a-tlie- oiofeTs re:Peatelf. -.~cg;ra.J;iii- o:f-s!>-eed of-eXhaust -o:t-a
;pump against pressure is shown below~

ro-tary

o·o~~--~-------4------~------~~----~~--~-

lo->

1o-2.

1o'

10 1

to'-

PRessur-E
( TOP.R).

SINGLE STAGE ROTARY SlO. (Nominal Speed 1 litre/sec)
The Ultimate Pressure is defined as the lowest value to which
the pump will reduce the pressure of a leak-free system. It depends upon
le~e past the vane (being better for a two-stage pump than for a si~le
stage) and upon the vapour pressure of the pump oil, which is about 10- torr

FIG. 18.
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- 80 at 20°0, but which is 10-4 torr at 60°0, the operating te~perature ?f~he
pump bod.yo
· The Ultimate Pressure for a DlO pump (2 stage- 1 litre/seco)
is about 10-4 torro A rotary p~p is unable to deal with condensible vapours,
as these merely condense on the walls of.the pump before being forced out, so
emulsifying the pump oilo The pumping action is also impaired by the presence
of water vapour, and a phosphorus pento:x:ide (P20!:i) trap is, therefore, used
as a drying unit for relatively small volumes of ~ater, as on a mass spectrometer

0

For large quantities of vapour, a gas ballast pump may be used 9
which bleeds dry air into the pump body and prevents the vapour fro~. condensingo
___Unfortunately,_ the_ gas _ballast_ pump has__a_higher l.l.l-timate__pr_e_s~ure ~!lal'l__a ______ _
normal rotary pumpo
The Diffusion Pump
In order to reduce the pressure in a vacuum system to less than
the ultimate pressure of a rotary pump~ some improved technique is requiredo
A satisfactory solution is found in the diffusion pump, a simplified diagram
of which. .is_ shown below a .
__ ___ _
_ _ _ __
_

t

EVACUATED S'$.TEM
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t

\>JfTTEI'{
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0
ji.{MP fl..l.\t.D

HE!\Te({,

The base of the pump is heated, and the pump fluid vapourizes at
a fairly low temperature (N 200-250°0). Dense streams of vapour are collected
and are directed through an umbrella type jeto Gas molecules in random motion
above the jet pass into it and are forced down, so increasing the gas pressure
below the jeto The pump fluid vapour condenses on the walls, and flows back
into the boilero If the gas pressure below the jet is increased to a value
greater than the ultimate pressure of the backing pump, then the latter C(m remove it from the region of the backing timeo
In the steady state a p~essure difference is built up across the
jet stream, but this pressure difference cannot e+ceed a certain ~imiting value
known as the "critical backing pressure~

.;.. 81The trapped gas tends to b~eak through the jet stream, and
pumping action ceases at this value of pressure difference.
The critical
backing pressure cannot be increased in a single jet pump without reducing
the pumping spef?d, but with pum:ps using two or more jets in series, the
upper jet can-be made with a high pumping speed and low critical backing
pressure, ·and the lower jet has a high critical backing pressure. The
critical backing pressure for a two-stage pump is about 0.2 to 0.5 torr.
An important point to note is that because of the back-streaming
of vapour from the jet regfon, the evacuated system will contain pump fluid
vapour ·which will increase the SYE!t~m pre~su,reunless some cold surface is
provided-to-conc,lense-ito--- - -- _··~-~- ___ ·:_
----- --- __________ _
··.· -:-.,

Mercury can be \lsed as a pulflp flu:.i:d and has the advantage that
it can be let up to atmospheric pressure, while hot 9 without damage. A disadvantage is t~~t the vapour pressure of mercury is high (loa3 torr at 20°0)
and the cold surface has to be held at the temperature of liquid nit~og~n
(-195°0) in order to reduce the mercur.y background spectrum to an acceptable
level:- in a mass spectrometer o
· · ··
HYdrocarbon oils having about forty carbon atoms per molecule
have a much lower vapour pressure ( N lo=1 torr at 20°C), and thus have the
advantage that a lower ultimate pressure is obtained with a given cold trap
temperature. It is possible to make measurements with an ionization gauge
wit~out using a cold.trap.
The disadvantage of hydrocarbon oils is that
they crack if the system is allowed to rise to atmospheric pressure while the
pump .is at its working_tep1pe~ature.
The ultimate pressure for nitrogen~ say, for a three inch diameter,
three stage pump (033B) usi:r:tg "Apiezon B.W." oil can beN lo-11 tQrr. The
pumping speed is 130 litres/second at pr~ssures up to lo=4 to 10-j torr.

0

.The Cold Trag.
The cold trap is designed to present a large surface area at low
temperature to the vacuum system, while causing the minimum reduction of pumping
speed for gases o Vapours are condensed on the surface so that the .effective
pumping speed of the system is high for vapours, while the cold tr,ap temperature
is maintained at a-.low value, -80°0 for solid carbon dioxide, -195°C for liquic,l
nitrogen. The pumping speed for the vapours is higher for the lower temperatures. ,
A si~:plified diagram of a cold trap is shown on the following page.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE - GAUGES

Pressure gauges fall into three main categories, namely
hydrostatic gauges, thermal conductivity gauges and ionization gaugeso
These types are considered here in turno
1.

HYdrostatic

Ga~geso

These gauges are u~ed at the high pressure end of the vacuum
range, and include mercury and oil manometers, micro-manometers, and aneroid
capsule gauges.
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0

TYPE OF MICRO-MANOMETER

One type of micro-manometer is shown aboveo The two metal plates
form a condensep; the distance between the plates is varied by changes in the
---- -pressl.tre-In-tlie~-v~:fouum -system-acftingupon t:ne--d1aphragnr.;- -It--is possiore ·to ---detect the resulting cha,nges in capao~ty of t~e condenser by arranging that
the condenser is part of a'tuned circuit and by observing the changes in
resonant frequency.
These observations then afford a measure of the pressure.
2.

Thermal Conductivity Gauges•
These gauges depend upon the fact that over a certain pressure

- -- range--the-tliermal··conduot1vity-of -~-gas- va:i'ies

w1tli-its-pressure~--

Tliemain- ·

types are the P~rani \Ja,uge ~nd the Thermocouple Gauge;
the operating pressure
range is from 1 torr to 10~4 torr.
It should be noted that these gauges will
not bur.n out when run at atmospheric pressureo
The Pirani Gauge.

0

A length of f'ine tungsten wire is
supported by two metal rods, and is
heated directly by passing an electric
current through it~
The resulting
temperature and, therefore, the
resistance of the wire for a given
heating power, depends upon the rate
o•ool ~
of heat loss, which is partly due to
T!.ili<QT!£N
the thermal convection of the gas
\IJIA,l 1
surrounding the wire. The thermal
conductivity of the gas depends upon
the pressure and upon the type of gas, and so the resistance of the wire serves
as a measure of the gas pressure. In practice, the wire is incorporated in one
of the arms of a bridge circuit and the current through the meter under out-ofbalance conditions is the indication actually employed, the galvanometer being
calibrated direct~~ in te:ms of pressure.
The Metrovac instrument operates
from 1 torr to 10 tqrr ~n two ranges.

,, I

The Pirani switch used in the protection of the system is a
modified form of this gauge, making use of thermal expansion to operate a
switch. Therefore, the switch can be made to trip at a certain pressure if a
constant heating current .is applied.

- 84 The Thermocouple Gauge
This type of gauge consists of a wire thr'ough which a fixed
current of about 6mA 'is passedc
The temperature of the wire depends upon
tl;J.e. rate of heat loss from the wire and, therefore, upon the gas pressure,
and is me~sured by means of a thermocouple attaQhed to the wireo The
~utput of t~e thermooouple is observed_~n a me~er, which i~ calibrated directly
ln terms of pressure from 1 torr to 10 torr 1n one range~
.

0

3,

()

Ioniz?-tion

Gau~so

The simplest form of gauge relying on ionization tor its
principle of operation is the Discharge Tube, as shown schematically in the
diagram below c

The nature of the visiQle glow
produced by the passage of a high
voltage discharge through the tube
depends upon the pressure and type
of gas within the tube, a table
giving the phenomena at various
pressur~s being shown on the
following pagec
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Nature of l>ischarge

Approximate Pressure
~Torrl

I

:Nil

z" DIA.

glow down centre of tube
i" DIA. glow down centre of tube
very close
Striations start
.\2..1! apart
8

~

0

~-

----

----

----

---

- - --.=- -i''- a.:Part---

Atmoso to 50 Torr
N
IV

IV

-----

Dark Space appears. and
lumi~osity decreases rapidly

----------------

N

10

5
lo5
LO
Oo5

------------

Oo2

The colour of the glow dep~nds upon the residual gas, air g1.v1.ng
- ~~ - -- a purple;.;;pink -discharge-.;-- Organic -gases -such- as- trichloroetbylene,-carbontetrachloride and et'her give bluish..:white glows and water vapour a greyish
white glow.
The Ionization Gauge

(see earlier notes)
11

The pressure range is from 10= 3 torr to 10- torr. The maximum
pressure at which the gauge may be operated for fairly long periods is' about
lo-4 torr; 'the filament is likely to burn out if this pressure is exceeded.

(_)

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC VALVE

CO! L.
1"1.%-NETI(,
M{\:TEP)\AL-
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Pt.tHP
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- 86The normal valves are normally closed, and are used in series
with the pump line. They will support atmospheric pressure on the pump
side and have only a slow leak rate into the system, but the spring will not
support atmospheric pressure on the system side with a vacuum on the pump
side.
The air iJ::tlet valves are normally open and merely bleed air into
part of the system when the supply i~ removed from the coil.
BAKING.

The background pressure obtainable in a leak-free system which
can be baked is better t~an in a system capable of rux~ing at room temperature
··· ·· ··· · - - - only., · • The system s~ou'ld- 'be -pumped--for~-about -twenty-four--hours with--the- cold - - -(~
trap empty, and with. the walls of the vacuum system heated to about 350°0 9 if ·
possible.· This removes surface deposits~ grease, water, cracked carbon, and. so·
\._)
on, from the walls of the system and from the electrode plates.
When the baking power is switched off the cold traps should be
filled, and the partial Jj>fessures of the residual gases and vapours in the system
should fall to abput 10- torr by this means when the system returns to room
temperature-o -For -example, ari- MS10 -and--an-ion- gauge -baked-to- 300°0· for 15 hours-· were cooled down to room temperature with the cold trap filled. After 8 hours
the partial pressure of hydrogen was 7 x
torr and the partial pressures
. of all' other residuals were less than 10= torr (See T. L Sheet A38).

l8=10

VACUUM SEALS.

0

The maximum permissible baking temperature depends upon the
construction used~ i.e. whether soft-soldered or welded joints, and rubber or
metal gaskets, have been used. The most_ suitable material for use in a vacuum
system is stainless steel; copper oxiddses on the atmosphere side when baked.
Brazed joints release cadmium in large quantities when heated under vacuum,
and this is likely to coat insulators and electrode plates; the effect
becomes very noticeable between 100°0 and 150°0. Brass also, liberates cadmium,
and trouble can be caused ~Y brass screws if they are not plated.
A system using gaskets of Jl260 sulphur-free white rubber cannot
be baked above 120°C maximum; however, it is easy to make a seal with a
rubber gasket, with relatively low mechanical pressure between the two surfaces
and provided it is not baked above 100°0 it will not leak when returned to room
temperatureo
The E.S.A. s~al on MS9 uses a rubber gasket, the area of
surface is large and the wails of the system do not need to be baked above 100°0.
·in this region. A diagram showing a seal using a rubber gasket is given on the
following page.
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Oth~r materials suitable for use in making gaskets are copper,
aluminiwn and gold, and these can b.e baked at high temperatureso Diagram~;~
of some types of seal are shown belowo

0

0

li.Ot-D

GASKE"T .SEAL.·

- 88 All t~ese systems need higher machining accuracy than the
rubber gasket system. A.E.I. mostly use t~e gold gasket methodo The gold
wire is compressed along the two surfaces of the right angle seating section
to form a seal. After baking to about 350°C and ret~ning to ro9m temperature,
it may be necessary to re-tight~n the bolts on the gold gasket flange in order
to obtain a leak-free seal. It ,is possible to maintain a leak-free seal after
many t~ermal cycles, and gaskets on small diameter flanges can normally be used
two or three times, when the. fla~e is opened up, unless the gold wire is ·
scored when the flange is removedot
··

GENERAL OPERATION OF A VACUUM SYSTEM
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Starting up .a Vacuum System
N.:S. Check that there is oil in the
1.
2.

r~

~

d~ffusion

\!~TEA,.

~

_R;.J..A':{

.

w~Te;R

,

~-

pumpo

Close the air bleed valve
Switch on the rot~y pump, and after 30 seconds open up the series valveo

- 89This allows time for the rotary pump to pump out its own volume so that
a considerable quantity of air is.not introduced into the system. Measure
the pressure in the system either with a discharge tube or Pirani Gauge.
3o When the pressure falls to about 0.2 torr, the critical backing pressure of
the diffu~ion pump, switch on the diffusion pum12 heater power. (The water relay~
cons1stirig of bellow~;~ and a micro-swit~h] and moni>t.oring the flow of cooling
water in.the diffusion pump, allows.power to be applied to the pump only when
the water flow is above the minimum safe value)o ·After twenty to thirty
m:i.nut~s, the pump should be at operating temperature and the pressure on the
fine side· should decrease. (The pressure in the backing line may increase

when-the-punw:st~rts-to-·warm u:P-a:na·oqt~gas}; -~--- ---------c---------------------~--- -

0

4. Thirty minutes after switching on the heater of the diffusion pump, the
ionization au e unit should be switched on if the pump contains oil and not
me:i:'ctiry.
Alternatively, measure the pressure in the fine side with a Pirani
Gauge). ·For a system like MS9, the pressure should be less than lo-5 torr
one hour after switching on the diffusion pump heater. If' this is not so, then
a search should be made for leaks.
If t_he

s~Ystem

is NOI'

bak:ea~ble

:-

5~
Fill the cold traps about one hour after switching on the diffusion pumps.
This allows some time ·,for the pump to remove ~orne of the less easily condensed
vapours from the system before condensing all vapours on the cold t;rap surface.

~:

0

If the cold trap temperature is allowed to increase, condensedmaterial
will return to the system.

A cold _trap filled with liguid nitrogen, lasting about 12 hours with
the MS2 type and about 15 hours with the MS9 type, will give a lower background
pressure from vapour contaminants than a trap filled with solid c~rbon dioxide,
lasting about 48 hours.
If_,:~he S;f~tem

IS bakeable:

6. Thirty minutes after applying diffusion pump heater power, switch on the
I.G.U. and check that the system is free from series leaks. If this is so,
switch on the baking supply, the cold traps being empty. Bake for about 24
hours at a temperature nearly as high as the maximum permissible baking temperature. It is necessary to bake the system at a reasonably uniform temperature;
otherwise material vapourized from the hotter parts will tend to be deposited
on the cooler parts. At the end of the baking period, fill the cold trap and
then swi toh off the baking supply o
Liquid nitrogen should be used as the
refrigerant if ppssible, and the trap should be kept full continuously. If it
must be left unattended for long periods, then solid carbon dioxide should be
used.
If the pressure does not fall to 10=7 torr or less by the tim~ the

=
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system is at r0om temperature, then cheQ~ the tightness of the fl~nges
of gold gasket seals because of pos~ibie air leakso
Maintain the cold trap
at its low temper~ture value w4ile using the system, because i f it is allowed
to warm up, f?O!Ile of the oon,de:nseid vapours will be evaporated and will return
to the system~ • It witl than be necessary to rebake the system for a few hours
to return to the low pressure· ·state~·: In the oase of a mass spectrometer
where condensible vapours are being admitted to the ~9uroe region, periodic
bakiing will help to maintain a olean vacuum E!Y~temo This might be done at
week-ends o
··
· ·
·

·o·

On the WS9, use the source IoqoUo on the 10-5 torr FoSoDo range
when the source supply chassis is. ono The source filament will the.n be s~i tched
· - ·-o-rr -if'- tne-prefssure -becomes- great ez.--tM:n-r-:;5·- x·-To=5-·torr; · un.aer -wliicli- coijQ.nrions
the filament might burn out o

·

·A - ·~·

)

Shutting down a _Vacuum Slstem.
It should be nq·t~d that a hot diffusion pump, using a hydrocarbon
oil as the pumping.fluid, ·should never be allowed to rise to atmospheric pressureo
Should th:j.s occur, the oil will crack and th,e pump and vacull!ll system will ·be
·
coated with a- hard~ black i~sulati!).g deposit~
·
lo

Switch off' the Ionization Gauge Unito The source supplies, ion accelerating
voltage and the electron mult-iplier H~To should also be switch~d off, if they
are not automatically proteoten by the I.GoUo

2o

Start removing the refrigerant from the cold traps, by means of compressed
airo
-~i~_ch. !"Jff the. diffusion pump heaters o The cold traps should be empty
about 15 mina. after switching off the diffusion pump~o It is safe to
let the system up to atmosphere about 25 Jllintites after swit.ohirig off the
diffusion pumpso

0
4o

Switch off the rotary pumpso

5o

Open the air bleed va1Y!, into the rotary pumpo

Speci41 ¢Ei:se ~f MS9o (See MS9 Va~:uum Soltlematio) ;
It is pos~ible t~at the only unit· to be let up ~o at~osphere is
the source~ in order to 'change a filament' for example
In. this .case' the
prqcedure is as followso
· ·
' ··-·- ·
0

2o

Close the ball

v~lve, ~o

isolating the source from the tubeo

3o

St~rt· r~l'l!oving

the refrigerant frpm tl::i,e source cold trapo

4o

Switch
off the
.

.

'·.

.'

.

pump •.

so~roe
diffu~ion
'
'
'

. !··

Twenty-five minutes after switching off
the source backing line valve
0

'··.

-;·

th~

diffusion pump, close

.•..

Open tl),.e squrce air i;n,let vd v,a. o
In order to restart the system, the procedure is as

follow~.,

· ....... -·1·- -Close--the ·source air--inl·et valveo-

0

2o

Close the
.

3.

Open the source backing line, and monitor the backing line pressure o~
a thermocouple gaugeo
When it'falls to less t~ Oo5 torr, reopen the
analyser backing line valveo

analy~er
bac~i~g
- .
:.-·
. : .

lineo

NOTE:

When t~e analyser backing l~aa· v~lv~ is o~osed, the analyser
dif'fuf1!iop. :iru.nlp }"Till build up the pressure in its own backing line
pipewor~; ... Th,e :r:ate of bl:fild tip of pressure aepends. on: the leak rate
into the system'and the rate of out=gassing, but both these effects
should be en:n~ll in MS9 and the. line can be closed for perhaps two or
three minutes ba.fare tb,e O.ifiusiqn pump stal:j.s, i ~e. before the_ backing
line pressure beco~es greater than the critical backing pressure. In
pra.ct'ice~· the pressure' in the source should fall from atmospheric to
Oo5 torr ~ithin_about 30 seconds, and so the diffusion pump should
continue to w:orl.cs~~i~;~f'aQtorilyo

()

4. Thirty minutes after the protection 'A'li t

re~applies

the diffusion

:p~p

heater power, ·switah on the source LGoUo
The·Vaouum Protection Chassis on MS9.
See A2189053
It is t~is unit which provides the doco power for the electromagnetic valves; the air bleed v~l~es on the rotary pumps close when the
rotary pumps are switched on, and the seri~s electromagnetic valves in the
diffusion pump backing lines open about 45 seconds later because of VLS631
thermal delay switc~ and rel~ A/2o Should the mains supply fail, the series
backing line valves close almost_ immediately, but the a.ir bleed valves
(whi.ah oper~te with a smaller current) are delay~d by reservoir condensers
C2 ·or C3, a:nd the DoCe blocking diodes MR3 or MR4,o
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Pirani Switches
The function of

t~e

Pirani switches is to protect various

~its

by preventing the application ·of powe;t" s~ppli:~s-~ t~ the_se units at pressures

too high for their

~afe

operationa - ,

T:q.e _switch VS1 in the tube backing line is open at· high pressures,
the relay B/3 which it co~trols i~ not energizedo When the pressure-has
f~lle:q, 'to. th~ operating point of the switch, the relay is energized and its
cpntaots . ol?se o The f\mctions of .the' contacts . on alos-ing- are· as follows:a~d

-- -- - ---- - --- ----

~

' B1

=

this supplies power to t}l.e tube

---B;--:.~-tllia-::-.supi,-rfes--power

E
3

=

to-t-lie-

di~fus:!.on

pUmp

Ic>iif.ZB.tlon-~aalige

·un::i-t .

this increases t~e current through the Pirani, so that the
relay-does not oscillate when the pressure is appro:xlimately
equal to the operating pressure, ioe o "backlash" i£:1 introduced
in~o tl1.e systel1)o

The switch VS controls the relay 0/2 in a similar way; thecontact C1 applies power ~o-the sample handling system diffusion pump heater,
at sufficiently low pressures~ and o2 increases the ourr~nt t:Q:r-:~u~'the Pirani
to prevent oscillationo
·
The operati~g pres~ures of t:Qe Pir~i switches c~ be controlled
by varyiJig t~e standing ·currents through the w:lres by means of the variable
resistQ,ra:VR4 or VR5o The current 'is supplied by a constant voltage transformer
T2 in o~er to reduce ~ unwa~ted variations in operating pressureo
The_t¥e:rm~co~;ple

gauges used in the protection unit are:-

TC1- tRia measures the cold inlet- system-fine side pressure
T0 2

=

this measures the

T0

=

this measures the tube unit

3

heate~

inlet system fine· aid& pressure
backi~g ~ressure.

T~e DoCo const~nt curr~nt supply to the the~uple gauges is
from MR2, C4 and the low voltage D.Oo stabilizero When a ga.U~ h.ead is
ch~ged, the appropriate potentiometer VR1 to VR3 is adjusted to ~eed the
particular-~r;t"E!nt J;'equired for the heado

Th.e diffusion pump heater power is fed via the water relay.
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ba~ic pri~ciple is to spray, with some gas other than air,
the system where leaks might occur~ ~for example, at gaskets,
wel~s, brazed joints a~d glass to metal sealso If there is a le~ 9 the
constitution of the gas mixture in the system will change, and one of the
pressure measuring inst~ents
be used to detect the ohangeo For instance,
if the oonstit~tion changes, the ionization efficiency changes and a different
reading is oQtained with an ionization gaugeo Alternatively, a thermal
conductivity gauge may be used in certain pressure ranges 9 si~ce a change in
__ ._______ constitution_of___the __ mixture .can_ produce_ a __change__ in _the __effe_cJi:v:_e ___thermal____________ _
conductivity a

The

the

regio~s i~

can

0

When the first search for a leak is being made, the whole region
of the gasket or weld should be covered with a p(>lythene sheet and this "bag"
should be.fille~ with probe gaso If there is an indication of a leak, it is
then possible to search without the 11 b~g 11 in order to find the exact position
of tb,e le~~ by means of a fine je·L It should be cheeked that on removing
"the. 11bag", and therefore the probe gas, the pressure reading returns to
normal 9 (ioeo check s~quld ~e made on zero drift);
The 10 time constan,t" d~pends upon the form of the leak (eogo a
leak through two small holes in aeries m~ have a time constant of the order
of hours) and upon the i!jize of the pipework between the leak and the ·gauge,
and between the leak and the pump, and upqn the pumping speed of the pumpo
When the leak is being "bagged if~ gas should be allow~d to flow for up to about
two mi~utes
if ~o indication appears earlier, and the zero should also be checked
·.'
Methods of Leak Detection in Various Pressure Rangeso

0

Above 50

t~rr 9

50 torr to Oo5 torr?

listen for the leak.
use spark box and discharge tube.

With Calor gas (n=buta,ne) or coal gas (methane and hydrogen) the
discharge should become more white in colour than the purple-pink of airo The
rotary pump itself should be checked by closing the backing line valveo As
a last resort in finding a leak in t~is pressure region the suspected part
of" the system IDaY be .covered with ether or trichloroethylene and a watch should
then be kept for ~ change in colour of the dischargeo
This method is permissible only aS! a last resort because ether and trichloroethylene are very
difficult to remove from the system, once they are ino
2
1 torr to 10- torr = thermocouple ~eo
1 torr to 10-4 torr -

EiHJ.Ui Gauge

=
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The probe gas sho-qld be coal gas (i.e. hydrogen). This
increases the 'apparent"':Pressure readings by a factor of 1 o2 compar~d with
those for air. It may be noted that argon changes the readings'.by a f~ctor
of O.B, and Calor ga~ by about Oo5 1

(~

If a leak in the region 10-4 torr or worse is suspected in a
glass system~ say on a glass inlet line to the ~ource, then a TESVAO high
frequency di~charge box may be u~ed, with the control set for a small spark.
With the probe wire touc~ing the glass, the regions where joints have been made
are examined for possible pin-holes. These will show up as a bright bluewhite discharge when the probe wire is immediately over the pin-hole, due to
·· ·· -- the-phenonrenon··of ·p·oint-disona;rge·;,-·tn:e--ga.s being ionizefd oy -tlie -intensely···-·-·· ···
high electric field in t~e nei~hbourhood of the pointa

\j

T~e MV spa;rk box must NC1l' be used for testing glass ..:lz:! this way,
because the power av~ilable in the spark is sometimes eno'l,lgl).::to crack the
glass a

·N .B.

'
10-3
....• torr __.and lower pressures
-·Ionization Gauge Unit and carbon dioxide
as probe

gas.

In the region 10-3 torr to 10-4 torr the life of the filament of
the I.G.U. is likely-to be rather short, particularly since O%Ygen will
represent 20% of the total gas in the syst~m if t4ere is a leak, so causing
oxidation of the wireo
·
·
Note:

0

The sensitivity of the I.G.U. is about 50% higher with carbon
dio:x;ide than wi~h air, and so the system presl3ure wilL appear to rise when the
leak is covered with a carbon dioxide probe, if there is no cold trap in'
·
operation. However, if the cold trap is filled with liquid nitrogen, any
carbon dioxide which gets into the system from the probe will be frozen out
in t~e trap and so the pressure registered on the I.G.U. may fall when the
leak is covered.
The change in indiQated'pressure depends on the flow of· C02
past the gauge head ~d so depe~ds on the relative positions of the 'leak, the
cold trap, and the gau~ head$ In the case where the gauge head is mounted
below the cold trap, ·.as in an MS2, the negative change in pressure reading
obtained with liquid nitrogen in the trap· is about twice as great as the
positive change in pressure reading obtained with the trap at room temperature.
If the sy~tem being leak hunted is connected to a mass spectrometer with a gas source, and if the pressure indicated on the I.G.U. is only
a few times greater.than lo-5 torr or less, then coal gas shou~d be used as
the probe and the mass spectrometer should be tuned to the CHj peak (i.eo
mass 15), which will incr~ase when the leak is covered. Since the mass 15

=
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background peak is small, this method is the most sensitive of those
mentionedo
:However, in the special case of the MS9, if a leak occurs on
the analyser tube, the differential pumping factors between the source and
the analyser will reduce the sensitivity of this method,and. the best way
may still be to use the analyser I.G.U.

0

In the case of a system with no gas source it might be possible
to find leaks in the pressure region lo-5 to~r or less by connecting a
separate mass spectrometer to the system, ~n MSlO for example. This could
then by used with a coal gas probe~ the MSlO being tuned to the mass 15 pea,J.c.
-------Aiternq.Hve1;ft1ie more~--eensitivEf;-out___Iess -eaffily--ava.-naore-; meth:od--with----·--helium and the rn.~ss 4 pe~ m~y be ~mp],oyed o
A ftirt~E!r alternative for mea~uring leaks in any pressure
is the Leak Detector LD~, using helium and the.mass 4 peak.

r~ge

Sealing
Leaks
.
..... .... o
(

For le8.ks in the backi:Q.g line region, it is possible to use
Apiezon Wwaxo Type W40 is fairly pliable at room temperature and WlOO
is hard at room temperature. Alternatively, but less reliably, Q compound
may be usedo
As a temporary repair for leaks on any part of the system, silicone
varnish may be used; this can be bru,hed on and it sets hard. It does not
stand baking well, and will leak after a time.

0

-
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ION . SOURCES
Ty;ges of Sources
There are four main types of ion source, known respectively as
the electron bombardment source, the thermal ionization source, the spark
source and the photo-ionization souroeo In the table below they are·ao~
pared from various ;POints of viewo
'

.,

~

.,

Electron
Bombardment
Source

..

Sensitivity
- ....
Stability
Ene:r;-gy Spre~d
Vacuum Lock
. Background
.S~pl~s

Applicatio~i!l

Method

CJ
..

Hi~·

Good
Low
...lfot required
High
..Gases, liquids
solifie (ad.mit
t¢ as v~pour)
General
Beam of 70eV
electrons

.,.

-.

;

Thermal
Ionization
Source
Varies
Fair
Low
Required
LOW·

Solids

Isotopes
Heating a
solid on
tungsten
filament

..

. ·.-

.

..

Photo-

Spark
Source·

~onization

Source
Low
Good

_l~igh

Poor
High
Required
Low
Solids

--···

Low

required
.High ..
Gases,liquids
~olids( ad.mi:t-- .
~ed as vapours)
Impurities
General
Spark between Ultra Violet
two· solid rod I!
beam
~ot

'

The thermal ionization source may be used quantitatively for
determinations of the relative a'btmdances of isotopes of the same element
only, because in this case alone are the ionization effioiences equalo
Unfortunately, the probabilities of ion production can differ by a factor
of 107 between so~e elements, if the normal ionization techniques are usedo
The electron bombardment type of ion source, which is the
standard source on the MS9, is the best and most convenient to use whenever
the sample can be satisfaotor-l~Y introduced into the ionization region as
a vapour. The only disadvantage is the high background due to the faot that
residual gases are io:p.ized.
C0rreotions may be applied by running a ttblank"

=
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~pect:rump

ioeo one in which no sampl·e· ga;s· i:s· in:trodu<red:c
'
'
.. Ionization by Electron Bomb~Zl!
Principle
···,.
.....

),

Electrons emitted from

~ fil~eht

are accelerated byr a potential

dU,t~remce (of b~tween ·5V ~~d lOOV). into the ionization c~ber through
which the sample gas is flowingo Only about 1 in 104 of the molecules is

ionized, but at a sample pressure of le-5 torr and an electron current of
l09PA and ener~ of 70eV, the ion current produced is about lo-9 amps
- .--- -----for--a-source lJLke-that- of--MS9o - -· ---------- - --- -------- ---------------------------------------Although the ionization probability differs between substances,
the values for various electron beam currents and energies may be obtained
from the AoSoToMo tables, so enabling corrections to be applied to the mass
spectra of gas mixtures in order that quantitative determinations of the constituents may be madeo · A knowledge of the ionization probabilities may also
be required even in the case of a qualitative analysis, if the mixture
under consideration contains many-gaseso
Exampleo

The ionization of n=butane

The chemical formula for n-butane is C4H1o and its structural
formula is shown belowo
H

I
H-0
I

H

H

H

I

I

H

I

H

H

H

c-c - c
I
I
I

H

I

C-H

I

-H

~n a molecule, some of the electrons normally associated with
individual atoms become associated with two or more atomso Indeed, some
electrons may be con~idered as moving round the molecule as a whole, and
ionization consists of removing one of theseo Simple ionization giving
C~H 10 + ions requires only a mini~um electron beam energy of lOeV approximately,
tlie 2on being of mass 58 AoMoq~
At higher energies, some of the excess
energy of the ioni~ing electrons may be transferred to the ion, the carbon and
hydrogen nuclei of which are then set rotating and vibrating with respect to
each other; these movements may be sufficiently violent to cause the molecule
to break up into smaller fragmentso For example, if one C-H bond breaks, an
ion of mass 57 AoMoUo (C4H9 +) is produoedo With electron beam energies of
50eV, all possible fragments are producedo

Choice of Electron Beam Voltage
A typiGal curve of ionization efficiency against electron beam

=
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energy is shown in the figure belowo
IONIZATION
EFFICIENCY

0

t

eV . ~
It is found that the ionization efficiency for most ions.. is a
maximum at electron energies between 50eV and lOOeV, and so 70eV is the
value normally chosen in praoticeo
At the maximum of the curve the
sensitivity is, of course, greatest, and the stability of the electron
voltage is lessoritical; a. given variation in electron energy produces
a smaller variation in ionization efficiency at the maximum than elsewhere
on the curveo
J;t..GC:...TBoN

FN£Af.c'(

Low electron voltages ( 10 = 20eV) may be used if. the "parent.
ions" only are required, or by physical chemists to study the minimum... energies
(ioeo "appearance potentials~) at which various ions are formed, and· the;t>eby
to measure the strengths of bonds in moleculeso The appearance potentials are
usually measured relative to the appearance' potential of argono
· ··
.Mass Spectra
The mass spectrum of n-butane contains thirty peaks; by comparison,
compounds of molecular weight 200 may have 100 to 150 peaks in the spectrumo
For an unknown compound, the most important information given by the cracking
pattern is the molecular weight, this being the mass of the parent iono In·
. addition, the fragment peaks give information on the stru.cture of ~l:J.e molecule;
for instance, a peak 15 mass numbers below the parent ion suggests the presence
of a methyl group ( CH ) o
. .. .

3

-NorE:

I

Because of the way the fragment ions are formed, the fragments
may fly apart with considerable energy-, and. thus? although in a sing1e focusing
instrument reasonable mass measurements can be performed on parent,, ions 11 ·
incorrect results are likely to be obtained for fragments because of, . their
initial kinetic energieso In a double focusing instrument, however, the spread
in energy does not affect the mass measurement o
' · · ·· ·
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The Effect of Temperature.
Before ionization the molecules already possess some kine.ti.c
, energy due to their internal movements, and this increases withtemperatureo
Consequently, the higher the temperature, the more likely it isr that tha .
molecules will dissociate after ionization, resulting in a low parent··peak:o
Since large parent peaks are desirable, it is important to keep the ionization
chamber temperature as low as possible, and as constant as possibleo
_Construction of the Electron Bombardment Ion Source o

__________________________ A_l3_impl_i:t'i_ed __diagram___of_t_his__ty:pe__of__ source_is

0

figure belowo
FIL.AW~NT

I
I

~

ION EXIT

CAG::E

5L.IT

Sll>E EI-E\/A-T ION .

L

PLAN

_ _ _ _ _l

~hown_in ..the __________

_
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The· Filament· ·
The filament may be a ribbon of tungsten Oo030 11 by OoOOl" or
a wire of rhenium Oo007 11 diametero A heating curr.ent of al:i.out four.or
five amperes produces a temperature of 20000K to 2500°Ko, the resulting:
electron emission being in the range from 10~ to 1 or 2 mAo If the heater
current is AoCo, the frequency must be high relative to the amplifier
response a
The Ionization Chamber
Between 1/5 ~ 1/10 of the electrons emitted from the. filament
through--a---alit·· 0<>016"-x··oo-125" ,-or· a hole ;·-uca.,-:-:pl~t~ ---·-------close to the filament, ·the plate being at ionization chamber potentia.lo
Almost· all of theE,~e pass on . through the ioni:Sat:i..on chamber and are, C<?lleoted
by· the. trapo Consequently, the trap current is taken as a measure. of the
effeotive ionizing current 9 and is therefore· maint~iined constant o

---succeed--in·-pas~ing

0

The total emission from the filament is monitored as a check
on sa.tisfactory operation; it will get larger towards the end of the source
.lifec.. The ·emis~j~ion ·of ~:~econdary-electrons from -the t-rap is prev-ented by
maintaining this some 40V positive with respect to the ionization chambero
Any secondary electrons that are emitted, are returned immediately to the
trap· by the opposing electric field, and eo there is no error in the observed
trap currento
In the ionization region, above the ion exit slit, the potential
is effectively constant and the electrons have constant energvo
The Source. ' ~~?to
.
~

Electrons with an initial component of velocity transverse to
the beam are prevented from spreading by the axial source magnetic field,
which causes th~m to execute helical paths, as shown in the figure below o

A

In Figo (1) an electron is shown, having a velocity Vat an angle
to the axis AB~ This velocity may be resolved into two components, one
along AB, and the other perpendicular to ABo The latter causes circular motion
0(
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·of···the electron in tpe magnetiG field, which acts parallel to ABo Thi6
·oircu1ar:·motion i~ in a pl~ne perpendicular to AB, as shown in Figo (.1 ),
where· the $Xis AB ~~.)~~~ · J?S.~~lJt?.t{ tlp.ooug~ A perpendicular to the paper o
·However~·· the velo91 ty!~(llQmpo~ent along A:B J.s unaffected by the prese;tce of
the ma.·gn.etic field~" a.ii.d .'~o t':l:J,e resultant path :is a helixo
It should be
note"d:"that the axis· d of the helix is parallel to the axis AB, but is
'separated frol!l it by a dista!loe equal to the radius of the helixo
For a ~agnatic field strength of 200 oersteds~ and electrons
of energy 70eV, the diameter of t:q.e helices is less than Oo008" and the
pitch is Oo36", Leo about half the length of the ionization cha.ijlbero

- ··· ------------ --- ------· -- --Tfie-·etf'ect.--or---tna·-1-o-;n·re:Peire·r--:Pla1:e; --wliion-n<>rma.n-y· -a.n

rac~s-

()
· /

-- ---

electrons, is le~s serious in the presence of the magnetic fieldo For an
ion repeller potential of 10 volts, the upward deflection is less than
Oo004 11 and the sideways deflection is less than Oo025", af'ter the length
of the ionization chambero
Operation at Low Electron Voltageso
-

Q.

1

;

The e:f:ficiel1CY. and stability of the electron beam system. may
diminish if the electron voltage i~ reduced below 20 volts, partly due to
the efficiency of the electron.gun, the effect being that more emission will
be needed to produce a given trap current, but also because spurious potenti<:Us
due to surface charges which may build ~P on surf~ces and slits (ion repeller,
etco) affect the slower moving electrons to a greater extento
The Effect of Leakageso

,..

I

I

R~

---

--

...
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T}).e most comp1on cause of leak,ge is R1 , the filament-cage
leakage resist~nce, which ~rises beo~use of heat from, and evaporation of,.
the filament o The value of 11.1 ~ay fall to the region of 104 ohms o The
trap current is unaffected, an,d-the only results are that greater electron
emission is indicated, and in severe cases the electr,on voltage may dropo
T}).e l~~age resistances R2 and R3 are normally high, but if
leakage did occur the ion~zing electron current would be less than the
obserVed valu~ IT' which would still remain at the regulated value.
_. ----~- __ . __

0

is

because the voltage across it is higho At
J() -pA-i.f__ R4- _i1!1..35QMSl, ___anc;l_ an_indioated_________ _
trap current of lOOp-A will represent only 90pA ionizing electrons currento
For regulating low values of trap o~re~t, or for high stability of ion
beams, this leakage must be low and constanto
R

~portant

-~K_V,___:tht:! __ :l..eM~g~_Q\l:I'_r~_llt..J=?_.~]:lou_t

Formation· .ot···the.
·I~r( Be-am o'
..
..
The ions are formed in a region about Ool25" x Oo020" in crosssectiono The opjeo.t.is..toextract as m~. of these ions as possible and t9
aocel~rate them into a narrow ion beam with a small angle of divergence a£;
t~e v~lue~ ~nd the initial beam width w1 will normally be determined by the
re~olving J?Ower required 9 and by the analyser d-e£?igno
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The s;implest way to ac~ieve the specificed value-s- of W1 and £X.
to accelerate t~e io~s in a uniform fieldo .

(ii) to place a slit.<?f width w1 in the path 0~· tM ions.,
(iii) to a.dd a further slit at a distance d, of width W2, w:q~re
W2 '"' 2cxd . :;: W1, ~s shown on the following page.,

.
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Unfortunately, this method would involve using only a fraction
!,1 of the original ionso For w
1 "" Oo0003", and W0 = Oo030n the efficiency
Wo
of extraction is only l%o
The alternative approach is to make use of a demagnified image
of the ionization regiono Fortunately 9 in most pr~ctical systems for
extracting ions from the ionization chamber such an image is formedo For
instance, the ion exit slit width is determined.largely by sample flow
requirements and will normally be about 0.,030 11 wide by Oo5 11 longo It is
desirable to keep the slit small in order that the sample pressure may be
fairly high, but it must allow a high proportion of ions to escapee The
pumping speed of the ionization chamber is of the order of 1 litre/second
for the exit slit a;nd the other holeso
The ionization chamber will contain
an ion repeller plate, and beyond the ion exit slit there will be one or more
parallel slit pl~tes, providing a more or less uniform accelerating potential
gradiento One of thes~ pl~tes may, in fact, b~ a pair of half-plates. In
any system of this kind the field distribution is such that a reduced image
of the ionization region is formed, so that all the ions appear to diverge
from this narrow image into the analysero
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In, this case, the best place for the source slit is at the
pqsition of the ima.g~~ and if the width of the image is Yi o W0 , then
the fraction of the original ions used is

Yo

z0
Yi

i.e. the efficiency is increased by a factor

~o

equal to the demagnification.

Yi
The source is then completed as before by an~ =defining slito In practical oases
the demagnification is between 5 and 10, ioeo the image width is between Oo003.,
and Oo006 11 approximatelyo
Control over the focusing conditions is mainly by means of the ion
repeller; the effect of the mean potential on the half=plates is much less
important, and their main function is to provide a. deflecting field to correct
for misalignments by application of a differential voltage (usually 0 - 5% of
v
.
accel) o
The Y-plates affect the position of the ion beam entering the
EoS.A., in the radial directiono The Z-plates deflect the beam in the direction
of the main magnetic fieldo
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The Ion Repellero
.... f.
•··
A typical ion repeller characteristic, the variation of ion
c;mrrent with ion r!3:Peller potential~ is shown below

.!QL
e.uf{BE!iT

Po1"Er.IT!AL. w.-r.l:;

e.A-t¢.
The first ion repeller maximum usually occurs at about -Oo5 volt,
referred to the ipnization chamber, presumably because field penetratio~ from
the ion gun exceeds the opti,tnum va~~e for focusingo
A second maximum occurs in the ion current output with t~e ion
repeller at several volts positive with respect to the cage, and the source
ia norma:U;r operated in either the first,or the second, maximum oonditiono

()

A compari~on of the properties of the source under the two
conditions is shoWn in the table belowo
-·.

. . -- ...

~

First Maximum

Resolving l?ower

Good

Sensitivity

High - presumably because
the image is narrow and
the efficiency Yo o W1 is
higho
Yi Wo
Poor ioeoion current is
NOT proportional to pressure
The stability of the ion
repeller voltage is
critical

Linearity
Stability

=

low energy spread

Second- Maximum
Reduced RoPo because
the energy spread is
largeo
Reduced by a factor
of between 2 and 5o

Good
Good

- 106 =

T~e

maximum is that
resulting space
be wider at the
sample pressure

reason for the poor linearity in the case of the first
the iona spend lopger in the ionization region a~d the
charge upsets the focusing, so causing t4e ion be~ to
collector and t4us changi~~ the collector response as the
is increasedo

-Uses.
First Maximum

for qualitative work or high resolving powero

__Second--Maximum-- --- for-qu~rititative-measurementso-- ------------ -------------- ---

n
-- __

/

0
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The Monitor Collector.
The monitor cqllector consists of a simple system having one
earthed plate in front of the collector plate, as shown in the diagram be~ow.

TG £L.G:r:.Tgott I:'T'E(},
VJ\LVE
----------------------

------------------1"'"--~--,

0

-No secondary eiectron suppressor is used; ion bombardment of the
collector plate liberates electrons which flow to earth and so are registered
as positive ion current by the electrometer valve. It is for this reason that
the reading of the monitor is about three times greater than the actual ion
current, for ions having an energy of 8KeV.
The Final Collector= Position of Refocus •

0

.An irpage of tb,e source slit if! formed by the ions in the ,z'egion
of the collector, and when this final image is in focus at the collector slit,
t4e condition for angular refocusing is satisfied. The vertical position of
the magnet (y) affects the first order an~lar focusing term.
The theoretical peak shape for ions received by the final collector
is shown in Fig. 19, for an ideal ion beam, and it is assumed that any
secondary electrons formed at the collector return to it.
The position of the ion beam centre is, of course, a geometrical
function, but it is expressed in this type of work in terms of v
in a
accel.
single focusing instrument, or VE.S.A. in a double focusing instrument. If
the edges of the ion beam were discontinuous (i.e. no "tails") as in Fig.19,
then it is s~en that the ION BEAM width would be Wb. Due to the existence
of "tails" at _-.the edges of the ion beam~ however, the observed peak does not
have linear ,sides, b1,1t also has "tails 11 , as shown '-on the following page o
I

'i

Collector
Plate.

Collector
Current.

1

I
I

wb---1

I
I

Position of
Beam Centre.

r---

1

THEORETICAL

PEAK

SHAPE.

I
!

I~

I
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COLL.Et.TOR_

C..y({B"ENT

qo%-

I.
..................

____ \ _____ ______ _
,

__________ l ----------·-

---·lo%- --- ----

1·

ION SEAM

Some definition of ion beam width is thus required for all
practical caseso At AoEoL the method is to measure the ion bea.mwidth
in terms of "Tao" values 9 as followso The voltages V1 and V2, corresponding ·to collector currents of 10%; of the maximum, and· V3 and- V4, - ·
corresponding to collector currents of 90% of the maximum, are notedo
Then the Tao value width of the ION BEAM is definE;~d by the equation:=

This form·· of definition is employed· rath~r than simply t~:i,..ng
the value ( V = V1) or ( V2 - V ) because in most· oases- the ion beam is3
4
asymmetrical~ a~d the Tao value as defined in the equation above gives an
avera·ge.. value· of the v~lu:es· obtained from each side of the peak o
Thus, the Tao value represents, in terms of Vaccel or VEoSoAo'
the width occupied by 80% of the ions arriving at the collector slito Therefore, it is a measure of the beam width and can be related to the resolving
power of the instrumento
Practical Arrangement of the Final Collector
See following page.

I
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The No. 2 collector is connected to the grid of the electrometer
valve of the L.R.P. amplifier. The Noo2 Slit Plate is earthed, and the slit
is 0.1 11 long and ia adjustable in width from Oo030'' to 0.001" or 0.002" by
the magnet mounted outside the collector housingo

0

The electron suppressor is at =85 volts <with respect to earth and
repels electrons formed at the Noo2 collector so that they return to the
collector and 4o not cause an error in electrometer indicationo
The guard ring is earthed, and its function is to reduce the
possibility of leakage from the electron suppressor plate to the collector
via the insulatorso
The Noo 1 Slit Plate is displaced so that the collectors can
be used simultaneouslyo It is earthed and is Ool 11 long, and its width can
be adju~ted from 0.030" to 0.0003" by a wedge controlled from outside the
vacuum system by means of bellows.
It is important to note. that both slits lie on the focal plane
AB of the magnetic analyser, and so the angular refocusing condition is met
for both collectorso
The electron multiplier has an entrance angle of 60° (Allen type)

=
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a~d

has eleva~ stages of ~i~ after the first dynode, which is negative
respect to earth; its potential is usually between -lo5KV and -3.5KV.
It collects the incident be~ of iqns a~d liberates secondary electrons.
These are then accelerated towards the second dynode which is less negative
with respect to earth, and which liberates further secondary electrons. The
process continues until the amplified electron beam reaches the last dynode,
which is at earth potential, and is connected to the H.R.P. electrometer
valve grid resistor.
The dynodes are made of beryllium copper~ since this
has a high ratio of secondary to primary electrons~ and are activated before
assembly into the multiplier. The ratio between secondary and primary
electrons depends upon the voltage between the dynode~, as is ~hown in the
__ ___ ______ __ ____ :t'_i~~l9 __b_el()! ~- _______________________________________________________________________________________
wit~

ttftll-4
(::.

S~C. ELaiA,orJ~
PRIH,

E:)..Ec.."fRor-i:.

J

POTENTIA-l- DIFfe!~.EN(£

P!:R S.TAG'I£

The sensitivity of the first dynode is proportional

to~

approximately, where M is the molecular weight of the ions but the actual
output for ions of a particular mass depends to a small degree on whether
the ion is an atomic ion or a molecular ion.
A possible explanation of
this phenomenon is that a molecular ion may separate into fragments, each
of which produces secondary electrons, the total electron emission for a
molecular ion thus being the greater.
These two effects mean that the cracking patterns obtained with
a multiplier are not identical with those obtained from a simple plate
collector. The-sensitivity of the first dynode also changes as the beam is
moved across it; the change is between O% and 10%, and depends upon the
width of the beam, and the life of the multiplier·, among other factors.
In MS9 the first dynode is deliberately mounted well behind the No. 1 slit
(about 1" away), in order that the beam shall be out of' cocus at the first
dynode so that the changes in the sensitivity and in the resulting peak shape
will be reducedo
Electron Multiplier
Electrometer Valve

- noise level referred to input ~ 5 x 10=i9 amps
n
n
"
"
n
~ lo=15 amps

=

SETTING UP :AND
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OPERATI~G

PROCEDPRE

Getting a Beam
1.

6

Adjust Vaccel to the nominal V<;l;lue for the· particular vE.SoAo in use'
with ~Vat the mid~way position. It is best to use the BKV setting
-- - -- ---- ----- -- - if- no--flashover~occurs, .because.. the_::.sensi tiv::i:ty __ incr_e_a::3.e_g;___ ~E3.ry-_ :Qe~rly_ ____ _
linearly with V~ccel• ·
2

(J

Check the pressure. The source pressur~ should be less than 10-5 torr,
and the analyser should be less than 10 torro

0

3. Check the zero of the monitor electrometer on the most sensitive rangeo
4o

Switch on the source supplies. The electron voltage should be about
75 volts, the trap current about lO~A, and the ion repeller potential
about+ 5volts.
These·values should give a reasonable beam somewhere
on the second maximum- -of the ion repeller characteristic.
The Y- and Z- plate potentials should be zero, and the beam centering
should be mid-way.

5·

Open the source and collector slits fully.

6.

Check that the out-off valve behind the source slit is open.

7• A~it the sample up to a pressure of about 10-5 torr on the source
I.G.U.

()

8.- It sheuld now be possible to observe some indication on the monitor
collector. If such an indication is not found, adjust Vaccel by means
of the fine adjustment potentiometer, while maintaining VE 8 A constant,
until some current reaches the monitor.
• • •

9· If no beam can

10.
11.

o~ found at all on ·the monitor 9 check that the source slit
is wide open and m~a~ure VE S A with an Avo.B, actually on the glassmetal seals on the electrosta·hc analyser box and check that· the polarity
is correct, and that the voltage is approximately correct for the
particular
Vacce • setting.
·
1
If there is still no beam, then examine visually the electrometer
connections, the grid resistor, and the grid condenser for short circuits.

When a monitor current indication is found, adjust the Y and Z potentials,
and the "beam centering (B.C.) and ion repeller (I.R.) potentials
approximately for the maximum monitor reading.
·

i
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12o

Now a~just ~V (the accelerating voltage control) to arrange for the
beam to be in the "monitor valley"
o
.
•;·,·

MONf'rOR

.lQ1L

e...u ~An.IT.

f

I
\

I
I ----

()
I

I

--+;
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"",_____
MON!iOfl.

VA-L-l-E'(

By, reference to the diagram of the monitor collector on p13,g19 J07 _
it will be seen that when Vaccel is too high the entire beam f~lls on the earthed plate on the high ra~ius side of the collector plate. As Vaccel is
re~uced by reducing ~ V, the edge of the beam falls on the collector plate
apd the monitor current rises, eventually reaching a maximum value, at which
it stay~ until the edge of the beam passes through the slit in the collector
plateo The current then falls until it is ~bout half the maximum value and
remains constant at this "valley" figure until the "trailing" edge of the
beam rea·ches the slit edge on the low radius sideo As Vaccel is further
reduced, the monitor current again increaseso The width of the valley should
be about 20% FoS.D. on the /:lV met.er (Leo Vaccel)

()

13.•. Adjust Y-, Z= plate, B.C. and loR. potentials to increase valley reading.
14.

Set ~V at 50% F.S.D. on the meter, and turn the fine adjustment
potentiometer for the particular value of Vaccel' so that the beam is
at the centre of the monitor valley.
The controls should be correctly set as far as the monitor is
concerned,but it is now necessary to look for the beam at the final
collector a

15.

Check the zero of the L.R.P. amilifier and leave it on the XI range.
If air is admitted, then the N2 peak at mass 28 will be the largest
in the spectra.
This should reach the final collector for a magnet
meter reading of about 52% F.S.D. on range 3, with 6KV ions, or of
·5~% on range 3, with 8KV ions.

16.

Sweep magnet current manually, and fairly slowly, in the mass 28 region,

I
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with the slits wide open and the beam in the middle of the monitor
v~lley, and with the magnet physically adjusted approximately to
the geometrically s~etrical positiono

--- --- ~rO

·

17o

If no peak is foundf check that the direction of the magnetic field
is correct for POI\'Iit;i.ve ionso

18o

When the peak is found 9 tune to the flat top of the peak and adjust Y~
z, BoO~, and IoRo~ to obtain maxiJ:num peak h.eigh.t 9 if necessary readjusting
the magnet current to ke~p the mass 28 peak in tuneo

19~

20o

~'

LJ

-- Pl-ot the--i-on repell·er--characterist ic ,--adjusting -B-.C. -f'or---each point~ -and
keeping the mass
peak in tune by means of the magnet current if
necessaryo
The ion repeller characteristic should be plotted each day
during the test periodo

2s

Now check the operation of the H.oRoPo amplifier and the electron
multipliero
A4just th~ zero of the HRP amplifier on the most sensitive
range, and switch on the electron multiplier with the voltage control
set -for about - 1 o5KV o The 28 peak should be ·on the- HRP collecter,
when the magner current is slightly greater than the value needed for
the LRP collectoro The signal on the HRP should be considerably larger
than that on the LRP, so that the effects of amplifier zero drift should_
be less importanto
Beam Width Adjustmentso
The next adjustments to be made are those controlling the
width of the ion beam. Initially 9 the resolving power will be low
before the magnet position is adjusted, and so it will probably be
necess~ry to ~ake T
80 measurementso

2lo

Reduce the sourc~ slit size to about Oo003 incho T~is should decrease
the sensitivity by a factor of about 10 compared with the wide open Oo030
i~eh con,ditiono

22o

If the HRP amplifier is operating satisfact~rily, the resolving power
measurements should be carried out on ito The peak shapes obtained with
the multiplier may not be as good as those obtained with a simple plate
collector, (because of the changes in sensitivity which can occur on the
first dynode, as mentioned previously) but RoPo adjustments carried out
using the LRP collector will not give the best conditions for the HRP
amplifier (because of the physical displacement of the two collector
slits)o
·
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Method L

Measurement of T80 •

Jru:l._
(J!.lf.il.;;NT

I0'1'o

--ot 1-------·r
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v,_,
l>E'CA:'PE i>IA-L.. SETTn-14%;

li) The decade dial settings v1 and V2 are observed for the _+O%
points A and B in turn, a.nd the averages of four observations
for each point are taken.
(ii) The above procedure is repeated for the-90% points C andD9
giving values v3 and v4.
Then
Note:

TBO ""'

i .[

(V2 - V1 )

-

(V4 -

v3 )]

The amplifier zero must be checked each set of readings,

thiS being especially important when working with small ion beams
i.e. Xl0 9 X5, or lower ranges.
Energ'( Focusing

C)

For optimum condi tion.s of the energy focusing properties of the
analyser system, the magnet must be placed exactly in the correct position
with respect to the tube. Ions of the same mass 9 but with varying energie-s~
will then be brought to a focus at the final collector slit, the energy
dispersion in the electrostatic analyser being cancelled by the energy
dispersion in the magnetic analyser.
A check may be made upon the energy focusing properties of the
system by simulating a variation in the initial energies of the ions
and by observing the resulting effects. The initial energy spread is
~imulated by changing the AV control, whi.ch affects the value of Vaccel,
only and under optimum focusing conditions, the .bhange at the final
collector slit·will be very small. The extent of the imperfections in
energy focusing, however, may be determined by observing the required
change in the electrost~tic analyser voltage to bring the beam back into
focus at the collector slit, ( i.e. to produce the maximum deflection
of the collector meter).
This change in VE.SioAo is obtained by means

- 115of the decade resistance nials, the associated change in Vacoel being
small compared with the oX>iginal bhange in L1 V.
Thus, the "energy focusing value" .is . . defined as the ratio
Re9_uired change in Decade Dial Setting
Change in b. V

24. The procedure to adopt in practice is as follows:·- .... ·· --------(1).(]

ch.ange-~v- 'b.i-lo-:-;;r±visioris-on--t:he--me_t:er.:·-ci~~e~

ny -.= 5 aTvrsrons --- · · ----------

with respect to· the re!itding for the oentre of the monitor valley).
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(ii) If the peak has no flat top, obtain the readings G1 and ~ of the
decade dials for the values LlV1 anq D.. V2. Then the shift of the
peak centre in terms of the decade dials is G1 = ~·
(iii) If the top of the peak is flat or rounded, it may be difficult to
obtain exact readings. This difficulty may be overcome by making
observations at the
points. Therefore, measure the values
and F1 of the decade dials for a value of ~V 5 divisions below
the mid-valley value. Also 9 measure the readings E2 and F2 for
a. v~l":le of Av 5 divisions above the mid-valley r~ading.

50%

E1

Then, Shift of Peak Centre (in terms of decade readings)

= (E1;F~=

6"u- ,

(b;F2)

say.

dv-]

[e.g.· lo00160 ... lo00125
...
:. a-IT = 0.00035
Now 9 at 6KV, a change of 10 divisions b.v ::!!::: 20 volts.
at 8KV, a change of 10 divisions A V :!:: 26 volts,

=
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Thus, for example, if measurements are made at 8KV, a 26 volts
change in the accelerating voltage requires a fractional change
b\T in the value of VE S A o For the fixed shift in AV of 10
division:e,a\Tis plotted SS the "energy focusing value"o
In tpis system, the best condition of energy focusing occurs ~®r
~\T' '"' Oo
0

vizo

The position of the magnet may be adjusted iri three ways:the vertical position y
the horizontal pQsition x
the angle of rotation relative to the tubeo

In theor,y, these thr~e adjust~ents should permit the achievement
of the three theoretical focusing conditions, which are-:
(a) first order angular focusing, ioeo coincidence of the final image
with the plane of t~e collector slit.
(b) first order.energy foousing 9 ioeo zero lateral displacement of the
ion beam at ·the collector for a small change in Vaccelo
(c) se-cona.·o:rder angular focusing, -i~e. cancellat·ion of the 1X 2R ·
image broadening term for the two an&lysers (where tX. '"' half angle
of divergence, R = radius of curvature of path in magnet)
(iv)

Measure the beam width~ by means of Tao measurements 9 and the energy
focusing value, for a series of hortzontal positions of the magnet,
moving the magnet adjustment screw /10 turn (= Oo010 inch) each
time o Plot the graphs as shown below o

()

Q

The

l±ofi..\%.01\!TAL

RlSITIOI\I OF

MA&.tfE"T (T!U'\N?)

~

should be moved in one direction only when making
After one run
through a series of horixontal positions, move the magnet vertically
m~gnet

measurement~ 9

in order to avoid backlash effectso
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by 1/8 turn ( .v 1/64 inch) and make a second horizontal run
and re=plot the curve~, noting particularly the minimum beam width 9
which will be lower than the previous value if the vertical movement
was in the correct directiono Also, the ho~i~o~tal positio~s of the
magnet corresponding to t~e points A and B should be closer togethero
After several vertical positions have been measured, it should
be possible to arrange for the points A and B to occur at the same
horixontal position of the magneto Under these conditions 7 the
beam width will be at its narrowesto

()

An ea~ier alternative to making T8o measurements existso If the
collector slit width is reduced so that it is narrower than the beam
(peak height reduced to 50% of maximum, for example) 1 then a measurement
of the ratio
final collector current
9 or of the final collector
··
II!Oni to:J:' collector current ·
· · · ·
current if the monitor collector current is constant, will increase if
the beam width ·is -redti,ced-o The -ab-ove -mea;surement may ·be termed- the·
"transmission", and a typical curve is shown below,

TBI!tJSHIS5!otf

TMt>ltl.

0
Since the transmission is greatest when A and B occur for
coincident positions of the magnet, the energy focusing readings need
not be taken at all positionso However, the energy focusing curve
is a more sensitive indication than the transmission curve, so when
the final condition is being approached it will probably be necessary
to measure botho

=

26o

Method 3.
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Using a Doublet.

If the r~solving p~wer is sufficiently high to separate a doub*et 9
for example N2 and c2H4 at a resolving power of 1200 or N + and CO
at a resolving power of 2500, then a direct indication of t~e beam
width or resolving power may be obtained by plotting the "percentage
valley" between peaks of approximately equal height.

c ---------

A----

In the diagr·~, the percentage
valley is given by t~e equation:=
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By noting the percentage valley, it is possible to determine how
the beam width changes when horizontal magnet runs are made for various
vertical positions. This can be done either by using the amplifier on
manual gain control and measuring on the meter, or by making a visual
estimation using the cathode ray oscilloscope and the repetitive m~gnet
sweep. The manual meter method is probably the most accurate when making
adjustments in setting up, although for routine smaller measurements
later on (for example, by the customer) the oscilloscope method is more
convenient.
Estimation of Resolving Power.
It will be recalled that the A.E.I. definition of resolving power
m
is 'A
, -where lJ.. m is the mass separation o:r two ions of mean mass m, ·
u.m
.
which have a 10% valley between them, when the peaks are of equal height.
Thus, each peak contributes 5% to the valley, and so if no doublet of
the required separ~tion is available, the resolving power can be
calculated by measuring the width of a single peak at the 5% points.
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Rotation of the Collector Slit
Because of possible mechanical misalignments in the instrument, an
adjustment is provided for rotating the col'iec~ors with respect to the
tube so that the long axes of the collector slits are brought into the
same plane as the source slito
The collector to tube vacuum seal is a
.rubber gasket and is sufficiently flexible to allow the angular movement
required, when the four flange bolts are slackened about i turno
(The movement at the side on the adjusting screw is about Ool inch)o
Note: The ~cqelerating voltage, multiplier HoTo supply and the source
supplies must be switched off before the four bolts are slackened off,
in case t4e gasket springs a leak, although this is unlikely if the
gasket has not been baked above 100°Co Therefore, after making a
complete set of runs through the horizontal and vertical positions of
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the magnet and finding t~e optimum position, it is necessary to
run through the slit rotation aqjustment by turning the Allen screws
about half a turn per timeo
T]+e coliector rotation is limited by
t~e clearance in the flange boltso
Its position must be set for
minimlun observed beam width, ioeo for maximum resolving powero

RUNNING A SAMPLE
(a)

The Cold Sample Handling System,
FLASK

'TO Pu\M p

. - - - - - - !DOSER
:.S/NTE~

M!:B c.IAR'(

(1)

Check that the cold sample hanqling system diffusion pump is on
and that the pressure is <( lo=4 torr on the thermocouple gaugeo

(2)

Open valves

(3)

Attach the sample bottle by means of a union with a polythene gasketo

3, 4 and 1 and pump out the flask for about 1 minuteo
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(4)

~

Close 1~ open 2, to pump out the air space between valve 2 and the
bottle ta.po. Pump for about 30 seconds, and note the thermocouple
gauge re~din~ o ·

(5) Close 3,

~d

open the bottle tap to admit the sample to the 'interspace

and doser.
(6)

. -·

Close 2 an(!. bottle tap.
If the pressure in the sample bottle is sufficiently high, the
below the end of the sint ered
pump line tube, so that the e+cess sampte--wiil-be pumpe-d-away--througli·-the ~intero When the mercur,y level reaches the end of the pump line~
the pumping action ceases, and so a known quantity of gas is trapped
in the volume of the interspace and doser, at a certain pressure,
which is recorded by the difference in level of the mercury columns.

·~--···-···-·- liii:lrQ~.J:'Y_j,.:~Lill€3 __9-_o~:~~e!'__:!f_i~_Ll'!~~dep~e_§lsiE)d

(7)

--

Open valve 1 to expand this quantity of ga.s into the flasko Tme source
I .G.U. will indicate .the_ prl:lss_~r.EL:i.rl :t:h.t9.P1l!IIP_l.~:g,~, .t'l.~'!il,le>11g:tl the .P.:;'~~§!1lre
in the ion oha.m,ber w-ill be much greater because of the relative pumping
speeds. The monitor collector also indicates the total ion current. A
sample volume of 1 co. at atmospheric pressure is e~ough for a complete
analysis.

(8) If more than one dose is needed, open valves 2 and 3 for about 30 seconds,
then
(9)

3 and open the bottle tapo

Close 2 and the bottle tap, and then allow the dose to expand into the
flask by opening 1.

N.B.

(b)

clos~

Only fairly light pressure is required on the valves to shut them
off.

The Heated Inlet S;ystem.
The whole system is so constructed that it can be heated to

350°0. and-maintained at this temperature indefinitelyo
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In the heated inlet system polythene gaskets cannot be used, and
so the valves use metal to metal seats, and gold gaskets. Consider the
case of a liquid sample which will produce a vapour pressure of about
0.1 torr at a temperature of say 2oooc. Because the vapour pressure
is very dependent upon tb.e t~mperature, the sample will condense on any
"cold spots" on its way into the source. It might decompose, however, at
higher temperatures.
Therefore~ the whole system of three-way valve,
flask, and inlet line should be at 200 ! 5oco

C]
(1)

Open 6 and 7o

(2)

Introduce a measured quantity of sample (AI t co) into the sample bottle,
and attach the bottle to the three-way valve with a gold gasketed union.

(3)

Surround the sample bottle with liquid nitrogen in a Dewar flask in ·
order to freeze the sample.
'"--('.

(4)

Close 7, open 8, to pump out air and any other non-condensible gases
from the sample bottle.
Pump for about 30 secondso
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1, and remove the Dewar flask from around the

(5)

Now close 6 and open
sampleo

(6)

Bring the heater up to the sample bottle, and observe the mon~tor
coll~ctor readingo
Increase the heater power slowlyo As the sample
pressu~e builds up in the flask, the monitor current increaseso

(7)

If the molecular weight of the sample is known approximately, search
for peaks at the final collector in the region of the molecular mass
in order to find a peak near to the parento

(8)

When this peak reaches a satisfactory height on range XlOO or greater 7
olo~e 7 and 8, and re~ove the heat~r from the sample bottleo

(9)

If the molecular weight is unknown, close 7 and 8, and remove the
heater from the sample bottle when the monitor current is on tl).e'
range X200 or great~ro

( 10). When the sample has been admitted to . the required pressure_ and_ when _

the monitor current has become steady 11 in the valley"' 'a run may be
startedo
R~in~

a Sample - Control Panel Operationo

(1}

Adjust IoRo and BoCo if necessaryo

(2)

Put the Mass Selector in the low mass positiono The Sweep must be
off 7 Peak Width at minimum, Narrow Scan in Drift, ~nd the Wide Scan
switch in the "Set Start" positiono

(3)

Select the magnet range which will cover the expected molecular mass of
the sampleo If this is unknown, make ·a quick search, manually~ for
peaks in the increasing mass region, and start the soan from about thirty
mass numbers above the highest peak foundo

(4)

The decision about the amplifier will depend on the type of information
required for the soano If speed is of the prime importance, then put
the amplifier selector switch on LoRoPo (In this condition, the LoRoPo
amplifier output is displayed on the meter~ and the BoRoPo amplifier
output is applied to the reoorder)o
The bandwidth control should be at the 11ma:x:imum 11 :position, ioeo
Noo 6o Adjust the HoRoP. slit to give relatively low resolving power
(say about equal to twice the highest mass in the spect~).
Select the scan speed on the Wide Scan decrease switch& Switch
to Wide Soan, and adjust the "Set Start" potentiometer to the required
indication on the magnet metero

=
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Switch on the reco~er mains and adjust the HoRoP. zero~
watching the galvanomever traces through the recorder viewing window
so that th,e most sensitive galvanometer is between i-" and it' up from
the zero lineo
Switch on the recorder paper drive, and immediately
swi toh from "Set Start 11 to "Decrease" o
The lowe~t pe~is~ible reading of the magnet meter is 20% FoSoDo 9
being limited by th,e series valve anode voltageo When the reading
decreases to thi~ value, switch off the paper drive and switch back to
HSet Start"o If it is necessary to scan lower :l.n mass~ then change to
----------- ----- -- - tb,e -ne-xt-range- down 1:m--the magne-t -and-- restart -the--scan--as-befd.re-for - ----~
the appropriate current valueo At the end of' the scan, switch to
"Set Start", remove tb,e paper drum and develop ito

(5)

If sensitivity is of the prime importance~ then use the amplifier switch
in LoRoP. and a wide slit as before, but use the smallest bandwidth
setting, since noise level is directly proportional to~ ~fo Also use
a slower soan speed setting on the Decrease switch and a slower paper
speiedo

(6)

If plenty of sample is available and the LoRoPo spectrum is required,
tb,en put the amplifier switch in HoRoPo, with narrow bandwidth, fairly
fast soan speed, and LoRoPo slit adjusted to give a resolving power
about twice t~e maximum mass numbero

(7)

If HoRoPo scan is needed, switch to LoRoPo, reduce HoRoPo slit to give
the required high resolving power~ increase bandwidth (maximum bandwidth
is dependent upon the amount of sample available). Set for medium speed
scano
When t~e speot~ has been examined, it may be decided to measure
the mass of some peaks accurately. If a peak of known mass is within 10%
of the mass of the unknown, t~en it can be u~ed in the comparison. Otherwise, a reference compound must be admitted in addition to the sampleo
The reference compound may be a fluorocarbon,. having high mass and yet
high volatilityo

(8)

Tune in the low mass pe~k of the pair on the final collector, with the
amplifier selector switch in the H.R.Po position, using the magnet manual
controlo When the peak is found, switch on the sweep with fairly narrow
peak width, switch on the CoRoO. brightness, and switch the amplifier
selector switch to L.R.P., with wide bandwidtho

(9)

Readjust the magnet coarse control so that the peak is at about the
centre of the sareeno

(10)

Adjust the low mass amplitude so that it is about ~ of the diameter of
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the tubeo
. (11)

Switch to the high mass position, adj~st the decade dials to the
approximate ratio of the masses, and then turn the decade dials in
order to get the high mass peak at the oentr~ of the screen, and adjust
the high mass amplitude o
·

(12) Switch back to low mass, reduce the peak width (and re-tune the magnet
coarse) until the width of the
screen.

pe~

is about

~alf

the diameter of the

(13) Switch to Auto, and readjust the deca~es, if necessary, to bring the
. -- -- -- ----- --- ---- --~w~ J2~~~. ~_!lt_o __?_oj.~~-i_d_en~~-'--~~-~u~_t!~~-!~~--~ig£_mas~-~~~~u~~- ~f- -- -necess~ryo

0

(14) Read the mass ratio directly from the decade dials as:-

(15)

(16)

High Mass
= loABCDEF
LOw-Mass
If the high mass peak is found to drift across the screen, which may
occur due to hysteresis,. or -temperature ef'.fects -in the- magnet, put the
Narrow Scan Reset switch down, and turn the Drift potentiometer until
the peak becomes stationary on the CRO screen.
If, after mass measurements, o~e wants to plot multiplet peaks on the
recorder (i~e. a scan over a small mass range), .put the sweep off, set
Narrow Soan to decrease and tune the magnet coarse control to the mass
region required.

(17) Put the Narrow Soan reset switch

U

down~

(18)

Switch to H.R.P. and observe the meter to check that scanning occurs
through- t.he: pe~f!.

(19)

Adjust the decrease and increase speeds to.the required rate.

(20)

Switch to "increase" and check the position of the multiplet on the
scan meter.

(21) Now switch to L.R.P., switch on the recorder drive, and use the decrease
and increase positions to scan through the peaks.

G. A. Errc;>cko
R. M. Elliott.
A.E. Banner.
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